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Rêve de grandes choses, cela te permettra au moins d’en faire de petites.

Jules Renard (1864-1910)

If you want to understand some aspect of the Universe, it helps if you simplify it as
much as possible and include only those properties and characteristics that are
essential to understanding. If you want to determine how an object drops, you don’t
concern yourself with whether it is new or old, is red or green, or has an odor or not.
You eliminate those things and thus do not needlessly complicate matters. The
simplification you can call a model or a simulation and you can present it either as
an actual representation on a computer screen or as a mathematical relationship.

Hari Seldon
in Prelude to Foundation (1988)

by Isaac Asimov (1920-1992)
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SUMMARY

The surface heat flow and the temperature distribution in sedimentary basins are the
result of a complex interaction of heat generation and transfer in the earth system.
From a scientific perspective, observed spatial and depth variations in the observed
temperatures in sedimentary basins allows a better comprehension of the geological
and geodynamic processes responsible for heat generation and transfer to the surface.
Economically, sedimentary basins are mankind’s largest repository of geo-energy
resources. The resource quality of hydrocarbon and geothermal reservoirs is criti-
cally dependent on subsurface temperature. Consequently, improvements in quanti-
tative and predictive understanding of the distribution of temperatures in sedimentary
basins contributes significantly to the robustness of geothermal and hydrocarbon ex-
ploration.

The main heterogeneities in temperature in a model of conductive heat transport relate
to the lithosphere thickness (assuming an iso-temperature definition for the base of the
lithosphere), and the spatial distribution of the thermal conductivity and radiogenic
heat production. As such, in order to study the cause of observed temperature vari-
ations in sedimentary basins, the heterogeneities in thermal parameters (e.g., radio-
genic heat production, conductivity) and thickness of the sediments and lithosphere
have to be considered. In addition to these variations, the temperatures and heat-flow
can be strongly impacted by the geodynamic evolution of the lithosphere underly-
ing the sedimentary basins. This covers a range of lithosphere processes which can
have a significant effect on spatial and temporal variations in sedimentary basin tem-
perature, including lithospheric stretching of underlying extensional basins, flexural
loading, underplating and magmatism. In addition, within basin sediments and the
underlying basement, deep fluid circulation is an element that should be considered as
it can change the dominant heat transfer mechanism from conduction to convection.
With the objective of defining the observed temperature and deep basin heat flow in
specified areas of interest, the first step in this thesis is to gather together a reliable
temperature dataset that can act as a robust reference for the numerical processing.
If it is to be representative, such a dataset needs to meet a series of requirements:
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(i) to avoid the influence of atmospheric variations, for which the period of varia-
tion is in direct relation to its depth (e.g., daily and seasonal variations penetrating
to depths of 1.2 m and 20 m respectively), the depth of temperature measurements
needs to be below 300 m; (ii) if possible the measurements have to cover the entire
sedimentary depth range from surface to basement as well as aerial extension; and
(iii) the measurements have to reflect the thermal conditions as they were prior to any
human action (drilling) and therefore need to be corrected if necessary. Temperature
measurements from hydrocarbon exploration and production fulfil the requirements
relatively well, as they give temperatures from the deeper part of the basins. Two
major types of measurements are available from the oil and gas industry: DSTs (Drill
Stem Test) are accurate but their number is limited; while BHTs (Bottom Hole Tem-
perature) are available in a great number and are well spread but are less accurate and
require correction. In this thesis I collected both BHT and DST temperature values
either directly in the header of the logs (France case study) or in a prebuilt database
(The Netherlands case study).

From these reference temperature values, two distinct methodologies are used to ob-
tain a full thermal view of the basin: interpolation and physics-based modelling.
France and the Netherlands have been selected as study areas because of the high
abundance of available temperature data, excellent information on sedimentary struc-
tures and properties, and well-defined concepts relating to basin and lithosphere evo-
lution.

In France, a novel interpolation method has been implemented in order to obtain
the temperature in all the sedimentary basins. A 3D interpolation Kriging method
makes it possible to obtain a coherent temperature correlation between every available
corrected temperature measurement. The result is a 3D thermal block that shows the
temperature variations in the French sedimentary basins. Isodepth maps of the 3D
block show anomalously high temperatures in the Rhine Graben around 2000 m in
depth, in the central part of the Paris Basin around 3000 m in depth and in the South-
East Basin at below 4000 m in depth, and quite homogenous temperatures in the
Aquitanian Basin, with slightly higher values in the central part at greater depth. The
main temperature variations observed are related to lithological and hydrogeological
differences, with some geodynamical impact from the Pyrenees and the Alps. The
basement also has a role in some of these variations; these are associated with the
occurrence of radiogenic heat plutons.

To refine the results obtained by interpolation at a national scale in France, a tectonic
heat flow modelling method has been applied in the Paris Basin. This modelling
uses the thermal definition for the base of the lithosphere. The model then takes into
account four major layers in the lithosphere: the lithospheric mantle, the lower crust,
the upper crust and the sediments. Average parameters are used for the three first
layers, with refined definitions used for the sediments in relation to the lithology of
each defined layer. The results of the physics-based modelling are presented in a
series of temperature-depth maps. The model shows high temperatures positioned
at the rim of the basin at deep levels. These are progressively shifting toward the
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central part at shallower depth. It appears that the thermal conductivity of the Lias
has a major impact on the temperature variation. Locally, elevated basement heat flow
and associated elevated temperatures in the deep sediments are most likely related to
radiogenic heat production from plutonic bodies.

The same tectonic-heat flow modelling methodology has been used on the Dutch
subsurface. The result of the modelling is a high-resolution temperature model of the
Dutch subsurface up to 6000 m depth. The model shows high temperature values in
the north-west of the Groningen Platform (at the north end of the Dutch onshore terri-
tory) and in the Peel-Maasbommel Complex up to a depth of 3000 m. Below 3000 m
depth, the high temperature values spread to the Friesland platform in the north and to
the Central Netherlands Basin and West Netherlands Basin in the southern half of the
Dutch territory. The major variations in temperature are related to the high thermal
conductivity of the Zechstein Group (Permian), which is mainly composed of evap-
orates, together with the low thermal conductivity of the Carboniferous. In the south
of the Texel-IJsselmeer High, close to the Friesland Platform, the tectonic heat flow
modelling method has been used to model the evolution of the heat flow over geolog-
ical time. Elevated maturity-depth trends observed in a number of wells consistently
show that these trends relate to strongly elevated heat flow at Late Carboniferous-
Early Permian times, and can only be explained by pervasive magmatic intrusion in
the upper crust. The model concept used in this well-documented area could be ap-
plicable to other areas in the Netherlands or the Southern Permian Basin in order to
identify and explain highly mature values.

The results of both the modelling and the interpolation show reliable, and consis-
tent, results that highlight the occurrence of relatively strong temperature variations
in the studied sedimentary basins. The models underline the importance of consider-
ing the whole lithosphere in order to understand the spatial and temporal character-
istics of temperature variations for hydrocarbon and geothermal energy exploration.
For geothermal energy, I show that variations in heat production from the crust and
thermal conductivity in the sediments can play a significant role in causing thermal
anomalies. Similarly, the heat flow models for elevated maturity-depth trends demon-
strate the importance of considering the geodynamic and magmatic evolution of the
lithosphere to understand and constrain concepts for the maturation of petroleum sys-
tems.
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SAMENVATTING

De warmtestroom aan het aardoppervlak en de temperatuurverdeling in sedimentaire
bekkens zijn het resultaat van een complexe interactie tussen warmteproductie en
warmtestroom dieper in het aardse systeem. Vanuit economisch perspectief herber-
gen sedimentaire bekkens het grootste deel van de aardse bronnen die de mensheid
van energie voorzien. Ruimtelijke temperatuurvariaties in sedimentaire bekkens vor-
men de basis voor een beter begrip van de geologische en geodynamische processen
die verantwoordelijk zijn voor warmteproductie en warmtestroom. De kwaliteit van
olie- en gas en geothermische reservoirs is in sterke mate afhankelijk van temperatu-
urvariaties in ruimte en tijd. Om die reden is een verbeterd kwantitatief en model-
matig begrip van de temperatuurverdeling in de ondergrond van groot belang voor
zowel geothermische als olie- en gasexploratie.

De belangrijkste heterogeniteiten in temperatuurmodellen gebaseerd op thermische
conductie (en een isothermische definitie van de lithosfeer-asthenosfeer grens) zijn
gerelateerd aan de lithosfeerdikte en de ruimtelijke distributie van thermische con-
ductiviteit en radiogene warmteproductie. Om de oorzaak van de geobserveerde
temperatuurvariaties te doorgronden moet de heterogeniteit van deze parameters in
sedimentaire bekkens in acht worden genomen. Bovenop deze variaties in com-
positie, kunnen de temperatuurverdeling en warmtestroom sterk worden benvloed
door de geodynamische evolutie van de lithosfeer onder de sedimentaire bekkens.
De geodynamische evolutie van de lithosfeer omvat een scala aan processen die van
grote invloed kunnen zijn op de evolutie in ruimte en tijd van de temperatuurverdel-
ing, waaronder extensie, flexuur, underplating en magmatisme. Bovendien kan diepe
vloeistofcirculatie in bekkensedimenten en in het onderliggende basement leiden tot
convectief in plaats van conductief warmtetransport. Een belangrijk resultaat van dit
proefschrift is de ontwikkeling van een generieke aanpak voor de karakterisatie en
analyse van temperatuur in samenhang met de diepe warmtestroom in bekkens. De
methodiek wordt toegepast op bekkens in Frankrijk en Nederland waarvan relatief
veel en hoogwaardige informatie beschikbaar is over de sedimentaire opbouw, ther-
mische eigenschappen en bekken- en lithosfeerevolutie.
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Om de diepe warmtestromen in bekkens te definiren op basis van de temperatu-
urverdeling in een specifiek studiegebied, bestaat de eerste stap uit het compileren
van een dataset van betrouwbare temperatuurmetingen die een representatieve basis
kunnen vormen voor numerieke modellen. De dataset moet aan een aantal voor-
waarden voldoen: (1) om de invloed van atmosferische variaties uit te sluiten mag de
dataset alleen temperatuurmetingen bevatten die op een diepte van 600 m of meer zijn
verkregen; (2) een regelmatige ruimtelijke datadichtheid van het bestudeerde bekken,
en (3) de metingen moeten representatief zijn voor de in-situ thermische condities,
voorafgaand aan verstoring door menselijke activiteit (boringen). Metingen voor ex-
ploratie en productie van olie en gas voldoen over het algemeen goed aan deze vereis-
ten en zijn intrinsiek representatief voor dieptes groter dan 600 m. Twee hoofdtypen
van metingen zijn beschikbaar uit olie- en gasexploratie: DSTs (Drill Stem Test) zijn
precies maar vaak beperkt in aantal omdat deze alleen worden opgenomen bij het
testen van een put; BHTs (Bottom Hole Temperature) zijn gangbaarder en worden
routinematig tijdens het boorproces opgenomen. Deze metingen zijn minder precies
dan de DST en vereisen een correctie, maar zijn in grote getale beschikbaar en goed
verspreid over het geboorde gebied. In dit proefschrift is een compilatie gemaakt van
zowel BHT- als DST-metingen uit logs (Frankrijk) en digitale databases (Nederland).

Op basis van deze gecompileerde referentiedataset van temperatuurinformatie zijn
twee verschillende methodieken gebruikt voor de thermische karakerisatie van de
bekkens: interpolatie en op natuurkundige wetten gebaseerde modellen.

Voor de temperatuurverdeling in de Franse ondergrond is gebruik gemaakt van een
driedimensionale interpolatiemethode. Deze interpolatiemethode is gebaseerd op
kriging en resulteert in een coherente temperatuurcorrelatie van de gecorrigeerde tem-
peratuurmetingen. Het resultaat is weergegeven als een set van temperatuurkaarten
op verschillende dieptes. Relatief hoge temperaturen komen voor in de Rijnslenk
op 2000 m diepte, in het Bekken van Parijs rond een diepte van 3000 m en in het
Zuidoostelijke Bekken op een diepte van meer dan 4000 m. In het Bekken van
Aquitaine is de temperatuurverdeling relatief homogeen, met iets verhoogde temper-
aturen in het centrale deel op grote diepte. De meeste temperatuurvariaties kunnen
goed verklaard worden door lithologische en hydrogeologische verschillen, gecombi-
neerd met de geodynamische invloed van de nabije Pyreneen en Alpen. In een aantal
gevallen kunnen temperatuurvariaties worden toeschreven aan de anomale radiogene
warmteproductie in het basement die verband houdt met de aanwezigheid van plu-
tonische gesteenten.

Voor het Bekken van Parijs is een tektonische driedimensionale modellering van de
warmtestroom uitgevoerd om in meer detail onderzoek te doen naar de oorzaak van
temperatuurvariaties en om te komen tot een fysisch betrouwbaarder model dan dat
verkregen door interpolatie. Het tektonische model hanteert een thermische definitie
voor de basis van de lithosfeer en bestaat uit vier lagen: de lithosferische mantel, de
onderkorst, de bovenkorst en de sedimenten. Gemiddelde waarden voor thermische
parameters zijn gebruikt voor de eerste drie lagen. Voor de sedimenten is een meer
gedetailleerde modelparameterisatie gehanteerd, gebaseerd op de diepte-afhankelijke
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lithologische relaties die rekening houden met de effecten van variatie in temperatuur
en porositeit. De resultaten zijn weergegeven als dieptekaarten. Op grote diepte laat
het model hoge temperaturen zien aan de randen van het bekken. In de ondiepere
delen verschuiven de hoogste temperaturen zich van de rand naar het centrum van het
bekken. De thermische conductiviteit in het Onder-Jura pakket (Lias) heeft een grote
invloed op de temperatuurvariaties. Lokaal is er sprake van grote warmtestroomvari-
aties in het basement die goed verklaard kunnen worden door de anomale radiogene
warmteproductie van plutonische lichamen.

Voor de Nederlandse ondergrond tot een diepte van 6000 m, is ook gebruik gemaakt
van een tektonisch driedimensionaal warmtestroommodel. Het model laat hoge tem-
peraturen zien in het noordwesten van het Groningen Hoog en in het Peel-Maasbommel
Complex tot een diepte van 3000 m. Op grotere diepte zijn de hoogste temperaturen
meer verspreid richting het Friesland Platform, het Centraal-Nederlands Bekken en
het West-Nederlands Bekken. De sterke temperatuurvariaties hangen samen met de
hoge thermische conductiviteit van de Zechstein Groep (Perm), die voor een groot
deel bestaat uit evaporieten, en de lage thermische conductiviteit van het Carboon.

Voor een deelgebied in Nederland, overeenkomend met de zuidelijke marges van
het Texel-IJsselmeer Hoog, nabij het Friesland Platform, is de tektonische warmte-
stroom gemodelleerd in het geologisch verleden en gekalibreerd met maturiteits-
gegevens. In dit gebied zijn sterk verhoogde maturiteit-diepte trends aangetroffen in
putten, die gerelateerd kunnen worden aan een sterk verhoogde warmtestroom in het
Laat-Carboon tot Vroeg-Perm. Modelresultaten tonen dat deze verhoogde warmte-
stroom alleen verklaard kunnen worden door grootschalige magmatische intrusies
in de bovenkorst. Het gebruikte modelconcept kan ook worden gebruikt in andere,
vergelijkbare gebieden in Nederland of in het Zuidelijk Perm Bekken, om anomale
maturiteitswaarden in het Carboon te verklaren en heeft een grote invloed op scenar-
ios voor de timing van gasgeneratie.

De resultaten van de temperatuurinterpolatie en modellering geven een consistent
beeld van de relatief sterke temperatuurvariaties die voorkomen in sedimentaire bekkens.
De modellen demonsteren het belang van de incorporatie van de thermische structuur
en eigenschappen van de lithosfeer voor een beter begrip van de temperatuurvariaties
in ruimte en tijd, ten behoeve van zowel geothermische als olie- en gasexploratie.
Voor geothermische energie tonen de modellen dat variaties in radiogene warmtepro-
ductie in de korst en thermische conductiviteit in de sedimenten een grote rol kunnen
spelen in het ontstaan van geothermische anomalien. Voor olie- en gasexploratie laten
de tektonische warmtestroommodellen zien dat de verhoogde maturiteit-diepte trends
verklaard kunnen worden door relatief ondiepe magmatische intrusies in de korst.
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CHAPTER

ONE

INTRODUCTION

Heat processes in the earth’s system have been a subject of study for over two cen-
turies. The work of Fourier from the 1820s (e.g., Fourier, 1827) provides a good
example of this interest, exploring the shallow variation of temperature in the earth.
Throughout this 200-year period of measurement and interpretation, our understand-
ing of heat in the earth has gradually improved and today, the general framework of
tectonic mechanisms is relatively well understood. The inner heat of the earth is pri-
marily related to both primitive accumulation during the accretion of the planet and
radiogenic elements in the crust and mantle. This inner heat is the source of convec-
tion in the mantle that controls the lithospheric plate movements, creating lithospheric
material at the mid-ocean ridge and recycling it at the subduction zone (Jaupart and
Mareschal, 2007).

The heat from the convective mantle is transferred to the continental and oceanic
lithosphere, where it is then mainly transported by conduction, with the exception of
ground water in the upper layers of the crust. The heat flow measured at the surface
is the result of this transferred basal heat, but is increased with the production of
heat through radiogenic decay. In sedimentary basins, the variations of heat flow
at the surface are the result of differences in thermal conductivity in the sediments,
provided a steady heat flow with depth is assumed. However, in tectonically active
areas that are in compression or extension, the continental lithosphere is stretched
or thickened and, in some cases, magmatic bodies intrude or underplating of the
lithosphere occurs. In both cases however, stretching and magmatism can increase the
thermal gradient and lead to a non-steady state heat flow at the surface (e.g., Burrus,
1986; Van Wees et al., 2009). Sedimentary basins are mankind’s largest repository
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of geo-energy resources (Cloetingh and Negendank, 2010; Roure et al., 2010). The
study of temperature variation in sedimentary basins allows us to understand and
identify the major geological structures that can impact upon temperature within a
given area, and to differentiate between the deep heat sources and sedimentary origins
of these heat variations. The thermal behaviour can also highlight the history of the
lithosphere when changes over time are taken into consideration. In any case, in
order to obtain a good understanding of the temperature in sedimentary basins, a
detailed understanding of the geology is important, including the history of the basin,
the geometry of both the basin and the sedimentary layers, the composition of the
layers and the petrophysical parameters related to the lithology (e.g., porosity, thermal
conductivity and radiogenic heat production). The crust and the lithospheric mantle
should also be described where possible, and their heterogeneity has to be considered.

In this thesis, I use numerical methods to understand the variation of temperature in
sedimentary basins in relation to the structure, the composition and the history of
basins. I first gather temperature data available in boreholes drilled for oil and gas
exploration. Taking these temperatures as a reference point, I then use interpolation
and tectonic heat flow modelling methodologies in order to obtain temperatures for
the whole basin. This work focuses on basins in the Netherlands and France. In both
France and the Netherlands, these basins have experienced multiple phases of defor-
mation (ongoing up to the present day) that have created a complex geological and
temperature pattern (Dirkzwager et al., 2000; Bourgeois et al., 2007). The temper-
ature obtained in the basins at the lithosphere scale offers a window onto the deep
processes that occur in the earth. The basement heat flow obtained from the tectonic
heat flow modelling allows a better understanding of the processes that occur in the
lithosphere. From the perspective of geothermal energy exploration, understanding
temperature across the whole basin enables us thermally to identify areas of interest
for the development of projects.

This thesis is structured around four case studies that identify the temperature or heat
flow in the investigated sedimentary basins in France and the Netherlands. To that
purpose, I begin with an introductory chapter in which I define the concepts required
to understand the thermal behaviour in these sedimentary basins. Subsequently I
proceed to a discussion of the temperature in sedimentary basins in France and in the
Netherlands, and temperature and heat flow in the Netherlands. In all cases, I use
modelling and interpolation techniques in order to understand the thermal behaviour
observed in the observed basins.

Chapter 2- Tectonic controls on thermal structure in sedimentary basins: implica-
tions for geothermal and hydrocarbon resources.

This chapter is an introductory chapter that outlines the main concepts central to
understanding thermal behaviour in sedimentary basins. In this chapter, the origin of
the heat in the earth’s system, the mode of transport and the heat flow encountered
at the surface are discussed. In addition, the use of heat for economical purposes,
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namely for geothermal systems and hydrocarbon maturation in petroleum systems,
is discussed. I conclude this chapter by evaluating the geothermal potential across
Europe.

Chapter 3- Temperature in sedimentary basins of France: data gathering and inter-
polation

Here, I firstly gather and correct all the information on deep temperatures in France.
As these temperature values are dispersed (dots widely spread across a 3D environ-
ment), I use an interpolation methodology to obtain a full coverage of the temperature
across the three main French sedimentary basins, namely the Paris Basin, Aquitanian
Basin and Southeast Basin, as well as several smaller basins along the Alps. The
result of this interpolation is a 3D-thermal block, which is subsequently sliced into
isodepth maps and vertical cross-sections to provide an initial assessment of temper-
ature variation in the French sedimentary basins.

Chapter 4- Tectonic heat flow modelling of the Paris Basin

Building on the country-scale interpolation of temperature presented in the previous
chapter, here I focus specifically on the Paris Basin. Using the database of tempera-
tures collected from deep boreholes as a reference, my aim is to model the present-day
temperature in the Paris Basin at the lithospheric scale. For this modelling, I consider
the major lithosphere layers (Lithospheric Mantle, Upper Crust and Lower Crust) as
well as the lithologically homogeneous sedimentary layers. The result of the mod-
elling is a detailed definition of temperature across the Paris Basin, together with
identification of the major source of variations: vertical thermal conductivity varia-
tions in the sedimentary basin fill and radiogenic heat production in the basement.

Chapter 5- Tectonic heat flow modelling of The Netherlands

The ThermoGIS project (www.thermogis.nl) was developed by the TNO with the aim
of providing the requisite knowledge for geothermal exploration in the Netherlands.
In this chapter, I discuss my contribution of a temperature model to the project. I first
gather and correct the temperature values available from the deep Dutch boreholes.
By using these temperature values and combining them with the geometrical and
petrophysical values of the sedimentary basin fill and lithosphere, I develop a thermal
model of the Dutch subsurface. The result is a comprehensive temperature model of
the Dutch subsurface. The temperature model obtained shows temperature variations
identified as being related to the thickness and the petrophysical properties (mainly
thermal conductivity) of the Dutch sedimentary sequences.

Chapter 6- Permian Basin maturation: proof for pervasive magmatic heat flow in the
Netherlands
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In this chapter, I concentrate on the Late Permian sedimentary, magmatic and tec-
tonic activity as part of the Southern Permian Basin, which relates to the collapse
of the Variscan orogeny (Ziegler et al., 2004). The Late Permian is characterised in
the southern Permian Basin by intensive magmatic activity, which is very well rep-
resented in northern Germany and the central North Sea. Using a tectonic heat flow
modelling methodology, I model the heat flow across the whole life span of the basin.
I pay particular attention to the Late Permian based on the tectonic subsidence, the
stretching of the crust and the petrophysical parameters in the lithosphere and the sed-
iments. A key result of this model is the identification of a large magmatic intrusion
that explains the high vitrinite reflectance values observed at the present-day location
of the Noordoostpolder.

Chapter 7- Synthesis and concluding remarks

In this chapter I summarise the results obtained in the previous chapters and identify
scope for further research in this field.
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CHAPTER

TWO

TECTONIC CONTROLS ON THERMAL STRUCTURE
IN SEDIMENTARY BASINS: IMPLICATIONS FOR

GEOTHERMAL AND HYDROCARBON RESOURCES

2.1 Thermal behaviour in a sedimentary-basin context

2.1.1 Heat, heat flow, temperature and thermal transfer in the earth

Heat is the process that describes the kinetic energy of atoms, molecule or ions in a
substance. Temperature is the measurement of heat, and the rate of heat flow (usually
expressed simply as “heat flow”) is the physical quantity that quantifies the amount
of thermal energy transferred per area and per time unit. In the International System
Units, heat flow is measured in W.m-2. Heat can be transferred in three major ways:

• Thermal conduction (diffusion) is the step-by-step transfer of heat caused by
a difference in temperature. The transfer of energy takes place without any
movement of material.

• Convection is the transfer of heat through the movement of the medium itself.

• Radiation is the transfer of energy by electromagnetic radiation. This means
of heat transportation becomes non-negligible when the temperature rises to
above 1000 K (Jaupart and Mareschal, 2007) and therefore occurs in the man-
tle.
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Figure 2-1: Internal structure of the earth (on the left) and typical geotherm up to
the base of the mantle (source: Goutorbe, 2007 modified after Schubert et al., 2001).

2.1.1.1 Inner heat in the earth and transport towards the surface

The earth’s surface is a free surface that allows heat to “escape” from the inner part
of the earth and thus leaves the heat system in constant disequilibrium. This heat
disequilibrium is assessed by a thermal gradient (see Fig. 2-1) that shows a continu-
ous increase in temperature towards the centre of the earth, reaching a value of over
5500 ◦C in the core (Alfè et al., 2002). The sources of heat flow measured at the sur-
face are mostly (a) the primitive heat accumulated during the accretion of the earth
and (b) the heat production from the constant decay of the radiogenic elements (Ura-
nium, Thorium and Potassium). The dominant heat transfer method varies in each
major layer of the earth. Heat from the solid inner core is transferred to the lower
mantle by convection in the iron and nickel liquid outer core (Gubbins et al., 2003).
Heat transfer in the mantle is also dominated by convection within a one- or two-
layer convection cell (Jaupart et al., 2007). Using the thermal lithosphere definition,
the upper limit of the convective system is at the boundary between the lithosphere
and the asthenosphere (Artemieva, 2011), within which conduction is the main means
of transportation.

At the surface, the observed and measurable heat flow is the result of all the trans-
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ported and produced heat. The components that must be taken into account in order
to understand the measured heat flow on the surface are:

• The heat from the core and the mantle, brought to the base of the lithosphere
by convection.

• The heat produced in the mantle lithosphere and in the crust by radiogenic heat
production of the radioactive elements (U, Th and K).

• The variation in the lithosphere composition and thickness in relation to geo-
dynamic, hydrothermal and sedimentary events.

2.1.1.2 Heat flow at the surface

The heat-flow on the surface (Fig. 2-2) shows strong variations, from 20 to 200
mW.m-2. These strong variations are related to the geodynamic context (Cloetingh
et al., 2010). The very high heat flow values are located at the plate boundaries:
the subduction zone in Indonesia and on the western margin of the North American
continent, the Red Sea rifting in Africa and the mid-ocean ridge in the middle of the
North Atlantic. In contrast, the continental shields (e.g., the Canadian Shield and the
Fennoscandian Shield) have very low heat flow values.

Figure 2-2: Surface heat flow interpolation (Goutorbe, 2007). The dark grey line
represents the coast lines and the light grey line represents the plate boundaries.

The representation of heat flow at the scale of the earth is limited by the available data.
Figure 2-2 is therefore accurate in densely populated area such as the North Ameri-
can Continent and Europe, but is only loosely constrained elsewhere, for example in
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South America and East Africa. The East African Valley and most of the Andes, for
example, are well-known for having a high heat-flow in relation to some widespread
volcanic activity and hydrothermal manifestations. However, the low concentration
of heat-flow data is not favourable to observe surch manifestation on a global map.

2.1.1.3 Thermal parameters in the crust

- Thermal gradient

The vertical thermal gradient (equation 2-1) defines the increasing temperature with
depth, with∇T being the increasing temperature, T the temperature and z the depth.
In the International System of Units, the thermal gradient is expressed in K.m-1. How-
ever, in earth sciences, the unit most commonly used is ◦C.km-1.

~∇T =
dT

dz
(2-1)

The variation in thermal gradient, usually related to the geological and geodynamic
context, is immense, ranging between a few ◦C.km-1 in the old stable lithosphere and
several hundreds of ◦C.km-1 in the active rifting zone.

- Thermal conductivity

Thermal conductivity defines the ability of a material to transfer heat by conduc-
tion that occurs in a temperature differential. The in-situ thermal conductivity k (in
W.m-1.K-1) is dependent on the lithology, the porosity related to the burial (Waples
and Tirsgaard, 2002) and the temperature (Clauser and Huenges, 1995), and can be
anisotropic in the case of foliated rocks (e.g., shale)

- Heat production

Radioactive decay generates heat from the disintegration of four main elements:
235U, 238U, 232Th and 40K. The heat produced from these elements on average
represents between 43 % and 60 % of the heat flow measured on the earth’s surface
(Jaupart and Mareschal, 2011).

2.1.2 The lithosphere in the Northern Europe Variscan Orogen and the
Permian Basin

2.1.2.1 Definition and limits of the continental lithosphere

The lithosphere is the term applied to the outer rigid layer of the earth, which has a
typical thickness of between 50 and 300 km. It is subdivided into the crust (including
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the sediment infill) and the non-convective mantle (i.e., the lithospheric mantle). The
oceanic and the continental lithosphere are very different in composition: the oceanic
lithosphere is recycled after 180-200 Ma, whereas the continental lithosphere is the
result of a multi-phase accretion around the Precambrian shields. In geophysical stud-
ies, four different definitions for the lithosphere are widely used (Artemieva, 2011).
In all of these definitions, although the earth surface is commonly accepted as the
top boundary, the base of the lithosphere has provoked more discussion (Fig. 2-3)
(Artemieva, 2011).

In this study, I will use the thermal definition. In this definition the lower boundary
of the lithosphere is considered as the transition from a layer with a predominantly
convective heat transfer (the asthenospheric mantle) to a layer with a predominantly
conductive heat transfer (the lithospheric mantle). This boundary is commonly de-
fined as an isotherm (e.g., 1300 ◦C; Cloetingh et al., 2010).

Figure 2-3: Different definitions of the lithospheric base, which are widely used in
geophysics: thermal, seismic, rheological, electrical, elastic. RBL: Rheological Base
of the Lithosphere; TBL: Thermal Base of the Lithosphere; CBL: Chemical Base of
the Lithosphere; MBL: Mechanical Base of the Lithosphere; Tm: convective mantle
temperature profile (from Artemieva, 2011).

2.1.2.2 Thermal composition and variations in the European continental litho-
sphere

If surface heat flow values are free of modifying effects such as paleoclimate, to-
pography changes, heat refraction due to complicated geology, fluid flow, etc., they
represent the heat from depth. Thus on a large scale and at steady state, the variabil-
ity in surface heat flow must therefore be wholly attributed to the composition and
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Table 2-1: Typical rheological parameters for lithospheric modelling (from Cloetingh
et al., 2010 after Carter and Tsenn, 1987 and Brace and Kohlstedt, 1980).
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geometry (structure) of the lithosphere and its radiogenic heat production, together
with the heat from the underlying asthenospheric mantle. This means that the sur-
face heat flow is in equilibrium with the heat flowing into the lithosphere at its base,
together with the heat generated by radioactive decay within the lithosphere. Using
surface heat flow, Moho depth (crustal thickness) and sediment thickness in Europe,
recent studies (e.g., Hardebol, 2010) have presented generalised depth maps of the
thermally defined base of the lithosphere (depth of the 1300 ◦C isotherm). Such an
approach uses a standard lithosphere, neglecting any changes in lithospheric compo-
sition laterally and vertically. However, the European lithosphere shows an overall
trend of large variation in lithosphere thickness, which can be associated with large
temperature variation at depth. Sediment and crustal thickness are an important con-
straint for generalised thermo-mechanical models for the lithosphere, as the crust has
strong contrasting thermo-mechanical properties compared to subcrustal mantle ma-
terial (Table 2-1). Dèzes and Ziegler (2004) have integrated the results of crustal stud-
ies that were carried out following the publication of Moho depth maps by Meissner
et al. (1987), Ziegler (1990) and Ansorge et al. (1992), in order to obtain a better un-
derstanding of the present-day crustal configuration of Western and Central Europe,
and to analyse processes and their timing that controlled the evolution of the crust in
different parts of Europe. Based on Ziegler and Dèzes (2006), the work of Tesauro
et al. (2008) led to a complete Moho depth map of Europe (Fig. 2-4), from which
it is evident that the stable parts of the Precambrian Fennoscandian-East-European
craton are characterised by a thick crust and Moho depths of up to 48 km, whereas
in more mobile Phanerozoic Europe, Moho depths typically range between 24 and
48 km and no longer bear any relation to the Caledonian and Variscan orogens. Ar-
eas underlain by the Precambrian Hebridean craton, meanwhile, are characterised by
a crustal thickness in the range of 20 to 26 km, thus reflecting a strong overprinting by
a Mesozoic rifting. In contrast, Alpine chains such as the Western and Central Alps,
the Carpathians, the Apennines and the Dinarides, as well as the Betic Cordilleras
and the Pyrenees, are characterised by more or less distinct crustal roots, with Moho
depths attaining values of up to 60 km. The present-day crustal configuration of
Phanerozoic Europe reflects the fact that the crustal roots of the Caledonides and
Variscides were destroyed during post-orogenic times (e.g., Ziegler et al., 1996), and
that their crust was repeatedly modified by Mesozoic and Cenozoic tectonic activities.

2.1.3 Thermal behaviour in sedimentary basins

2.1.3.1 Extensional sedimentary basins in a lithosphere evolution context

Tectonically active rifts, palaeo-rifts, passive margins and back-arc basins form a
group of genetically related extensional basins (Bally and Snelson, 1980; Ziegler,
1992, 1996; Ziegler and Cloetingh, 2004; Buck, 2007). Mechanical stretching of the
lithosphere is associated with passive upwelling of the asthenosphere. Additionally,
significant magmatic activity and increase in conductive and advective heat flux as-
sociated with the displacement of the thermal asthenosphere–lithosphere boundary
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Figure 2-4: Mohorovii discontinuity depth (km) for European continent. Based on
Tesauro et al. (2008).

induces progressive doming of rift zones. In the case of slow rifting, these processes
may lead to delamination of the lithosphere mantle and hence to accelerated widening
of the rift (Burov, 2007). At the same time, deviatoric tensional stresses developing
in the lithosphere contribute to its further extension (Bott, 1992).

The structural style of rifts, as defined at upper crustal and syn-rift sedimentary levels,
is influenced by the thickness and thermal state of the crust and lithospheric mantle
at the onset of rifting, by the amount of crustal extension and the width over which it
is distributed, the mode of crustal extension (orthogonal or oblique, simple- or pure-
shear) and the lithological composition of the pre- and syn-rift sediments (Cloetingh
et al., 1995; Ziegler, 1996). A major factor controlling the structural style of a rift
zone is the magnitude of the crustal extensional strain that was achieved across it
and the distance over which it is distributed. Although quantification of the exten-
sional strain and of the stretching factor is of basic importance for the understanding
of rifting processes, there is often a considerable discrepancy between estimates de-
rived from upper crustal extension by faulting, the volume of the rift zone, the crustal
configuration and quantitative subsidence analyses (Hinsken et al., 2011; Ziegler and
Cloetingh, 2004). Some of these discrepancies can be explained by interplays be-
tween surface processes and subsurface deformation (Burov and Poliakov, 2001) and
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other factors such as gravitational instabilities in the extending lithosphere mantle
(Burov, 2007).

2.1.3.2 Geodynamics of the European lithosphere and thermal evolution

In extensional settings, the stretching of the lithosphere brings the 1300 ◦C bound-
ary closer to the surface. This modification of the lithospheric depth leads to tran-
sient conditions and to a non-steady-state geothermal gradient that equilibrates with
a higher heat flow during and after the stretching. In such a geodynamic context,
the lithosphere can be considered as a two-layered entity (formed from both crust
and mantle). Fig. 2-5 shows the difference in the geotherm between an undisturbed
lithosphere, a uniform stretching model (i.e., McKenzie, 1978) and a two-layered
stretching model; δ and β are respectively the crustal and lithospheric mantle stretch-
ing factors (van Wees et al., 2009). In the case of a two-layered stretching model,
the variation of δ and β may be representative of a geodynamic process (e.g., a sub-
lithosphere heating influence during the rifting phase is related to a high β value). In
addition to the thinning of the lithosphere, the sedimentary infill has an insulation ef-
fect, with a value of 2.3 W.m-1.K-1 against 2.5 W.m-1.K-1 in the upper crust (see Table
2-1). The variation of thermal conductivity from one sediment to another, however,
is very large and varies according to parameters such as the porosity, the temperature
and the water content (e.g., Clauser and Huenges, 1995). As a result, the heat flow
is higher at the top of the crust. The radiogenic heat production is the other major
parameter; 0.4 µW.m-3 is a commonly accepted average value for the lower crust and
40% of the heat flow observed at the surface is from the upper crust (van Wees et al.,
2009).

Figure 2-5: Evolution of the lithosphere in an extensional setting. δ and β are
respectively the crustal and lithospheric mantle stretching factors. dT/dz represents
thermal gradient.
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Lithology Thermal Conductivity Heat production Surface Porosity
(W.m-1.K-1) µW.m-3 (%)

Sedimentary rocks
Sandstone 3.5 0.5 30
Shale 1.9 1.0 61.5
Siltstone 2.75 0.5 42.5
Limestone 3 0.2 49
Salt 5.5 0 6
Coal 0.5 0 6
Anhydrite 5.8 0 6
Dolomite 3.3 0.5 49
Water 0.6 0 -
Hydrocarbon 0.5 0 -

Magmatic rocks
Felsic rocks (e.g., Granite) 2.9-4.1 0.8-2.1
Mafic rocks (e.g., Gabbro) 2.1-3.2 0.9-3.1

Table 2-2: Thermal conductivity and heat production matrix values for each basic
lithology (source: van Wees, 2007).

In continental Europe, the Palaeozoic Variscan orogens have been significantly re-
worked and overprinted by the collision of the Eurasian and the African plates. Con-
sequently, the lithospheric structure of the tectonically active areas in the Mediter-
ranean region is very heterogeneous. The Cenozoic orogens of the Alps, Dinarides
and Caucasus, which are formed by continental subduction, are characterised by a
crustal thickness that locally reaches 60-65 km and a lithospheric thickness that ex-
ceeds 150-200 km. Coeval with the continental collision, several smaller fragments
of Tethyan ocean domains were subducted from the late Cenozoic onwards, up to
the present time. It resulted in the formation of back-arc basins (e.g., the Tyrrhe-
nian, Aegean and Pannonian basins). These basins have both a thin crust (20-30 km)
and thin lithosphere (60-80 km). West and north of the Alps, tectonic and magmatic
events are associated with the formation and development of the Cenozoic European
Central Rift System (Ziegler and Dèzes, 2006). The various extensional and com-
pressive Cenozoic settings (Fig. 2-13), which are to a large extent active even today,
show a strong relationship with both basin and basement temperatures and can be
correlated with spatial variations in heat flow (Fig. 2-12), deep basin and basement
temperature and lithosphere thickness.

2.1.3.3 Thermal variations in the sedimentary basin

The space created by lithospheric stretching is accommodated by sedimentary infill.
The composition and facies of the deposited sediments depend on the source from
the surrounding heights, the distance to the source and the water depth. In terms of
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studying the thermal behaviour at the basin scale, I consider the following “basic”
lithologies: sandstone, shale, siltstone, carbonate, salt and anhydrite. Each layer is
therefore considered to be a combination of these basic lithologies. The thermal con-
ductivity and the heat production of the basic lithology (Table 2-2) are used to define
the thermal parameters of the sedimentary layers. When a targeted study is carried out
focusing on a specific area, the thermal conductivity and heat production values can
be adjusted according to the measurement of the studied area (e.g., certain granites
can have a much higher radiogenic heat production value than others). Additional pa-
rameters that relate to the burial of these sediments are also considered, for example
the increase of temperature with depth and the reduction of porosity, both of which
have a strong impact on thermal conductivity (Clauser and Huenges, 1995). Fluid
composition and saturation are other elements that influence the variation in thermal
conductivity.

Figure 2-6: Examples of variation in the geothermal gradient (∇T ) a- Lithological
variation (related to the insulation effect of the sediments). b- Fluid circulation into
a fractured area. c- Magmatic intrusion.

Based on the thermal parameters of the sediments, heat from the basement is itera-
tively populated through the sedimentary sequence towards the surface. In addition
to heat production and thermal conductivity, the temperature can vary in relation to
hydrological circulation (Fig. 2-6b) and magmatic intrusions (Fig. 2-6c). In most
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cases, a magmatic intrusion with a felsic composition will not only disturb the tem-
perature locally as a result of its high temperature during emplacement, but will also
create a long-lasting influence that changes the heat flow above due to its radiogenic
heat production.

2.1.4 Temperature values and corrections in sedimentary basins

2.1.4.1 Temperature values in sedimentary basins

Deep temperature measurements in sedimentary basins are made in the boreholes.
Very few boreholes are drilled for scientific purposes only, although it is interesting
in this respect to mention the Kola SG-3 borehole that was completed in 1989 in
the Kola Peninsula and drilled to a depth of 12,262 m, as well as the KTB borehole
that was drilled in Germany to a depth of 9101m between1990 and 1996, reach-
ing a temperature of 265 ◦C (Emmermann and Lauterjung, 1997). In general, the
petroleum and mining industries are the main creators of deep boreholes, which are
largely drilled to obtain oil and gas. The main temperature measurements that might
be obtained from a borehole can be defined as follows:

• Thermometry (i.e., wireline logging for temperature), which is a continuous
temperature measurement. This measurement is very accurate but in oil explo-
ration boreholes it is used to monitor cementation behind the borehole casing.
Since the cementation reaction is exothermic, in-situ temperatures are much
higher than equilibrium values. Correction should be possible but practically,
this requires the use of parameters that are unavailable (e.g., time between ce-
mentation and measurements, cementation thickness, type of cement, etc.).

• The Drill Stem Test (DST), which is a procedure used to test a formation (e.g.,
pressure, temperature, permeability, etc.) in the borehole by pumping the sur-
rounding fluid. By definition, the pumped fluid is in thermal equilibrium with
the surrounding formation but some thermal disturbance can occur during the
rise from the reservoir to the surface (e.g., Hermanrud et al., 1991; Steffensen
and Smith, 1973; Vermooten et al., 2004). The DST temperatures are very close
to the formation temperature (within ± 2 ◦C). However, certain circumstances
can modify the precision of the temperature measurements (e.g., pressure drop
during flow period, sensor accuracy, the measuring of temperature measured
during flow or build-up). These possible modifications increase the measure-
ment error of the DST values to ± 5 ◦C.

• The BHT (Bottom Hole Temperature), which is a side-product of most logging
tools. It corresponds to the maximum temperature recorded during logging
theoretically (but not necessarily) the temperature at the bottom. Before log-
ging operations begin, a borehole is cleaned by a circulation of mud to remove
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cuttings. The mud is injected at a temperature that is usually colder than that
of the borehole itself. Because the time elapsed between the end of the mud
circulation and the measurement of temperature is usually so short (typically
only a few dozen hours), the measured temperature is not at equilibrium, and
thus a correction is required (Goutorbe et al., 2007).

2.1.4.2 Correction of BHT values in sedimentary basins

As mentioned above, the cleaning of boreholes before logging operations signifi-
cantly disturbs in-situ temperatures. The least affected part is the bottom of the bore-
hole, since it is perturbed only by the circulation above. If this disturbance is well
constrained, however, it is possible to correct the BHT data. Two major corrections
are available, the analytical method and the statistical method. I will demonstrate
below why the analytical method is here deemed preferable to the statistical method.

2.1.4.2.1 Analytical corrections

The thermal perturbation caused by drilling is mainly related to the circulation of
fluids. Two circulations appear to be responsible for the modification of temperature
in the well: (a) the circulation during drilling and (b) the circulation used to clean the
borehole from the remains of cuttings and before logging operations. As the BHT
values are measured at the deepest part of the well, the major thermal perturbation is
the fluid circulation used to clean the borehole. The longer the fluid circulates, the
higher the degree of disturbance. Unfortunately, information regarding the duration
of the cleaning circulation is rarely recorded in the well logs (the source of our initial
dataset). In order to avoid estimations and assumptions of this circulation time, the
corrections used in this study therefore concentrate on the return to equilibrium and
not on the perturbation itself.

Several models have been suggested to describe how temperature returns to equilib-
rium. Analytical corrections are derived from solutions of the transient heat-transfer
equation, where mud circulation cooling is simulated by an initial condition either
along a line or within a cylinder. In more complex models, mud circulation is consid-
ered to last for a finite time period.

Existing correction methods have been synthesised by Goutorbe et al. (2007). The
different methods result from different hypotheses on the geometry (e.g., line source
method, cylinder source method and two-component model), and on the time evolu-
tion (e.g., continuous or instantaneous cooling). Unlike the line source method, the
cylinder source method can account for a finite width perturbation, while the two-
component model additionally recognises the different thermal properties between
the borehole mud and surrounding rocks. Borehole radius is used in the equations. In
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the continuous case, the cold perturbation is defined with a certain time scale (mud
circulation time is taken into account). Line source and cylinder source methods
can be performed in continuous or instantaneous perturbation time scale. The two-
component model takes into account the time scale of the perturbation.

The methods compiled by Goutorbe et al. (2007) are the ICS (Instantaneous Cylinder
Source), the ILS (Instantaneous Linear Source), the CLS (Continuous Linear Source),
the CCS (Continuous Cylinder Source), the Horner (a simplified version of the CLS
method) and the two-component model. The two-component model, however, re-
quires many parameters that are rarely available, such as the thermal properties of
mud. As a result, I have chosen to reject this method.

The choice between geometric hypotheses for the model (whether line or cylinder
source) is driven by the restrictions on the borehole diameter versus the time after cir-
culation (known as “shut-in-time”). The line source is restricted by the fact that the
thermal evolution predicts a time delay equivalent to the time needed for conduction
along the borehole radius. In other words, if the “time after circulation” (hereafter
noted te) is too low, the cold front will not reach the measurement point (see figure
5a in Goutorbe et al.,2007). This problem can be avoided by limiting the dataset
where te >tc, in which tc is the duration of mud circulation. Based on the restrictions
described by Goutorbe et al. (2007), which rather conservatively takes an average
borehole radius of 22 cm and uses the associated conductive time scale, the minimum
“time after circulation” te is 5 hours 10 minutes. If values with a “time after circu-
lation” lower than this minimum value are removed from linear methods (ILS and
CLS methods), the number of corrected data is significantly decreased (by 29.5 %
for the ILS method, 14.8 % for the Horner method and 13.8 % for the CLS method).
In order to keep the largest dataset of BHT measurements available for correction,
I will not use any linear source methods (including the Horner method, which is an
approximation of such methods). In addition, the line source methods suffer from
unrealistic delay times in the thermal recovery (Luheshi, 1983). The choice of time
evolution hypothesis (instant or continuous source) is determined by the availability
of the “time of circulation” parameter, which is usually not available.

From all these considerations, and because I want to maintain the largest dataset pos-
sible without integrating errors, my preference for the BHT measurements correction
is the ICS method.

A comparison between the ICS and the other correction methods on the French data
reveals that only a limited amount of data shows differences greater than ± 5 ◦C (see
Fig. 2-7). The differences between the individual analytical methods (i.e., ICS, CCS,
ILS, CLS, and Horner) are within the commonly accepted error margin of 10 ◦C (see
section 2.1.5.2.4.). It seems important to notice at this stage that both line source and
single component cylindrical heat source models have been shown to have a tendency
to underestimate formation temperatures (Hermanrud et al., 1990; Förster, 2001).
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Figure 2-7: Comparison between correction methods as a function of depth. (a)
Difference between temperatures corrected with the ICS method and temperatures
corrected with the Horner method (dots) and the ILS method (crosses). (b) Difference
between temperatures corrected with the ICS method and temperatures corrected with
the CCS method (dots) and the CLS method (crosses). Most of the differences belong
to the [-1 ◦C, +1 ◦C] range.

2.1.4.2.2 Statistical corrections

To obtain a larger dataset in an area with limited coverage, it could be of some interest
to correct those BHT that provide only limited information (i.e., BHT measurements
without “shut-in-time” and/or with a single value per depth). In the early 1970s, the
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AAPG (American Association of Petroleum Geologists) carried out the Geothermal
Survey of North America (GSNA), leading to the construction of a massive data base
(over 20,000 BHT from over 10,000 boreholes in the USA). Initially based on the
calibration of BHT data from DST measurements in Oklahoma, Harrison et al. (1983)
proposed the AAPG statistical correction method based on the quadratic equation
(equation 2-2):

∆T = az + bz2 + cz3 + dz4 (2-2)

where ∆T is the temperature correction (in ◦C) and z the depth (in m). The coeffi-
cients a, b, c, and d are given by Table 2-3.

Area a b c c

West Texas −1.16910−3 −4.68910−7 6.60910−10 −8.31210−14

Louisiana 4.92610−3 2.16410−6 −7.62810−10 4.95010−14

Average 1.87810−3 8.47610−7 −5.09110−10 −1.68110−14

Table 2-3: AAPG correction coefficients (Deming, 1989).

I here use the average value to correct the BHT values. However, this generic cor-
rection can be adjusted to the local dataset by taking the DST or the analytically
corrected values as a reference (see section 5.3.1.).

2.1.4.2.3 Alternative modelling correction method

The recent work of Luijendijk et al. (2011) presents a very interesting correction
method. Based on the two-component model presented in Goutorbe et al. (2007),
it simulates the borehole temperature during drilling and the subsequent return to
equilibrium. To do this, it uses a numerically finite difference model to solve the
2D heat flow equation. The results obtained are very precise, with an uncertainty
range of ± 5 ◦C, i.e., half of that assumed with the ICS method that I used (see
section 5.3.2.1.). However, both for the purposes of my work and even if we accept
that the precision of the correction is higher, this method nonetheless requires too
many parameters for it to be used effectively at a country-wide scale on thousands
of uncorrected data. In addition, the high number of necessary parameters required
to perform this correction restrains the number of corrected data generated, given the
dataset available for this work. My conclusion is that this method would be of great
interest for a work that had a more limited regional extension.
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2.1.4.2.4 Uncertainty of BHT correction

As discussed above, my objective is to create the largest possible dataset drawn from
reliable data. The aim of the correction methods discussed here is to obtain corrected
BHT data that are as close as possible to the formation temperature at thermal equi-
librium (before drilling). It is generally accepted that the correction of the BHT data
gives an uncertainty of between ± 5-10 ◦C (e.g., Brigaud, 1989; Goutorbe et al.,
2007), with the analytical correction being close to 5 ◦C and the statistical correction
to 10 ◦C. As a consequence, uncertainty is relatively high at shallow depths, but may
represent only 2-5 % of the estimated temperature at a depth of 5 km. This uncertainty
range must be taken into account when using the data.

2.2 Uses of subsurface heat in economically recoverable energy

2.2.1 Geothermal energy

2.2.1.1 Usage of geothermal energy

Geothermal energy has always been used by humans through such easily accessible
resources as naturally occurring hot springs. The earliest usage of geothermal energy
by humans can be traced back as far as the Palaeolithic period (14,000 B.C.) when
geothermal springs were used for bathing. In historical times, the use of hot geother-
mal springs has been documented around the world, in countries as far afield as India,
China, Japan, Greece, Italy, Indonesia, Turkey, Iceland, and some countries in North
and South America. Some cultures worked particularly closely with geothermal en-
ergy: in the Bronze Age (3,000 to 700 B.C.), for example, the Etruscans made use of
the mineralisation associated with geothermal springs and built many of their settle-
ments and cities in close proximity to geothermal springs. In Italy, the Romans made
extensive use of geothermal springs to create thermal baths at sites such as Pompeii
and Bath. In Iceland, when the Icelanders accepted Christianity, many reportedly
chose to wait to receive baptism until they could be baptised in warm springs (R.
Bonté, pers.comm.). Today, Iceland also provides a key example of a country that
has developed a particularly important relationship with geothermal energy, using the
phenomenon in areas as diverse as electricity generation, bathing and the heating of
greenhouses.

Interestingly however, it is not only humans who have developed an awareness of the
advantages of geothermal hot springs: in the Jigokudani Valley of Japan, the resident
population of macaques are famous for taking refuge in the hot springs to avoid the
snow of the winter months.

While the use of geothermal energy for bathing and heating is ancient, the first time
that energy was derived from a geothermal source was in Larderello, Italy, in 1904
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Figure 2-8: The first geothermal energy generator in Larderello, Italy (1904), with
its inventor, Prince Piero Ginori Conti.

when Prince Piero Ginori Conti managed to produce 10 kW with an experimental tur-
bine (Fig. 2-8). Since this first experimental electricity production, many countries
have developed the use of geothermal energy. Today, some twenty-four countries pro-
duce electricity from geothermal energy (Fig. 2-9), although it noticeable that a ma-
jority are countries with volcanic activity, as they can access the resource more easily.
However, recent developments in EGS (Enhanced Geothermal System), through the
access of deep sedimentary reservoirs and their enhancement, have enabled countries
such as Germany to produce electricity from geothermal systems. The European test
site of Soultz-sous-Forêts, France (Fig 2-9), has provided the answers to numerous
questions since the site first opened in 1987, and it has become a reference for the
development of EGS. Meanwhile, the growth of energy production from geothermal
energy worldwide is rapid: the total installed capacity nearly doubled between 1995
and 2013, with a particularly strong development being seen in Central America and
Asia.

Fortunately for those countries without any volcanic activity, geothermal energy is
not limited to the production of electricity, and there are numerous direct uses for hot
geothermal water (Fig. 2-11). As a result, around seventy-eight countries make some
use of geothermal energy – a significantly higher figure than that seen for electricity
production. In line with this, the direct use of geothermal fluid has also developed
quickly: in just fifteen years (1995-2010), the installed capacity worldwide rose from
8.6 to 50.5 GW (source: IGA).

In order to develop geothermal energy, whether for electricity generation or for direct
usage, the key requirement is a sufficient temperature and flow rate for the purpose
of the project. The exploration process primarily concentrates on assessing tempera-
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Figure 2-9: Installed electricity generation in the world in 2013 (source dataset:
IGA).

ture, hydrological conditions and reservoir characteristics (e.g., porosity, diffusivity).
Thereafter the first step is to have a good understanding of these parameters, either at
the basin scale or regionally, leading to screening tools. Many countries offer online
screening tools for identifying the potential for deep resources (e.g., www.geotis.de
in Germany), and for Ground Source Heat Pump in the UK (GSHP UK, 2013) or
in France (Géothermie perspectives, 2013). A very detailed screening tool has been
developed in the Netherlands for each aquifer that might be used for either deep or
shallow geothermal energy (ThermoGIS, 2013).Temperature in this exploration phase
is an important parameter that must be taken into consideration when identifying the
aims of the project. Alternatives for the exploitation of geothermal heat cover a wide
spectrum that is represented in a so-called Lindal Diagramme. Figure 2-11 shows the
potential direct applications of geothermal energy.

Geothermal energy looks set to play a significant role in the ongoing development
of renewable energies that can be used to replace conventional hydrocarbon-based
energies. Geothermal systems have the advantage of being able to produce energy
24/7, without any interference from either the time of day (unlike solar panels) or
climatic conditions (as with wind turbines). The maintenance costs are very low and
the visual impact is very limited. Overall, therefore, geothermal systems offer a very
good alternative for many heating purposes and electricity production, providing a
key renewable energy source in the future renewable energy mix.
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Figure 2-10: Schematic block diagram of the 1997 Enhanced geothermal System
(EGS) circulation test performed at Soultz (Upper Rhine Graben, eastern France)
when heat was extracted at a rate of 10 MWth. GPK1 and GPK2 are the injection
and production well, respectively. The pumps used to circulate the fluids consumed
less than 250 kW of electricity (from Gérard et al., 2006).

2.2.1.2 Geothermal energy in Europe

In contrast to conventional hydrothermal reservoirs, Enhanced Geothermal Systems
require hydraulic stimulation as the rock mass permeability in the vicinity of the bore-
holes is generally too low for economic heat recovery. Stimulation proved successful
in the Soultz-sous-Forêts research project (Gérard et al., 2006, Fig. 2-10) and in the
commercial project of Landau (Palatinate, western Germany). Temperature condi-
tions are critical for the potential of electricity production, influencing both thermal
power and the efficiency of electricity generation (e.g., DiPippo, 2007). At present,
with a temperature of ca 120 ◦C and a relatively high flow rate of ca 150 l.s-1, a de-
livery power of about 3 MWe is achievable (Schoenwiesner-Bozkurt, 2006). On the
other hand, at much higher temperatures of 150-200 ◦C, flow rates of just 50-100 l.s-1

are sufficient to deliver the same amount of power. Given the evidence that higher
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Figure 2-11: Range of applications for direct uses of geothermal water (modified
after: BRGM-ADEME, 2004).

reservoir temperatures both increase efficiency and thermal power, it is therefore im-
portant to identify prospects that have relatively high temperatures and/or flow rates
that are capable of sustaining power production over the lifetime of a geothermal
project. For hydraulic stimulation, prediction of both the stress field orientation and
magnitude is required in order to optimise well planning during exploitation. The
success of hydraulic stimulation is dependent on the thermo-mechanical properties of
the crust. Critically stressed regions (Townend and Zoback, 2001) marked by active
deformation, require little excess pressure for stimulation and are therefore favoured.
In addition, such regions are marked by pre-existing faults and fractures, forming
preferential pathways for stimulated flow.

At the same time, however, critically stressed regions are also often marked by a
high level of natural earthquakes. In the deep heat mining projects in Soultz-sous-
Forêts and in Basel, Switzerland, it has been observed that “felt” microseismic events
occur after the shut-in of the hydraulic stimulation (Charléty et al., 2007; Häring
et al., 2008). In Basel, after shutting in the well for about 5 hours, for example,
a seismic event of ML 3.4 occurred during preparations for bleeding off the well
to hydrostatic conditions. Over the following 56 days, three aftershocks of ML 3
were recorded. At present, this project is suspended but not abandoned pending an
independent risk analysis and the identification of acceptable methods of reservoir en-
hancement (Häring et al., 2008). Favourable conditions of tectonic stress are required
to allow hydraulic stimulation of the naturally fractured rock mass with a limited in-
jection pressure.
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Figure 2-12: Thermal signatures of Europe, described by measured temperature gra-
dients and interpolated heat flow data. (a) Temperature gradient values in Europe
(Ledru and Guillou-Frottier, 2010);
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Figure 2-12: (b) Corresponding surface heat flow extended with additional data
(Haenel et al., 1988; Hurtig et al., 1992; Hurter and Haenel, 2002).EGS geother-
mal sites from Breede et al (2013): 1- Soultz-sous-Forêts (FR), 2- Landau (DE), 3-
Insheim (DE), 4- Bruchsal (DE), 5- Neustadt-Glewe (DE), 6- Unterhaching (DE),
7- Altheim (AUS), 8- Lardarello (IT), 9- Le Mayet-de-Montagne (FR), 10- Genesys
Hannover (DE), 11- Groß-Schönebeck (DE), 12- Mauerstetten (DE), 13- St. Gallen
(CH).
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In recent years, EGS conditions have been identified at drillable depths in many lo-
cations within Europe (e.g., Genter et al., 2003, Fig. 2-12). These areas have been
selected largely on the basis of observations of high near-surface temperature gra-
dients derived from surface heat flow values and magmatism (e.g., volcanic areas
such as Iceland and Tuscany in central Italy) and/or relatively high temperatures as-
sessed in deep boreholes that were drilled mainly for hydrocarbon exploration and
production (e.g., Soultz-sous-Forêts, Landau). In addition, geological information
(Fig. 2-13a), World Stress Map information (Heidbach et al., 2008, Fig. 2-13b)
and natural seismicity (Fig. 2-13c) can be used to identify active deforming basins
and basement areas that are critically stressed. Microseismic monitoring shows that
critically stressed pre-existing faults and fractures are preferential pathways for hy-
draulic stimulation, marked by a shear mode of fracturing (e.g., Häring et al., 2008).
From exploration and production wells, it appears that deep and widespread convec-
tive hydrothermal systems in the basement rock in favourable settings are capable of
enhancing local heat flow. In the basement, natural fracture networks are conduits for
fluid flow (e.g., Sanjuan et al., 2006).

2.2.1.3 Geothermal energy and this thesis

One of the aims of this work is to provide accurate subsurface temperature values
in basins (chapters 3 to 5) in order to identify potential areas of interest in terms
of temperature. These “sweet spots” can then be further investigated and ultimately
developed for a commercial or research geothermal project. The scale of the investi-
gation allows the identification of decakilometric areas of interest within the studied
basin. One of the limiting factors to this work is the fact that the temperature data
can be used either as a source for interpolation or as a calibration for the tectonic heat
flow model.The result obtained is directly dependant upon the data coverage within
the basin. With regards to the tectonic heat flow model, a consideration of the sed-
imentary layers and their thermal charactristics is a particular advantage. With both
the interpolation method and the tectonic heat flow method, the resulting temperature
shows the impact of large structures (e.g., major lithological variations in the sedi-
mentary sequence, large magmatic intrusions, and regional-scale faults). One factor
that is not explored in this thesis, even in the tectonic heat flow model, however, is that
of convection. The impact of convection can, in fact, be observed but only through
the temperature dataset.

With these considerations in mind, the temperature maps obtained in this thesis are
eminently useful for a preliminary exploration process. The isodepth maps allow the
identification of thermically interesting areas that are suitable for geothermal projects.
A primary objective for this thesis is the development of mid-enthalpy systems relat-
ing to a resource that results from one or a combination of several large-scale pro-
cesses. In contrast, the EGS systems, which are reliant on unconventional processes
of heat transfer, are not easily identifiable; if they are included on the maps presented
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Figure 2-13: (a) Major tectonic fault zones, Cenozoic sedimentary basin configura-
tion and distribution of Neogene and Quaternary volcanism in Europe.
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Figure 2-13: (b) stress map for Europe, displaying the present-day orientation of
the maximum horizontal stress (SHmax). Different colours represent different stress
regimes. Stress map data are extracted from the World Stress Map database (Heid-
bach et al., 2008).
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Figure 2-13: (c) Natural seismicity and main tectonic provinces in Europe discussed
in the text in the context of EGS. ECRIS: European Cenozoic Rift System.
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in this thesis, it is usually because the area has already been investigated and temper-
ature data are therefore already available.

2.2.2 Hydrocarbon maturation

In the process of understanding petroleum systems, whether for oil or gas, the matura-
tion of the source rock is an important parameter. In the maturation of hydrocarbons,
the origin of the maturation is related to the heat that is brought to the source rock dur-
ing the evolution of the basin. Thermal maturation thus results from subsidence of the
sedimentary layers. The indicators used to identify/explore the thermal history of an
area include: organic, geochemical, mineralogical and thermochronometric parame-
ters. The most important factors in the maturation of organic matter are temperature
and time. The Arrhenius equation (equation 2-3) describes the reaction rate (k) in the
decomposition process of organic matter

k = A.exp

(
−Ea

RT

)
(2-3)

where A is the pre-exponential factor, Ea the activation energy, R the universal gas
constant, and T the absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin. The cumulative effect
of increasing temperature over time can be evaluated using the maturation integral
(equation 2-4)

C = A

∫ t

0

exp

(
−Ea

RT

)
+ C0 (2-4)

where C0 is the original level of maturation.

A common indicator used to quantify the maturation of organic matter is the phyto-
clast reflectance, an optical parameter that is commonly known by the more restrictive
term of Vitrinite Reflectance (VR). The VR is an organic indicator of thermal matu-
rity and it is a good indicator of maximum palaeo-temperature. VR values typically
increase with progressive burial and temperature. Figure 2-14 shows an example of a
progressively buried source rock, in which the VR shows an increasing temperature
with depth for a given layer.

In a plot of depth versus log Ro (Ro: vitrinite reflectance), the linear trend represents
a constant geothermal gradient through the recorded lifetime of the considered basin
(see example for the Rhine Graben, Fig. 2-15). A different slope between two seg-
ments is then an indicator of a variation in the geothermal gradient resulting from
a thermal event at the time of the change of slope. In case of a non-linear trend to
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Figure 2-14: Evolution of organic matter from organic-rich sediment or peat through
the various ranks of coal to meta-anthracite, and the main hydrocarbons generated
with vitrinite reflectance values (source: Allen and Allen, 2013). HA: humic acid,
FA: fulvic acid and Ro: vitrinite reflectance.

describe the VR value, the disruption can be caused by additional effects such as
vertical motion (e.g., uplift) and temporal variations in geothermal gradient through
the geological history. The sources of these variations are mainly the consequence of
kinematics of earth deformation, enhanced by magmatic intrusions that can result in
elevated maturity values (e.g., Van Wees et al., 2009). Attempts to find a relationship
between depth and the vitrinite reflectance value Ro have produced some interesting
works (e.g., Middleton, 1982). The improvement in prediction of such anomalies
results in a better understanding of the evolution of heat flow in relation to vertical
motion in sedimentary basins.
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Figure 2-15: Examples of reflectance profiles from a number of wells in the Alsace
region of the Rhine Graben (source: Allen and Allen, 2013 from Teichmuller, 1970).

To improve the understanding of the maturation process, the tectonic heat flow mod-
elling method that I use in chapter 6 aims to characterise thermal evolution at the
lithosphere scale with a special emphasis on the sediments. To that end, the model
integrates the effects of sedimentation and erosion, the transient effects of surface
temperature, the radiogenic heat production and incorporates a variety of tectonic
scenarios (including McKenzie and two-layered stretching/mantle upwelling). The
model is capable of inversion of burial histories, calibrated to temperature and matu-
rity data. Calibration and sensitivity analysis is done through Monte Carlo sampling
analysis using an experimental design technique for computational efficiency. The
result of this tectonic heat flow modelling can be used as an input for basin modelling
in commercially available third-party software.
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CHAPTER

THREE

TEMPERATURE IN THE SEDIMENTARY BASINS OF
FRANCE: DATA GATHERING AND

INTERPOLATION1

3.1 Introduction

Interest in geothermal energy has recently increased in relation to global warming
and to a rise in oil prices. Geothermal energy, being both environmentally friendly
and independent of seasonal or climatic conditions, represents a renewable alterna-
tive to fossil energy sources. Conventional exploitation of geothermal power requires
two major conditions to be met: a large quantity of fluid that can circulate in high-
permeability rocks (a reservoir), and sufficiently high temperatures at depth. Accord-
ing to Lindal (1973), a minimum of 50 ◦C is required to power large-scale heating
projects and greenhouse heating. In the case of the Dogger reservoir of the Paris
basin, temperatures of 55-85 ◦C (at 1500-2000 m) are exploited for district heating
projects (Lemale and Pivin, 1987; Lopez et al., 2010). In some rare new projects
such as Landau (Rhine Graben, Germany), the reservoir, which consists of lower Tri-
assic sandstones and its fractured granitic basement, supplies hot fluids (150 ◦C) at
3200 m, and is exploited for electricity (3.8 MWe) (Baumgärtner et al., 2007). The
depths at which rocks may reach a sufficient temperature to produce urban heating or
to supply electricity (60-200 ◦C) vary with the regional geological setting, but their

1Chapter largely based on Bonté, D., Guillou-Frottier, L., Garibaldi, C., Bourgine, B., Lopez, S., Bou-
chot, V. and Lucazeau, F., 2010. Subsurface temperature maps in French sedimentary basins: new data
compilation and interpolation, Bulletin de la Société Géologique de France, 181, 377-390.
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optimum is around 3000-3500 m for electricity and around 1500-2000 m for district
heating. These conditions are obtained in the French sedimentary basins as they are
deep enough, porous and/or fractured, and contain some fluids (Fig.3-1).

It is clear that temperature maps are of primary interest for the development of new
geothermal projects (e.g., electricity production, heating). Public, industrial, and even
individual demand is now such that there is a real need for precise maps of under-
ground temperatures at different depths, depending on individual needs. However,
the construction of such maps is limited by the existence and the quality of outdated
temperature datasets from the 1970s. As a first preliminary step, this chapter presents
a new compilation of available deep-temperature data in French sedimentary basins.
A geostatistical treatment at country-scale is discussed, and a 3D thermal model is
built. Temperature maps are then provided, together with associated uncertainties.

Subsurface temperature data are mainly measured inside boreholes used for mining
or oil exploration. Because mining boreholes rarely exceed a few hundred metres in
depth, and this chapter is dedicated to moderate to high temperatures (i.e., those at a
depth of more than 1 km), only oil exploration boreholes are considered in this sec-
tion. It follows that temperature maps will be constructed using temperature data lo-
cated in the French sedimentary basins namely the Paris basin, the Aquitanian basin,
the Provence (or South-East) basin and other basins belonging to the western part of
the European Cenozoic Rift System (Rhine Graben, Bresse, Limagne) (Fig. 3-1).

Most of the temperature data recorded in oil exploration boreholes need to be cor-
rected, as thermal equilibrium is not achieved when the measurement is performed.
Different correction methods can be used, especially when measurement history is
available (e.g., Goutorbe et al., 2007). In the late 1970s, when subsurface tempera-
tures in France were mapped for the first time (Gable, 1978), temporal information
was not available. In order to correct temperature data from transient perturbation,
Gable (1978) therefore used a statistical correction that was time-independent: two
measurements performed at the same depth were assigned the same correction. The
present chapter recompiles all the data available from petroleum boreholes, including
measurement history, in order to provide a newly corrected dataset using an analytical
methodology (Goutorbe et al., 2007). Gable (1978) also created his maps manually,
with no indication of the contouring procedure. Here, I use a 3D Kriging interpo-
lation method constrained by a geostatistical data analysis in order to build a 3D
thermal block. The main advantage of this method is its ability to build an associated
3D uncertainty grid.

The building of a 3D thermal block is the first step required to extract deliverable 2D
maps and cross-sections. The final representation can be a series of isodepth maps
of the subsurface temperature, which can then be used during the initial exploration
phases of geothermal energy development programs. Temperature maps over geo-
logical structure, such as a geological interface for pre-targeted areas of interest, can
also be extracted from the 3D thermal block. As an example, in this paper I present
isodepth temperature maps in the French sedimentary basins, as well as isotempera-
ture maps and vertical cross-sections at the country scale.
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Figure 3-1: Location of the sedimentary basins in France. Crosses: old crystalline
basements and recent orogens. Light grey: shallow sedimentary basins. Dark grey:
deep sedimentary basins. (modified after BRGM). The number of corrected tem-
perature datasets in this study and the maximum thickness (in km) of sedimentary
basins are indicated. Locations and values of maximum depths of sediments for the
Paris basin, the Aquitanian basin, and the Alsace and Provence basin are taken from
Tesauro et al. (2008). Data for Limagne and Bresse basins after Calcagno et al.
(2008) and Bergerat et al. (1990).

3.2 Methodology: data compilation and corrections

3.2.1 Temperature data in boreholes

As noted above, deep temperature data are collected from oil boreholes. Three main
kinds of temperature measurements are available: Thermometry, DST (Drill Stem
Test) and BHT (Bottom Hole Temperature) (see section 2.1.3.3. for details).

Among these different temperatures, only BHT datasets are numerous enough to pro-
vide the necessary spatial repartition both horizontally and vertically to perform
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3D mapping in sedimentary basins. In addition, the information required for data
corrections is available in the logging headers.

Below, I will first present raw (i.e., uncorrected) BHT data, followed by a geostatisti-
cal analysis of corrected BHT data.

3.2.2 Data compilation and statistics

In France, legislation ensures that onshore exploration borehole data can be accessed
immediately, while onshore and offshore borehole data can be accessed after ten
years. In this chapter, I systematically collect all accessible data between the 1930s
and the present decade and as a result, I have been enable to recover DST and BHT
temperature measurements from 16,840 logging headers, representing a total of 5,684
boreholes.

The BHT measurements are disturbed by the drilling activities and require a cor-
rection (see section 3.2.3). The correction process demands certain information in
order to obtain a temperature value that represents the formation temperature before
drilling. The most important pieces of information are: the BHT temperature, time
after circulation, and depth of the measurement. The collection of this information
was performed manually over the course of a few months in 2007, with the 16,840
logging headers available in a scanned form. The older headers date from the early
1950s and although they contain most of the information required, the time after cir-
culation is not included and the BHT from this period are therefore unusable. The
time after circulation appears on the headers from the early 1970s, making this BHT
data potentially available for correction, while from the1980s onward, the available
BHT information also includes the shut-in-time, recorded as the difference between
the end of the circulation and the logger at the bottom of the well.

DST data represents only 124 measurements within 53 boreholes. When all these
DST datasets from France are gathered and reported as a function of depth (Fig. 3-
2), I get a bulk vertical temperature gradient trend of 26.1 ◦C.km-1 when surface
temperature is not imposed. If a fixed surface temperature of 10 ◦C (average surface
temperature in France) is imposed, a vertical temperature gradient of 30.1 ◦C.km-1

is obtained. These rough estimates are made within the basic hypothesis of a linear
increase of temperature with depth. It is noticable in Fig. 3-2 that the high DST
values at between 1000 m and 2000 m in depth are from Alsace, while the high
values at greater depths of around 5000 m are from the Provence Basin. These figures,
however, are only useful to get a large-scale idea of subsurface temperature evolution
in the whole country. In addition, BHT data is corrected at the country-scale, thus
requiring the use of a single equilibrium geotherm. In the following sections, I will
demonstrate that individual temperature gradients differ from one basin to another.

DST data and corrected BHT data build a set of 997 temperature data points. Their
depth distribution, both for the entire country and for each of the three main basins
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in France, is shown in Fig. 3-3. About two-thirds of the data has been measured at
depths of between 1000 and 2500 m, implying that this depth range is better con-
strained than shallower depths (11 % of data between 0 and 1000 m). This point will
be accounted for in the geostatistical description of the dataset (see section 3.3.).

Figure 3-2: Temperature versus depth for DST measurements, which do not require
any correction. Black line: best fitting increasing trend when a fixed surface tem-
perature of 10 ◦C is imposed. Grey line: best fitting linear trend with no additional
constraints.
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Figure 3-3: Histograms of selected temperature data (DST and corrected BHT data),
showing the spread and depth of measurements across the whole country (top left),
and in the three main basins.

3.2.3 Correction of the BHT

As mentioned above, the cleaning of boreholes before logging operations signifi-
cantly disturbs in-situ temperatures. The least affected part is the bottom of the
borehole since it is perturbed only by the circulation above. Hopefully, when this
disturbance is well constrained, it is possible to correct the BHT data. Previous au-
thors have proposed a number of different approaches to such correction; in the next
section, I will briefly review certain procedures that can be applied to my dataset.

3.2.3.1 Analytical corrections

The ICS method has here been applied to the whole BHT dataset. I have chosen the
ICS method for the French dataset in order to create the most reliable dataset possible
and to retain the highest number of corrected BHT values (see section 2.1.5.2. for
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details). The weakest aspect of the BHT correction is the uncertainty of the temper-
ature measurement after correction. The BHT corrected data are generally accepted
as having an uncertainty of ± 5-10 ◦C (e.g., Brigaud, 1989; Goutorbe et al., 2007).
The dataset has been completed in the Aquitanian Basin with AAPG corrected data
(Garibaldi, 2010).

3.2.3.2 Statistical corrections

When applying the ICS correction method to BHT data from the Provence basin, only
25 temperature datasets can be corrected, whereas 227 sets of BHT uncorrected data
are available. This is mainly because the “time after circulation” was not indicated
in most logging headers. Consequently, in order to maintain a satisfactory spatial
coverage, I have applied a statistical correction method (see section 2.1.5.2.) to the
227 remaining uncorrected data from the Provence basin. The success of this method
in Europe relies on the average correction obtained in sedimentary basins. Fig. 3-4
shows the result of the equation 3-1, a comparison between the two methods (ICS
correction for ten temperature datasets and AAPG correction for all other data).

∆T (z) =

[
(TAAPG − TBHT (AAPG))−

(
TICS −

∑
TBHT (ICS)

nBHT

)]
(3-1)

Here, TAAPG refers to the temperature corrected using the AAPG method,
TBHT (AAPG) to the BHT temperature measurement used for the AAPG correction,
TICS to the temperature corrected using the ICS methods, nBHT to the number of
BHT temperatures measurement used to calculate TICS , and

∑
TBHT (ICS) to the

sum of the BHT temperature measurements used for the ICS correction∑
TBHT (ICS) to the sum of the BHT temperature measurements used for the ICS

correction. The difference between the two methods has an average value of 3.7 ◦C,
with a maximum of 11.7 ◦C at 3800 m (Fig. 3-5). With an average temperature value
of 120-125 ◦C at 4000 m, this 11.7 ◦C difference represents less than 10 % of absolute
temperatures, as is the case at 2000 m (Fig. 3-5). By correcting the remaining 202
BHT data with the statistical AAPG method, I was able to get 227 sets of corrected
BHT data and 10 sets of DST data.

3.2.4 Corrected dataset

3.2.4.1 Spatial repartition of temperature data

Corrected BHT data cover a large part of the sedimentary basins in France. However,
when compared to the initial uncorrected data repartition (Fig. 3-5), the corrected
data have a relatively smaller spatial coverage. In the Paris basin, for example, the
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Figure 3-4: Corrected data in the Provence basin. (a) Temperature versus depth;
Black squares: BHT data corrected with the ICS method. Diamonds: BHT data
corrected with the AAPG method. (b) The temperature difference between the two
corrections difference to the BHT measurement (shown by dots). See text for details.

Figure 3-5: Location of oil exploration boreholes in France. Dots: uncorrected BHT
data. Grey triangles: corrected BHT data. (a) Spatial repartition of oil boreholes in
France. (b) Temperature of the BHT data as a function of depth. Black line: trend for
the uncorrected BHT measurements. Grey line: trend for corrected BHT data when a
fixed surface temperature of 10 ◦C is imposed.

northern part only shows one value and the western part is uncovered, whereas the
central part of the basin has a better covering. In the Aquitanian basin, only the
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south and the western part are densely covered. In contrast with these two basins, the
Provence basin is well covered by the data because the correction method is different
(see previous section). It must be pointed out that if the AAPG correction method had
been applied to the entire dataset, a better spatial coverage would have been obtained,
albeit with somewhat larger uncertainties at depth (Fig. 3-4).

3.2.4.2 Temperature repartition with depth

Temperature datasets are mainly available for three large-scale basins: the Paris
Basin, the Aquitanian Basin and the Provence Basin. Datasets are also available in
small basins related to the Alps. The repartition of temperatures, however, is irregular
and obviously depends on basin geometry. Fig. 3-6a highlights some of the differ-
ences related to the thickness of each sedimentary basin. While the maximum data
depth is around 6000 m in the French Provence basin and in the Aquitanian basin, it
is lower than 4000 m in the Paris basin and in the Alpine-related basins (see Hmax
values in Fig. 3-1).

The simplest way to characterise the thermal regime of a basin consists of estimating
the average temperature gradient. In the plot on the right of Fig. 3-5, the surface tem-
perature is fixed at a constant value of 10 ◦C, giving an average temperature gradient
of 30.6 ◦C.km-1 for all corrected temperature data (and 28.8 ◦C.km-1 for uncorrected
data). When considered separately, each basin shows distinct temperature gradients
(Fig. 3-6a). The Provence basin and the Alpine-related basins have an average tem-
perature gradient close to the national value, while the Aquitanian basin has a lower
value of 27.1 ◦C.km-1 and the Paris basin has a higher value of 34.9 ◦C.km-1. These
estimates have to be carefully used, since they represent large-scale averages (see
Garibaldi et al. (2010), for a detailed analysis of one basin). Fig. 3-6b illustrates
temperature variations around the basin-scale average temperature gradient (residual
temperatures). Most of the values are within a range of ± 20 ◦C in the Aquitanian
basin and the Paris basin. In the Provence basin, datasets have a larger dispersion, par-
ticularly at depths of more than 3000 m where values can diverge from the average
temperature by more than 40 ◦C. At around 3000 m in depth, the maximum temper-
ature difference in the Provence basin exceeds 70 ◦C, whereas in the Aquitanian and
Paris basins, this difference stays at around 40 ◦C (38 ◦C and 42 ◦C respectively).
This example highlights that extrapolating the temperature of uncovered areas based
on average temperature gradient can yield unrealistic temperatures. To limit potential
errors made through rough extrapolation and to control interpolation, it is therefore
necessary to perform a geostatistical analysis of the entire dataset.

It is also remarkable that the shallower parts of the datasets in the Paris, Aquitanian
and Provencal Basins show a low temperature gradient (see upper part of Fig. 3-6a).
This implies a high temperature in comparison to a standard geotherm, which would
start at 10 ◦C with an evolution of 30 ◦C per km. One of the explanations for this
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Figure 3-6: Corrected BHT temperature data with depth, separated per basin. (a)
The average geotherm, with a fixed surface temperature of 10 ◦C, is indicated. To
demonstrate results more clearly, temperatures of a given basin are shifted by 100
◦C with respect to previous basins. (b) Residual temperatures computed with the
individual geotherms are indicated in (a).
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effect could be that the injected drilling mud, at shallow depths, is at a higher tem-
perature than the drilled formation. This would lead to the formation being heated
instead of cooled, as is usually assumed for the correction of the BHT.

3.3 Interpolation of the 3D thermal block

3.3.1 Pre-process on the dataset

Once the dataset has been built, it can be used for the interpolation and extrapolation
required to construct a 3D thermal block. Here, we perform the interpolation using
®ISATIS from Geovariances. I chose to compute the 3D thermal block for the entire
country based on my complete dataset in order to avoid distinction between basins
and to get an average thermal behaviour of the entire country. On the other hand,
local analyses can be carried out using the associated local dataset (e.g., Garibaldi et
al., 2010, Carrée, 2011 and Guillou-Frottier et al., 2013).

Temperatures at different depths cannot be directly compared because of the intrinsic
drift in the vertical direction. The entire dataset has therefore been used to compute
the best-fitting linear increasing trend, thus representing the vertical drift in the entire
dataset. This linear increasing trend corresponds to a first order approximation, and
could, of course, be refined by a polynomial vertical drift accounting for lithological
variations (e.g., Chiles and Gable, 1984). In contrast to previous local analyses (Fig.
3-6), the top surface was not assigned a fixed temperature value, as this enabled us to
give more weight to the depth range where numerous values are present (see section
3.2.2. and Fig. 3-3). The residual temperatures Tres and the obtained vertical drift
Tdrift can be expressed as

Tres = TBHTc − Tdrift (3-2a)
with

Tdrift = 0.0257 ∗ z + 23.137 (3-2b)

where TBHTc corresponds to corrected BHT data at depth z (in metres). This vertical
drift (represented by the dashed line in Fig. 3-7a) is closer to the deep temperature
increasing trend since it is not constrained by a fixed surface temperature. My aim
in choosing the deeper values to constrain my gradient is also motivated in part by
the uncertainty of the BHT correction (between 5-10 ◦C), which in proportion gives
a lower uncertainty with increased depth. Since the analysis of deeper temperatures
is favoured here, the vertical drift of equation 3-2b is used. The result of this modifi-
cation is a dataset formed from residual temperatures (Fig. 3-7b), computed with this
single country-scale drift described in equation 3-2.
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Figure 3-7: Vertical drifts and residual temperatures for the entire dataset. (a) Two
vertical drifts can be defined, one with an imposed surface temperature of 10 ◦C
(continuous line), the other without imposing a surface temperature (dashed line).
(b) Residual temperatures taking the best-fitting drift of deep temperatures (dashed
line in a) as a reference.

3.3.2 Geostatistical analysis: the variogram

3.3.2.1 The experimental variogram

An understanding of a dataset in which the values are randomly positioned can be
made using an experimental variogram (Clark, 1979; Chilès and Delfiner, 1999).
The variogram is defined by a correlation, represented by the variogram value (γ(h))
versus the distance between two values (h). As described by Chilès and Delfiner
(1999), calculation of the variogram γ(h), for N(h) pairs of measured values (z(xi),
z(xi + h)), at a distance of h is given by:

γ(h) =
1

2

∑N(h)
i=1 [z(xi)− z(xi + h)]2

N(h)
(3-3)

To take into account this 3D data repartition, particularly because the horizontal and
vertical scales differ by two orders of magnitude, the experimental variogram is com-
posed of two variograms, one horizontal and one vertical (broken lines, Figs 3-8a and
3-8b respectively).

The experimental horizontal variogram (Fig. 3-8a, broken line) shows an inhomo-
geneous repartition. Indeed, for the first 200 km, the variogram has a smooth aspect
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that can be related directly to the correlation of values in the same basin. Beyond
300 km, however, the high variability of the variogram indicates that correlation is
obtained from data belonging to distinct basins. Fig. 3-8b shows the experimental
vertical variogram.

3.3.2.2 Models of variogram

In order to use the features of the obtained experimental variograms in the interpo-
lation procedure, a mathematical model of the experimental variograms is required.
Several models are available; the most commonly used are summarised by Chilès and
Delfiner (1999). For every model, three parameters are important: the nugget effect,
the sill and the range. The nugget effect corresponds to the value of the variogram
when h tends to zero; it defines the non-repetitiveness of the measurements at the
same point, or the local variance. The sill is related to a stationary regime in which
the value distribution is random when this value is reached. The sill is graphically
related to a plateau on the curve. The range corresponds to the distance at which the
variogram reaches the sill. When an experimental variogram trend cannot be perfectly
fitted by a single variogram model, a pluri-model of variogram can be used.

Figs 3-8a and 3-8b include the chosen models of variograms (red curves). They
are composed of four structures: a pure nugget effect and three spherical models.
From the experimental variograms, the nugget effect is chosen to be 25 ◦C2, and the
horizontal range is around 400 km (Fig. 3-8a) whereas the vertical range is only 2
km (Fig. 3-8b). Such a large horizontal range involves pairs of data from separate
sedimentary basins which could be criticised, and could be due to the simple linear
drift chosen to be the same all over the studied area. To reproduce experimental
observations, ranges of the theoretical models are chosen anisotropically to reflect
this higher correlation on larger distances along horizontal directions. The values of
the parameters for each variogram model are summarised in Table 3-1.

Figure 3-8: Variograms used (in ◦C2) for the 3D interpolation: (a) Horizontal vari-
ogram (b) Vertical variogram. Figures represent the number of pairs used to compute
the variogram.
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Anisotropic range (in m)
Structure # Basic structure sill U V W

1 nugget effect 25
2 spherical model # 1 20 10,000 10,000 2,200
3 spherical model # 2 27 70,000 70,000 2,200
4 spherical model # 3 95 450,000 450,000 2,000

Table 3-1: Parameters describing the vertical and horizontal variograms of Figure
3-8.

3.3.3 Interpolation of the 3D thermal block

In order to perform the interpolation, the area of interest has to be divided into grids.
The global grid size is 7 km vertically, and 800 x 1200 km in an E-W and a N-S
direction, respectively. The mesh size is 50 m vertically and 2 x 2 km horizontally.
The top of the grid is dictated by surface topography. The chosen method for statis-
tical interpolation is Kriging. The theory of Kriging (originally developed by Krige
(1951)) was developed by Matheron (1963) for geological use, based on the assump-
tion of spatial relations between data. The interpolation is controlled by two main
parameters: the variogram discussed above, and the neighbourhood. I used a “sim-
ple neighbourhood” method in which the maximum distance for the interpolation is
controlled by the variogram range. Because the Kriging is in 3D, a tolerance thick-
ness is accepted for the interpolation. Practically, this means that for the interpolation
from a grid node, the two directions (horizontal and vertical) are not single line/plan,
but instead correspond to a certain thickness. In order to obtain a 3D thermal block
showing temperature in the subsurface of the French sedimentary basins, the 3D grid
has to be implemented with the previously removed drift, since the 3D grid has been
built with the residual temperatures. In the non-sedimentary areas (below and outside
basins), the same average geotherm (equation 3-2b) was imposed. Fig. 3-10a shows
the 3D thermal block that was obtained. This representation highlights the need to
illustrate temperature variations by slices through the 3D block.

3.4 Discussion of the results of the 3D thermal block

In the following, above-average temperature values will be described as positive
anomalies and below-average temperature values as negative anomalies.

3.4.1 Generic representation

To view the results obtained by the 3D block, the block has been sliced according
to horizontal isodepth (Fig. 3-9a to Fig. 3-9e) and vertical isolongitude (Fig. 3-
10). These temperature-map anomalies have been built from the average vertical drift
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Figure 3-9: Isodepth (a: 1000 m, b: 2000 m, c: 3000 m, d: 4000 m, e: 5000 m)
horizontal slices in the 3D thermal block. At each depth, the colour map represents
the temperature and the small black and white map gives the standard deviation of
the temperatures. Hatched areas represent orogens.
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in France as inferred from equation 3-2 (i.e., a vertical drift of 25.7 ◦C.km-1), and
not from the average temperature gradient constrained by a fixed surface temperature
(e.g., the 30.6 ◦C.km-1 value).

The horizontal isodepth slices presented in this work show temperature maps every
1000 m, from 1000 m to 5000 m. The zero reference for the isodepth map is the
ground surface. Topographic variations may lead to significant changes in tempera-
ture gradient at a depth of 1 km, but only when small-scale and high-amplitude relief
is present (Blackwell et al., 1980). This is not the case for the present chapter, since
datasets are measured in sedimentary basins where a smooth topography prevails. In
order to obtain the most reliable results, I have tried to avoid extrapolation and for
this reason, the maximum isodepth map is 5000 m. Fig. 3-6 indicates the maximum
depth of the data in each basin: the Provence Basin and Aquitanian Basin have values
greater than 5000 m, whereas the Paris Basin values are less than 4000 m. In order to
deliver a complete thermal characterisation of the subsurface in French sedimentary
basins, the isodepth temperature maps are completed with maps of standard deviation
inherent to the interpolation method (see bottom-right in Figs 3-9a-e).

An additional aspect of the interpolation method used in this work is the use of un-
certainty maps (demonstrated in the black and white maps shown in figure 3-10). The
great advantage of this improvement is that it can be used to mark the reliability of
the information that is displayed on the temperature maps. These uncertainty maps
are directly related to the density of data and show a decreasing reliability with depth.
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Figure 3-10: Vertical slices in the 3D thermal block. The thickness of the block is
6000 m. (a) 3D thermal block showing the location of the slices. (b) Vertical slice
from southern Aquitanian basin to Provence basin. (c) Vertical slice from western
France to Alsace areas crossing the central part of the Paris basin.
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3.4.1.1 The Rhine Graben

One of the most remarkable anomalies in France is located in Alsace (northeast area).
This anomaly is well-known thanks to the European geothermal project of Soultz-
sous-Forêts (Gérard et al., 2006). Temperatures measured in the Soultz-Sous-Forêts
boreholes (Schellschmidt and Clauser, 1996) indicate a high gradient in the first kilo-
metre (over 100 ◦C.km-1), decreasing from 1000 m to 2000 m (around 30 ◦C.km-1),
and becoming very low below 2000 m (under 20 ◦C.km-1). This evolution could be
explained by a combination of several effects, including (i) a thermal insulation effect
due to the slightly less conducting sediments (Schwarz and Henk, 2005), (ii) a large-
scale fluid circulation in the permeable zones of the granite roof, which brings hot
fluids beneath the sedimentary cover (Sanjuan et al., 2006), (iii) a significant heating
effect due to the anomalously high radioactive content of the granite (Royer and Da-
nis, 1988) and (iv) a thinning of the crust due to the Oligocene rifting (Brun et al.,
1992). The results presented in this chapter correlate with the work of Carrée (2011)
and show a localised high positive anomaly in the northern part of the French Rhine
Graben at a depth of 1000 m (Fig. 3-9a) and a larger anomaly at a depth of 2000 m
(Fig. 3-9b). The reason that this anomaly remains present at a depth of 2000 m is
probably due to the fact that even if the gradient has decreased between 1000 m and
2000 m, the temperature is still higher than average as a result of the very high gra-
dient in the first kilometre (>100 ◦C.km-1). In addition, it must be recalled that the
vertical variogram used for the interpolation of the 3D thermal block influences the
interpolation until 2000 m. This is confirmed with the next maps (Fig. 3-9c-e), in
which temperatures can be seen to recover the average surrounding values.

3.4.1.2 The Paris Basin

A quick examination of the isodepth maps (Fig. 3-9) and the slice taken from the 3D
model (Fig. 3-10b) in the Paris basin reveals a major positive anomaly in the centre of
the basin at 3000 m (Fig. 3-9c and Fig. 3-10b), with maximum values of up to 120 ◦C.
It must be noted that at this depth, the yellow areas of Fig. 3-9c do not belong to the
basin anymore while most of the orange and red zones are still within the basin. The
intensity of this positive anomaly decreases at 2000 m and even becomes a negative
anomaly in some areas, with an average temperature value of just 70 ◦C (Fig. 3-9b).
The origin of this anomaly at 3000 m, and its evolution both under and above this
depth, can be attributed to (i) the sediment thickness, (ii) the type of sediments and
their thermal properties, (iii) the impact of the basement composition on radiogenic
heat production, and (iv) the water circulation in the basin. The role of water circula-
tion within the basin either topographically-driven or density-driven may indeed not
be negligible, since estimated Darcy velocities would be around 0.3 m per year (Wei
et al., 1990), which is greater than the minimum computed values in up- and down-
flow zones of convecting systems in sedimentary basins (Simms and Garven, 2004).
In addition, Menjoz and Lambert (1991) suggested that the positive thermal anomaly,
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south of Paris (Fig. 3-9b), corresponds to a mixing zone between two distinct fluid
circulation pathways within the Dogger aquifer.

The general sediment thickness in the Paris basin takes the shape of a bowl: thicker in
the centre and thinner around the edges (Dercourt, 2002). A number of studies have
discussed the thermal conductivity in sedimentary rocks (e.g., Clark, 1966; Schön,
1996; Allen and Allen, 2013) and have given values that range from 1.5 W.m-1.K-1

(shale) to 4 W.m-1.K-1 (sandstone). In the basement, typical values are usually be-
tween 2-4 W.m-1.K-1 (Allen and Allen, 2013). In the Paris Basin, the Lias is partly
related to a marine environment (palaeo-bathymetry over 200 m) and deposition is
composed of shale (Le Solleuz, 2003), which has a low thermal conductivity. The
combined insulating effect of this shale layer and its maximum burial at the centre
of the Paris basin (top of the formation at ~2500 m) might be the major cause in ex-
plaining the positive anomaly that is visible at 3000 m (Fig. 3-9c). As emphasised by
Vasseur et al. (1995), additional subtle effects due to anisotropy of thermal conduc-
tivity of shale may also play a role in the spatial distribution of thermal anomalies.

Deep lithosphere rooted causes for thermal anomalies are not evident. New tomogra-
phies beneath the Paris Basin have documented a strong velocity anomaly in the upper
mantle, which is best interpreted as a remnant of the former Hercynian lithospheric
slab (Cloetingh et al., 2013; Fig. 3-11). The preservation of such a dense sub-crustal
load since the Carboniferous is probably the mechanism accounting for the Meso-
zoic subsidence of the overlying basin, where no Triassic nor Jurassic normal faults
have ever been documented, and where Alpine foreland lithospheric buckling can
only be advocated to explain the Cenozoic subsidence patterns (Averbuch and Piro-
mallo, 2012; Bourgeois et al., 2007). Alternatively, the sag of the Paris Basin may
be explained by magmatic underplating, such as that witnessed in the Permian Basin
at the Permo-Carboniferous times (e.g., Van Wees et al., 2000). In any case the ther-
mal anomalies of these tectonic interpretations cannot account for spatial temperature
anomalies at wavelengths of below tens of kilometres.

Alternatively, basement composition and associated radiogenic heat production can
play a key role. The parameters of the Paris basin basement can be interpreted from
the surrounding massifs (Ziegler et al., 2004; Burg et al., 1994). Within the Massif
Central, the emplacement of granite has been dated between 360 and 295 Ma (Faure
et al., 2009). Lefort and Agarwal (1996), as well as Galdeano and Guillon (1988),
studied the basement of the Paris basin using gravimetric methods and placed par-
ticular emphasis on the presence of granites in the basement because two of these
granites are cartographically localised within the 3000 m positive anomaly. Studies
of the radiogenic heat production of the granites in the surrounding massif of the Paris
basin have given values of 2.13-5.80 µW.m-3 for the Massif Central (Lucazeau et al.,
1984) and 3.73-4.62 µW.m-1 for Brittany (Jolivet et al., 1989). If I compare these
figures to the values of 1.27-2.34 µW.m-1 usually assumed for the upper crust (e.g.,
Lucazeau et al., 1984) it would appear that these high radiogenic granites are a part
of the visible positive anomaly at 3000 m.
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Figure 3-11: a- Sketch diagram outlining the occurrence of a high velocity dense
body in the upper mantle beneath the Paris Basin, as evidenced by mantle tomogra-
phy, which is interpreted as a relic of the former Hercynian slab (after Averbuch and
Piromallo, 2012).

It therefore seems likely that the positive anomaly identified at a depth of 3000 m
in the central part of the Paris basin can be understood as the combined effect of (i)
localised granites that produce more radiogenic heat production than the surrounding
metamorphic rocks, and of (ii) an insulating effect resulting from the bulk thickness of
the sediments within the basin, reinforced by the proportion of shales in sedimentary
layers. Temperatures for deeper values are difficult to assess: the Paris basin has a
maximum depth of 3130 m (Dewolf and Pomerol, 2005), and there are consequently
very few BHT measurements available below 3000 m. Any temperature variation
below 3000 m is therefore not well constrained.

3.4.1.3 The Aquitanian Basin

The south-western part of the Aquitanian Basin shows a major positive anomaly at
a depth of 1000 m, with values over 65 ◦C. This anomaly becomes negative when a
depth of 2000 m is reached, with the same range of temperatures as occurs at 1000 m
(Fig. 3-9a and Fig. 3-9b) and lower. The slice of the 3D model presented in Fig. 3-
10c provides us with a view of the shape of this system: the high temperature comes
from the east, below the department of Gers, and extends upwards and westwards to
create the positive anomaly at a depth of 1000 m. In other words, the temperature
gradient in the south-western Aquitanian Basin seems to be very low between 1000
m and 2000 m.
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Figure 3-11: b- Top: Patterns of lithospheric folding and orientation of folding axis
in the northwest European Alpine foreland. Bottom: cross-section AA (see top figure
for location), from the Alpine thrust front to the Paris Basin, outlining the large wave-
length Cenozoic buckling of the European foreland lithosphere (after Bourgeois et al.,
2007).
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I have identified two possibilities underlying this anomaly. The first possibility con-
cerns a potential imprecision in the BHT correction, due to the heating of the for-
mation and mud drilling at a shallow depth. This effect was also suggested above
(section 3.2.4.2) to explain the general increase of temperature at shallow depths; but
in that case, the intensity of the anomaly and the inversion of temperature at greater
depths could also have had another cause. A second possibility stems from the fact
that the Aquitanian Basin is well-known for its aquifers (e.g., Bourgine et al., 1999;
Seguin, 2003; Douez, 2007) some of which (e.g., the Palaeocene aquifer) cover the
area under discussion. It is therefore possible that some fluid circulation could take
place, creating a convection current that drags heat upwards from a depth and carries
it to a shallower part of the basin. This possible bulk convecting fluid circulation
would indeed create positive anomalies at shallow depths and negative anomalies at
deeper levels, thus explaining the establishment of a low temperature gradient. In
the case of the Aquitanian Basin, it has been demonstrated (Garibaldi, 2010) that a
strong inversion of the temperature (i.e., a positive anomaly at shallow depths and a
negative anomaly at deeper depths) can appear in relation to large-scale circulation
within fault zones.

Furthermore, it should be noted that the southern part of the Aquitanian Basin forms
a flexural foreland basin of the Pyrenees (Desegaulx et al., 1991). Numerical models
for heat flow in foreland basins indicate that heat flow can be significantly lowered in
case of high foreland sedimentation rates (e.g., Cloetingh et al., 2010). In the case of
the Aquitanian Basin, during the last 5 Myr (Pliocene) the sea has retreated from the
basin and the depositions are restricted to alluvial fans at the immediate vicinity of
the Pyrenean Orogen. The effect of the flexure is then not a strong candidate for the
low thermal gradient in the Aquitanian Basin.

Another positive anomaly has been identified in the central-west part of the Aqui-
tanian Basin. The intensity of this anomaly is smaller than the more southerly one
discussed above, but its development is potentially related to the northern part of the
Palaeocene aquifer discussed by Bourgine et al. (1999).

3.4.1.4 The Provence Basin

The Provence basin shows small extensions of both negative and positive anomalies
at depths of 1000 m and 2000 m (Fig. 3-9a and Fig. 3-9b). These anomalies appear
to be aligned on a southwest to northeast trend. Garibaldi et al. (2010) have described
these anomalies in relation to the Cevennes and Nimes faults. The most important of
these deep anomalies is visible on the south of France section (Fig. 3-10c) as well
as on the isodepth maps at 4000 m and 5000 m (Fig. 3-9d and Fig. 3-9e). Based
on the conclusions of Garibaldi et al. (2010), this high amplitude anomaly can be
related to the Vistrenque Basin, and is probably due to the combined effects of a thick
sedimentary cover and insulating sediments.
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Figure 3-12: Isotemperature map (60 ◦C) of the thermal block.

3.4.1.5 Specific use

In addition to the plane slices presented in the previous section, the 3D thermal
block can be sliced following parameters other than depth or latitude/longitude. For
geothermal use, isotemperature maps can be made.

The iso-temperature map of Fig. 3-12 has been made from the 3D thermal block
at a temperature of 60 ◦C. This representation is useful for determining favourable
areas for district heating projects. At a national scale for France, the average depth
for this temperature is 1430 m (green areas). Important shallower values can be
identified in Alsace and in the south-western part of the Aquitanian Basin. In Alsace,
this anomaly is related to the processes listed above. In the Aquitanian Basin, the
effect has also been observed in Fig. 3-10, but its intensity appears to have been
underestimated by the chosen vertical cross-section. Indeed, this isotemperature map
shows that temperatures of 60 ◦C can be reached at depths lower than 500 m in
the south-western part of the Aquitanian Basin. The central part of the Paris basin
also shows a positive (albeit lower temperature) anomaly. The negative anomalies
showing temperatures of 60 ◦C at deeper depths have to be considered with caution
since they are all constrained by a small number of temperature values.

3.5 Conclusion

The main objective of this chapter was to present a new temperature database of
the uppermost kilometres of the French sedimentary basins. Using this database, I
was able to complete two quite different tasks. Firstly, I carried out a geostatistical
analysis of the entire dataset based on the choice of two specific variograms, with
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the horizontal variogram described by three spatial structures with sills ranging from
20-95 km. Any other spatial structure that fits this experimental variogram can ob-
viously be chosen, involving possible different interpolation parameters during the
Kriging procedure. Secondly, I constructed a 3D thermal block covering all sedi-
mentary basins of France by using residuals computed from a large-scale increasing
trend of temperature-depth data. This trend enables a better fit of deep temperatures
when compared with a trend constrained by a constant surface temperature of 10 ◦C.
Since temperature maps are constructed with the aim of identifying anomalies with
respect to surrounding temperatures, this latter task appears to be more relevant for
geothermal applications than any other trend.

Analysis of temperature anomalies on a countrywide-scale (Fig. 3-9, Fig. 3-10 and
Fig. 3-11) reveals anomalous zones within a restricted depth range, which is probably
related to the maximum depth of any associated basins. For example, the positive
(warm) anomaly in the Paris basin is located where sediment thickness is the largest
(compare Fig. 3-9c and Fig. 3-1). The negative (cold) anomaly of the Provence basin
changes to a warm anomaly from 4000 m to 5000 m in depth, where sedimentary
rocks are still present (Fig. 3-1 and Fig. 3-9e). However, it must be noted that fluid
circulation within aquifers may also be invoked to explain specific features such as
unexpected low temperature gradients within a given depth range (e.g., southwest of
the Aquitanian Basin).

If, as seems to be the case, the large-scale features of temperature anomaly are indeed
related to sediment thickness, smaller-scale distribution must be investigated with lo-
cal geostatistical data analyses. In this case, local variograms may differ greatly from
those presented in Fig. 3-8, allowing small-scale geological features to be decipher-
able in the spatial description of a local dataset. An example of such a restricted
dataset (using a proper variogram) is presented in Garibaldi et al. (2010) and Carrée
(2011).
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CHAPTER

FOUR

TECTONIC HEAT FLOW MODELLING OF THE
PARIS BASIN1

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, I carried out a geostatistical analysis of temperature in the
French sedimentary basins. The results offered a good estimation of the temperature
in those areas with a high density of temperature values. However, in order to con-
duct the detailed exploration of geothermal energy in the Paris Basin, temperature
determination in the whole basin is also required. In this chapter, I take the temper-
ature values collected and detailed in chapter 3 and use them to calibrate the model.
The tectonic-heat flow model provides a 3D thermal block from which I extract 2D
isodepth temperature maps.

4.2 The reference temperature dataset

4.2.1 Available temperature and corrections

The deep temperatures available in the Paris Basin are related to hydrocarbon drillings
that have taken place for the purposes of exploration and exploitation. The compi-
lation of the BHT data in the French Sedimentary basins took place at the BRGM

1Chapter largely based on Bonté, D., van Wees, J.-D., Guillou-Frottier, L., Bouchot, V. and Serrano, O.,
2013. Deep temperatures in the Paris Basin using tectonic-heat flow modelling, EGC2013 proceedings,
Pisa, Italy.
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in 2007 (see chapter 3). In addition to the collection of the BHT measurements,
the additional parameters required for their correction were collected in the headers
of the oil boreholes available in the Paris Basin. Overall, 2443 BHT measurements
were retrieved from 459 boreholes across the Paris Basin. These BHT measurements
were corrected using the Instantaneous Cylinder Source (ICS) method; this made it
possible to compute the return to equilibrium of the temperature following an error-
function, after the perturbation created by the cleaning of the borehole. One of the
main restrictions of this correction is the necessity to know a minimum of two BHT
measurements with two different “shut-in-times” at the same depth and in the same
well. The details of the ICS method and its comparison with other methods can be
found in Goutorbe et al. (2007) and chapter 3 (above). From these ICS corrections,
the resulting temperatures have an uncertainty of ± 5-10 ◦C (e.g., Brigaud, 1989;
Goutorbe et al., 2007).

4.2.2 Temperature distribution in the Paris Basin

As a result of the correction of the collected BHT measurements, 494 corrected tem-
perature (BHTx) values have been recovered. To these BHTx values, I added some
15 DST measurements retrieved from the end of well reports that are considered to
be at equilibrium. The spatial repartition of the boreholes is inhomogeneous over the
Paris Basin (Fig. 4-1a): the boreholes with BHTx values are mainly located where the
Meso-Cenozoic sequences are the thickest (Guillocheau et al., 2000), in the central
part of the basin. Boreholes are also available to the east of the basin, but very few are
found to the south and none to the west or north. In terms of depth, because tempera-
tures values are taken from the bottom of the borehole, the data are mainly available
from the second half of the basin. The density value of temperature measurements is
maximal between 1700 m and 2700 m. The average temperature gradient, with a sur-
face temperature of 10 ◦C, is 34.9 ◦C.km-1 (Fig. 4-1b). This value in the Paris Basin
is higher than the average temperature gradient of 30.6 ◦C.km-1 in France (chapter 3).

4.3 Tectonic-Heat Flow modelling

The data distribution is inhomogeneous in the Paris Basin: the western and north-
ern part of the basin is data-free, while the southern and much of the eastern parts
of the basin have only a limited number of values. Furthermore, the BHT and DST
data are isolated values in 3D. Therefore, in order to obtain a complete coverage of
the thermal regime in the Paris Basin, two solutions are available: the geostatistical
method and the modelling method. For work on the whole French territory, the geo-
statistical method has proved more suitable as it only requires the temperature data,
and uses interpolation and extrapolation constrained by geostatistics (see chapter 3).
The limitation of this method, however, is that it can only predict the temperature
within a narrow spatial range defined by the extrapolation procedure. As a result, the
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temperature determination is made by extrapolation and control over it is very lim-
ited. In order to perform a complete determination of the temperature over the whole
basin in 3D, this study uses a modelling method that takes into account not only the
temperature but also the thermal parameters that can influence it.

4.3.1 Methodology of the tectonic-heat flow modelling

Tectonic-heat flow modelling allows the determination of temperature in the sedi-
mentary pile, and takes into account the thermicity of the whole lithosphere. At this
scale, it is possible to fix the thermal limits. The temperature in the sediments takes
into account the thermal properties of the crust and the lithosphere and the transient
behaviour of heat transfer processes in a sedimentary basin.

The 3D-modelling, described in detail in the following chapter and summarised here,
is based on previous work by van Wees et al. (2009), which deals with the incorpo-
ration of properties and thermal processes into the modelling of sedimentary basins.
The transient processes and the thermal properties of the crust and the lithosphere are
based on the work of Cloetingh et al. (2010). The model takes into account the varia-
tion effects of the petrophysical parameters (thermal conductivity and heat production
from radiogenic disintegration) as well as the transitory effects of vertical movements

Figure 4-1: Localisation of the temperature values used for this study a- spatial
repartition of the boreholes; b-Temperature vs depth. Grey dots: DST values; Black
triangles: BHTx (or corrected BHT) values. Grey line: general trend of the BHTx
with a fixed temperature of 10 ◦C on surface.
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such as sedimentation or crustal deformation that can influence the temperature. To
incorporate these effects, the model solves the heat equation in a transient regime and
in 3D

∂T

∂t
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ρCp
[∇.(k∇T ) +A]− ν dT

dz
(4-1a)
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∂
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)T
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where T = temperature, ρ= density, Cp = specific heat, k = thermal conductivity, A =
radiogenic heat production and vz is vertical velocity in a Eulerian reference frame,
in which the sediment-water (topographic) interface corresponds to z = 0. Therefore,
vz is related to accumulation (i.e., addition) or erosion (i.e., removal) of sediment,
and vertical motion in the crust is related to stretching of the lithosphere.

The vertical variations, which relate to sedimentation and erosion rates, are related to
lithospheric stretching over the basin’s last evolution phase (this temporal value, tb,
relates to a period of a few million years). For each step in the evolution of the basin,
the heat equation is solved, taking into account vertical velocity and the variations
inferred by the thermal properties. The thermal properties and associated geometry in
the sedimentary basin and the underlying crust have been defined in conformity with
the present-day configuration. The thermal properties are defined in relation to the
lithology (see the following section), including compaction, and thus anisotropy in
the case of foliated minerals (e.g., Vasseur et al., 1995). The 3D grid dimensions are
as follow: 1000 m horizontally, 200 m vertically for the first 6400 m, and then 1000
m. The model calibration follows an iterative methodology, enabling the attainment
of the best result possible in terms of quadratic means (RMS misfit). The model starts
with a solution at the equilibrium with the geothermal gradient that is determined in
1D for each of the locations where a temperature value is available (van Wees et al.,
2009). The calibration of the model is made by fluctuating within boundaries the
initial thickness of the lithosphere (100 km) and the heat production in the crust. Fig.
4-2 shows that in my model, a maximum of 4 iterations is sufficient to obtain a good
fit with the data for a quadratic mean of 6.4. In the case of 30 iterations, a very high
peak is noticeable after 10 iterations. This peak is to be related to the Boyen iteration
in the 1D phase of the modelling, which is then smoothed to go back to a reasonable
RMS misfit just under 7. For both 11 and 30 iterations, the RMS misfit fluctuates
from just below 7 to just over 8, and it stabilises at 7.6 in the 30-iteration model. In
the case of all iterations, the lower quadratic mean is reached after 4 iterations.

If one or more temperature values are in the same grid cell, the data are merged and
processed together to minimise the quadratic mean between the temperature values
and the analytic model. The calculated multiple 1D-solution is then used to obtain
the temperature in 3D.
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4.3.2 Input of the tectonic-heat flow model

In order to perform the modelling, a geometrical model of the lithosphere and sed-
imentary basin was established, and details for the thermal properties of each layer
were also given. Overall, the lithosphere is defined by four main layers: the sed-
iments (the Paris Basin from Tertiary to Triassic), the upper crust, the lower crust
and the lithospheric mantle. Regarding the lower limit of the model (i.e., the base of
the lithosphere), I chose the definition of the thermal lithosphere given by Artemieva
et al. (2011), which describes the base of the lithosphere as an isotemperature of
1300 ◦C. The initial thickness of the lithosphere is fixed at 100 km (Artemieva et al.,
2006), which is defined by the change in the transfer of heat from mainly convective
to mainly conductive (Sleep, 2005; Jaupart and Mareschal, 2007). The base of the
crust is given by the Mohorovii discontinuity, with a thickness of the crust of 34 km
(Lefort and Agarwal, 2002). The crust separates into two entities; the upper crust,
which is highly radiogenic, and the lower crust, which has noticeably lower radio-
genic values (e.g., van Wees et al., 2009). The thermal parameters for the lithosphere
and the crust are resumed in Table 4-1, using values extracted from Cloetingh et al.
(2010). These values are used as starting values, while the lithospheric thickness
and the heat production in the upper crust are the adjustable values used to fit the
temperature over the iterations.

The Paris Basin geometry has been the subject of numerous studies within the BRGM.
For this model, I used a description of the Paris Basin with six layers showing an hor-
izontal resolution identical to the model (i.e., 1000 m). These six layers consist of
the Tertiary, the Cretaceous, the Malm, the Dogger, the Lias, and the Triassic (see
Table 4-2). The structure of the layers in the Paris Basin has been extensively de-
scribed in numerous publications (e.g., Guillocheau et al., 2000; Goncalves, 2003;
and Beccaletto et al., 2011).

The general features, visible on the west-east profile of Fig. 4-3, are as follows:

Figure 4-2: Quadratic mean (RMS misfit) for 4, 11 and 30 iterations (all other
parameters being strictly identical).
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Parameter Unit Value

Thickness of the lithosphere m 1.0 105

Thickness of the crust m 3.4 104

Density of the crust kg.m-3 2900
Density of the mantle kg.m-3 3400
Conductivity of the crust W.m-1.K-1 2.6
Conductivity of the mantle W.m-1.K-1 3
Heat production of the upper crust µW.m-3 0
Heat production of the lower crust µW.m-3 0.5
Thermal expansion of the lithosphere K-1 3.2 10-5

Temperature at the base of the lithosphere ◦C 1300

Table 4-1: Starting values for thermal parameters for the lithosphere and the crust
(with regard to the “heat production in the upper crust”: 0 indicates an initial pro-
portion of 40 % of the surface heat flow.)

• the sedimentary layers interlock with each other, with more recent layers being
incorporated into the older underlying layers;

• the layers are thicker in the central part of the basin than at the borders;

• in terms of depth, the Triassic and Lias layers are discreet at the west of the
basin;

• on the surface layer, recent geodynamic events have created an uplift of the east
and southeast of the basin, leading to an erosion of the most recent layers.

The sedimentary layers describe the major variations of the Paris Basin lithology, with
the lithological composition being homogenous across each layer. The lithology uses
the technique of mixing basic lithologies (see Table 4-2). Description of the mixed
lithology technique, as well as the properties for the basic lithologies (shale, sand-
stone, limestone), is available in Hantschel and Kauerauf (2009). However, due to the

Figure 4-3: East-west profile showing the six sedimentary layers of the Paris Basin.
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concave shape of the layers, parameters such as porosity, which are depth-dependent,
are liable to change. The thermal conductivity, which is dependent on the lithology,
the porosity and the temperature (Hantschel and Kauerauf, 2009), also change with
depth. The matrix thermal conductivity is determined by using the simplified com-
position of the lithologies described in Table 4-2 and the thermal conductivity values
from the basic lithologies given in Table 2-2. Fig. 4-4 shows the variation of vertical
(Fig. 4-4a) and horizontal (Fig. 4-4b) thermal conductivity along a west-east profile
across the Paris Basin. The horizontal thermal conductivity (Fig. 4-4b) is strongly
influenced by the lithology in the top half of the basin. The vertical thermal con-
ductivity (Fig. 4-4a) also shows a stronger influence of the lithology at shallower
depth, but the influence remains in depth. Fig. 4-4a clearly shows the low thermal
conductivity of the Lias that is related to the shale composition of this layer.

Figure 4-4: Vertical (a) and horizontal (b) thermal conductivity of the sediments
displayed on a west-east profile across the Paris Basin.

4.4 Results of temperature modelling in the Paris Basin

4.4.1 Modelled temperature

The result of the temperature model is a 3D thermal block at the lithospheric scale
with a temperature of 1300 ◦C at the base of the lithosphere and 10 ◦C on the surface
(this being the average surface temperature for the Paris Basin). During the mod-
elling, emphasis has been given to the sedimentary sequence. In order to visualise
the result of the modelling, the thermal grid has been sliced horizontally to represent
the temperatures on isodepth maps in the sedimentary pile. It should be noticed that
the maximum Meso-Cenozoic sediment depth is slightly higher than 3200 m and is
located in the central part of the basin (situated geographically in the southeast of
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Table 4-2: Sedimentary layers for the Paris Basin model and the associated litholo-
gies for the attributions of the thermal parameters.
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the Ile-de-France Département). The result of the modelling is presented in Fig. 4-5
as four temperature maps of the Paris Basin, showing isodepths of 600 m, 1000 m,
2000 m, and 3000 m respectively. The first point that should be noted is the main
thermal repartition in each of the temperature maps. One important feature seems to
be the visible difference on the maps between the isodepths of 600 m and 1000 m,
in comparison to the isodepths of 2000 m and 3000 m. At 600 m and 1000 m, the
temperature is noticeably higher at the border of the basin, and more precisely, at the
southeast border of the Paris Basin. At a depth of 600 m, the temperature reaches
30 ◦C at the southeast corner of the basin and in the east of the basin. The simplified
French geological map at a scale of 1/1,000,000 (Guillocheau et al., 2000) shows that
these elevated temperature values are located in the Triassic, just below the insulat-
ing layers of the “Schistes Carton” of the Toarcian (i.e., one of the main components
of the Lias). The phenomenon is repeated at 1000 m, but at this depth, the Toar-
cian base is geographically closer to the centre of the basin and the temperature is
consequently modified. On a smaller scale, the Saint-Martin-de-Bossenay fault (see
Fig. 4 of Guillocheau et al., 2000 for location), has modified the Lias strata, and
subsequently, the thermal regime at an isodepth of 1000 m. The temperature map at
2000 m is of particular interest, as the top Triassic is crossed at this isodepth. As a
result of the concave shape of the sedimentary layers in the Paris Basin, the 2000 m
isodepth intersects the Lias base in the central part of the Paris Basin. Consequently,
the temperature is higher in the central part of the Paris Basin due to the insulating
effect of the Lias shale. In the south, the Sennely fault (see Fig 4 of Guillocheau et
al., 2000 for location) has deepened the Lias base, with the result that the temperature
increases at 2000 m. At 3000 m, the temperature remains higher in a smaller area
of the central part of the basin due to the insulating effect of the Lias. Although the
insulating effect of the Lias is a main factor impacting upon thermal variations within
the basin, if the basin is taken as a whole, more localised phenomena such as fluid cir-
culation may also represent a source of variations. For example, deep faults that have
their roots deep in the basement can be the source of large temperature variations on
a local scale (Garibaldi et al., 2010). In contrast, the aquifers of the Paris Basin, such
as the Albian’s “Sable Vert” and the “Grès du Trias”, have a slow hydrogeological
movement and therefore cannot be considered as the origin of important temperature
variations in the Paris Basin. Nonetheless, these aquifers can still have a smoothing
effect upon temperature.

The thermal heterogeneities in the sedimentary pile have a strong impact upon the
temperature variations shown in Fig. 4-5. Due to the calibration methodology used
by the model, in which changes to the thickness of the lithosphere and the radiogenic
heat production adjust the temperature of the model in line with the BHTx and DSTx,
it is possible to isolate the contribution of the lithosphere through analysis of the
temperatures recorded in the sediments. To this end, the model is able to display the
heat flow at the base of the sediments (Fig. 4-6) relating to the amount of energy
passed on to the sedimentary sequence. These variations are the result of changes in
the production of heat in the crust and in reduced lithospheric thickness. The depth of
the basement of the Paris Basin currently remains relatively unknown due to a lack of
direct measurements and observations, one of the problems being the relatively small
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Figure 4-5: Mapping representation of temperatures at several isodepths (600 m,
1000 m, 2000 m, and 3000 m), from the tectonic-heat flow modelling.
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number of wells that have reached the required depth.

However, studies using indirect geophysical methodologies have also been carried out
by Ménégien (1980) and Debeglia (2005). These studies allow correlation of some
elements from the basement that could be:

• either Carboniferous sedimentary deposits (shale), with a large thickness in
relation to what is known in the Netherlands (Wong et al., 2007);

• or magmatic intrusions with a significant radiogenic heat production. This
is the case in the southeast of the le-de-France, where a positive heat flow
anomaly is clearly perceptible on Fig. 4-6, which has been related by Debeglia
(2005) to a basement anomaly (presence of heat-producing granites) that could
be a thermal source.

Figure 4-6: Heat flow below the sediments.

In the previous chapter I discussed the results of a geostatistical interpolation/extrapolation
of available temperatures in the French sedimentary basins (including the Paris Basin).
In this section I point out the problematic issues related to obtaining values in areas
that lack or are sparsely covered with data while using geostatistical tools.

Fig. 4-7 allows the comparison of results obtained through a geostatistical tool and
a tectonic-heat flow modelling tool. The following elements were noticed in this
comparative exercise:

• the contour definition of any thermal anomalies is better defined using the mod-
elling tool. E.g., due to a lack of control points, at 2000 m, the 60 ◦C temper-
ature anomaly located to the east of the Ile-de-France is well defined in the
southern part but lacks definition in the northern part.
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• Some anomalies are not observable whilst using the geostatistical method. Two
examples illustrate the absence of such anomalies in the geostatistical model:
(i) no high temperature is visible at 1000 m on the border of the basin or in the
south, while only a limited increase is noticeable to the east of the basin (Meuse
department area); (ii) at 2000 m and 3000 m, the increased temperature related
to the north-south fault in the southern part of the Paris Basin is not visible on
the geostatistical model.

In conclusion, it appears that using tectonic-heat flow modelling is to be preferred
over the geostatistical method. It is, however, important to mention the high amount
of data required to carry out this modelling, which in some cases effectively makes
this method impossible to use. Furthermore, when tailored towards large-scale stud-
ies, this modelling method has something of a smoothing effect on thermal anomalies.
Finally, each method has its own scope and should be used according to its own merits
and limitations.

4.5 Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was to present accurate subsurface temperature maps for the
whole Paris Basin, regardless of the location of its high-temperature value density.
To achieve this, I performed a tectonic-heat flow modelling of the Paris basin using
a six-layer model for the sedimentary infill, plus three additional layers for the litho-
sphere. For the calibration of the model, I used a corrected BHT and DST dataset.
This method made it possible to incorporate the complete evolution of the lithosphere
over the last 20 Myr, thus providing a transient temperature result. The model only
describes the temperature through a purely conductive methodology, with the varia-
tion of temperature being the result only of differences in heat production and thermal
conductivity.

Analysis of the temperature anomalies shows that in the sedimentary pile, the “Schistes
Carton” (of Toarcian age) is the main impacting layer with a low thermal conductiv-
ity. Associated with the ”bowl” shape of the sedimentary layers in the Paris Basin,
the positive anomalies below this layer of low conductivity are localised on the bor-
ders of the basin at a shallow depth (i.e.. 1000 m) and migrate with depth toward the
centre of the basin. The basement also plays a role in the temperature variation in
the sedimentary basin fill, with the heat flow at the base of the sediments indicating
a high heat production that is probably related to radiogenic decay from an intrusive
body or to a thick, Carboniferous, clay-filled half-graben.
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Figure 4-7: Temperatures in the Paris Basin at isodepths. (The left column shows
the results of the modelling method presented in this study while the right column
demonstrates the temperature obtained using the geostatistical method (Chapter 3).
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CHAPTER

FIVE

TECTONIC HEAT FLOW MODELLING OF THE
NETHERLANDS 1

5.1 Introduction

In the Netherlands, geothermal energy has seen a very rapid growth in the last five
years, increasing from a single exploitation permit in 2007 to the granting of some
ninety permits for exploration and exploitation in 2011 (www.nlog.nl). This trend
is set to continue in the near future, with tens of requests submitted to the Ministry
of Economic Affairs every year (Kramers et al., 2012). At present, the growth of
geothermal energy in the Netherlands is mainly low-enthalpy heating of districts and
greenhouses. Geothermal exploration is widespread throughout much of the Nether-
lands (Kramers et al., 2012). The targeted layers for geothermal exploration are sand-
stones from the Cretaceous and Jurassic (Rijnland Group) in the south of the country
and Permian (Slochteren Formation) in the north. The main location of interest, how-
ever, is the West Netherlands Basin to the southwest of the country. Here, energy
and demand are found in the same location, with the excellent potential of sandstones
in the Rijnland Group to provide heating for an existing area of greenhouses (Pluy-
maekers et al., 2012).

The primary aim of this chapter is to provide an up-to-date temperature dataset that
is larger and more precise than the latest available dataset from Ramaekers (1992).

1Chapter largely based on Bonté, D., van Wees, J.-D. and Verweij, J.M., 2012. Subsurface temperature
of the onshore Netherlands: new temperature dataset and modelling, Netherlands Journal of Geosciences,
91, 491-515..
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This temperature dataset, which is close to the formation temperature, uses the exist-
ing data obtained from drill holes that are available at the TNO and corrected for the
perturbation related to drilling. The second objective is to perform 3D thermal mod-
elling using a tectonic heat flow method that is based on the thermal properties of the
sedimentary structure. Transient effects will be taken into consideration through the
variation of surface temperature and vertical motions (erosion and sedimentation).
The result is a 3D thermal block that I can present both through the usual isodepth
map (i.e., a temperature map at a fixed depth) and also on profiles and geological
layers.

5.2 Previous studies on subsurface temperature in the Netherlands

Research on subsurface temperature in the Netherlands has been carried out for over
a century. The first reference to a temperature measurement is from Harting (1879),
and was carried out in a well 369 m deep that was drilled in the city of Utrecht in
1872. These temperature measurements can have a number of purposes, with clear
examples being the calculation of volumetric gas in place in the Groningen area (van
Engen, 1975) or to investigate the working conditions in the mines in South-Limburg
(Sadee, 1975). Temperature maps and datasets of the Dutch subsurface can be traced
with each new edition of the “European geothermal atlas” (Haenel et al., 1980; Haenel
and Staroste, 1988; Hurtig et al., 1992; Hurter and Haenel, 2002). The temperature
compilation of Prins (1980), featured in the “Atlas of Subsurface Temperatures in
the European Community” by Haenel et al. (1980) is the first evidence of a deep
subsurface generated dataset on a countrywide scale. Unfortunately, details about the
dataset used to generate the maps available in the atlas of Haenel et al. (1980) are not
mentioned. However, the number of thermal isodepth maps featured in this atlas is the
highest yet published. Alongside a Dutch map giving the temperature at 1000 m, six
isodepth maps showing temperatures at a European scale at depths of between 500 m
and 3000 m were published, as well as an additional map at 5000 m. In the second
atlas, which was produced in 1988 (Haenel and Staroste, 1988), Lokhorst and Van
Montfrans (1988) provided a dataset of temperature values in 338 wells. However,
they gave no indication of the spread of these values. In this atlas, the isodepth
maps for the Netherlands were at a depth of 500 m. Only two maps were made
on a European scale, showing depths of 1000 m and 2000 m. However, some more
geothermal energy-orientated maps were also provided, showing geological layers
with a geothermal potential (i.e., Early Cretaceous, Early Triassic and Early Permian).

The third atlas (Hurtig et al., 1992) was the publication that featured the most detailed
dataset for the Netherlands, provided by Ramaekers (1992). In this atlas, the temper-
ature dataset for the onshore area of the Netherlands was composed of 334 corrected
bottom hole temperatures (BHT) and 53 drill stem test (DST) temperatures. The de-
tail of the temperature values used for each depth gives a relatively steady number of
around 300 values until 2000 m, decreasing to about 150 values at 3000 m and finish-
ing with only two values at 5000 m. The isodepth temperature maps are only at the
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Figure 5-1: Temperature map at 2000 m (source: Lokhorst and Wong, 2007).

European scale for this atlas as no country description was made, reflecting the fact
that this atlas was primarily a thermal atlas and not geothermal energy-orientated.
The two data values given at 5000 m demonstrate that the maps were made using
extrapolation from shallower values. The drawing of the temperature isolines was
carried out “taking the tectonic setting as background information”, which seems to
imply hand-drawn maps. In the latest atlas (Hurter and Haenel, 2002), the dataset
from Ramaekers (1992) is re-used, as a reference is made by van Doorn and Rijk-
ers (2002) to 464 wells, corresponding to the onshore and offshore dataset describe
by Ramaekers (1992). However, a major improvement has been made concerning
the way in which the data is represented: the maps are interpolated using contouring
algorithms. A manual intervention is still made on the European temperature maps
to ensure a correlation between the different sources, as each country generates its
own data. To ensure the interpolation remains precise, the isodepth temperature maps
are restrained to the depths that have high value densities (i.e., 1000 m and 2000
m). However, just like in the atlas of Haenel and Staroste (1988), the temperature of
the geological layers of geothermal interest is presented (Early Cretaceous and Early
Triassic).

In parallel to these European projects, some national and regional projects have been
conducted. The work of Rijkers and van Doorn (1997) is an update of the 1988 atlas
(Haenel and Staroste, 1988), and here, the isodepth temperature maps are more pre-
cise due to a smaller scale. The updates are mainly related to the interpolation of the
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temperature on geological interfaces identified as potential reservoirs for geothermal
energy. On a more regional level, the work of van Balen et al. (2002) and more re-
cently Luijendijk et al. (2011), has provided both values and interesting discussion
relating to the Roer Valley Graben. The dataset of van Balen et al.(2002), used to-
gether with the shallow values of van Dalfsen (1983), have been presented and used
by Verweij (2003) to characterise the onshore temperature in the Netherlands. The
TNO has recently led a number of projects to implement the onshore dataset in the
Netherlands (e.g., Boxem, 2010) and to provide reliable information and correction
on the temperature measurements in boreholes (Vermooten et al., 2004).

The most recent temperature map presenting the whole Dutch onshore area was pub-
lished in Lokhorst and Wong (2007). This map, which shows temperatures at a depth
of 2000 m (Fig. 5-1), was made using an interpolation technique but unfortunately it
does not take into account the geology and the differences of thermal conductivity.

5.3 Temperature data

5.3.1 Correction methodologies of the Bottom Hole Temperature (BHT)
measurements

The thermal perturbation caused by drilling is mainly related to the circulation of
fluids. In order to provide a consistent dataset of corrected BHT values (referenced as
BHTx), I correct the BHT measurements using two main types of correction. The first
type uses an analytical methodology for correction (see section 2.1.5.2.1). The second
is a statistical correction, known as the AAPG correction (see section 2.1.5.2.2). This
secondary correction gives a slightly less accurate result but also requires less input to
be performed than the ICS correction. For both of these reasons, the AAPG correction
has been done only on the BHT values, which had insufficient supporting data to
perform the ICS correction (e.g., elapsed time after circulation stopped).

In order to discriminate between the uncorrected BHT measurements and the cor-
rected BHT values, the BHT values that have been analytically corrected with the
ICS method will now be called BHTx ICS and the BHT values statistically corrected
using the AAPG method and correlated to the BHTx ICS (see the analytical correc-
tion section below) will be called BHTx AAPG.

5.3.1.1 Analytical correction

I have chosen the ICS method for the Netherlands dataset in order to create the most
reliable dataset possible and to keep the highest number of corrected BHT values
(see section 2.1.5.2.1 for details). The weakest aspect of the BHT correction is the
uncertainty. It is generally accepted to have an uncertainty on the BHT correction of
± 5-10 ◦C (e.g., Brigaud, 1989; Goutorbe et al., 2007)
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5.3.1.2 Statistical correction

To complete the dataset of the BHTx ICS, I applied a statistical correction of the
BHT measurements without “shut-in-time” and/or with a single value per depth (see
section 2.1.5.2.2). For comparison, the BHT dataset used to perform the calcula-
tion of the BHTx ICS has also been corrected with the AAPG method (Deming,
1989) using the average coefficients (this intermediate correction is hereafter named
BHTx AAPGini). When these two datasets (with each dataset comprising 1286 val-
ues) are plotted on a chart showing temperature versus depth (Fig. 5-2a), it is pos-
sible to identify a shift between them with a bulk average difference of 5.64 ◦C for
the Netherlands. This shift is mathematically highlighted by the average thermal gra-
dient. In the Netherlands the average thermal gradient for the BHTx ICS dataset
is T = 0.0302z + 12.776 (where T is the temperature in degrees Celsius at the
depth z in metres), while the average thermal gradient for the BHTx AAPGini is
T = 0.0321z + 12.419. Compared with the BHTx AAPGini, the surface temper-
ature is slightly higher (0.357 ◦C) for the BHTx ICS but the gradient is lower (-
0.0019 ◦C.m-1). This difference induces higher temperatures at a deeper level. The
reason for such differences lies with the generalised method of the AAPG method.
In order to correct the BHTx AAPGini and ensure the dataset is regionally related
to the more reliable BHTx ICS data, I applied a depth-dependant correction to the
dataset. The result of this correction is presented in Fig. 5-2b; here, the BHTx ICS
and the BHTx AAPG now show a homogenous result. The bulk average difference
is 3.28 ◦C. This BHTx AAPG dataset is not used because it has already been cor-
rected using the ICS method. However, I performed this secondary correction on the
BHTx AAPGini, which could not have been corrected using the ICS method alone. I
thus obtained a complementary dataset, named the BHTx AAPG dataset, which has
a good reliability. The BHT dataset, corrected with the AAPG correction, is suitable
for regional interpretation; however, it cannot be considered as reliable for studies
requiring individual measurements.

5.3.2 Temperature dataset in the Netherlands

The Dutch territory is widely covered by numerous wells from exploration and ex-
ploitation of oil and gas. For the onshore area of the Netherlands, I am able to dis-
criminate between various areas that have a high density of wells: these areas com-
prise the Central Netherlands Basin (CNB), the Texel-IJsselmeer High (TIJH), the
Friesland Platform (FP), the Lauwerszee Trough (LT), the West Netherlands Basin
(WNB), and the southern part of the Lower Saxony Basin (LSB) close to the Gronau
Fault Zone (see Fig. 5-3 for locations). These areas are correlated with areas of
exploitation and where exploitation permits for hydrocarbons have been issued (Fig.
5-4; De Jager, 2007). Other areas also have well coverage but with a very low density.
From across these available wells, thousands of uncorrected BHT measurements have
been regrouped by Boxem (2010), the SNS projects (Simmelink et al., 2003 and Sim-
melink et al., 2008) and the internal TNO database in order to create a single dataset
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Figure 5-2: Comparison of the temperature vs. depth values between the results
of the AAPG method and the ICS method for the same initial BHT dataset. a- ICS
method vs. the standard AAPG method. Grey square: BHTx ICS. Black diamond:
BHTx AAPG .b ICS method vs. the standard AAPG method for correcting regional
variations (see text).

of BHT measurements. I have also added a number of wells to complete the dataset,
such as the newly drilled Luttelgeest-01. After removal of duplicates and unrealistic
values, I obtained a dataset of 4276 BHT measurements spread across 456 wells. I
have also collected 52 DST measurements distributed among 26 wells that can be
used without correction with regard to the low uncertainty on the value (below 5 ◦C).
The whole dataset (BHT and DST) has been corrected from the deviation effect, both
in depth and geographic position. All of the following maps displayed in this chapter
will use the corrected depth and the projected-corrected XY position.

5.3.2.1 Corrected datasets for the Netherlands

The BHT measurements are first corrected following the ICS method described by
Goutorbe et al. (2007). In order to obtain a higher number of values and a good cov-
erage of the area under consideration, the values that are not used by the ICS method
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Figure 5-3: Map of the structural elements of the onshore Netherlands showing Mid-
and Late Kimmerian (Jurassic and Early Cretaceous) basins, highs, and platforms
(after Kombrink et al., 2012).

are corrected with the statistical AAPG method (Deming, 1989), which requires less
input. The values left after the ICS correction are composed of two main types. The
first type is the data rejected for the ICS correction because of their lack of “shut-in-
time” and/or borehole size; in this case, the leftover dataset is cleared to keep only
a single data at a given depth. The second type is the data with only a single value
at a given depth. Following the AAPG correction method, I performed a secondary
correction on this dataset, calibrated on the BHTx ICS data, to obtain a definitive
BHTx AAPG (see above for details).

The result of the ICS correction is a dataset of 412 BHTx ICS in 218 wells, while
the AAPG correction creates 829 BHTx AAPG in 363 wells and the DST, 52 values
in 24 wells (Fig. 5-5). As some values from different sources are recorded in the
same wells, the overall number of wells with at least one temperature value is 454
and the total number of temperature values is 1294. In depth, the temperature values
vary from 200 m to 5800 m. However, the repartition of these temperatures is not
homogenous. In depth (Fig. 5-5a), over 90 % of the temperature values are between
500 m and 3500 m. A number of values (8.5 % of the total) out of this main depth
section are between 3500 m and 4500 m. Within the main group, it is noticeable that
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Figure 5-4: Exploration and exploitation permits for the onshore Netherlands as of
May 1st 2014 (source: www.nlog.nl). Dark grey dots: position of wells with at least
one BHT measurement.

the BHTx ICS are between 1500 m and 3500 m, while the BHTx AAPG are on the
shallower side (between 500 m and 1500 m). In this frequency-type representation,
the DST is not very representative, owing to the low number of values.

In the first place, the spatial partitioning of the BHTx AAPG, BHTx ICS and DST
are closely related to the high and low density areas where BHT measurements are
available. The covered areas with corrected BHT and DST values are mostly situated
in the exploitation and exploration permit limits for hydrocarbons (Noord-Holland,
FP and WNB). At very shallow depths (i.e., depths of less than 500 m), the spread
of values is optimal despite the low number of data. In the depth sections where the
concentration of values is maximal, between 500 m and 3500 m, most of the values
are collected in Noord-Holland, FP and WNB. The lower section of this area of high
density reveals a high concentration of the data on the northeast border of the FP and
in the western part of the WNB. Below 3500 m, the effect initiated between 2500
m and 3500 m follows the same trend, with few data left in the WNB, while a high
density of data is featured in the north and west of the FP. Below 3500 m, my data
are only found in the FP.
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Figure 5-5: DST and Corrected BHT dataset. Black square: BHTx AAPG. Grey
diamond: BHTx ICS. White triangle: DST. Solid black line: general trend. Dashed
black line: deep trend. aTemperature vs. depth chart. bHorizontal repartition.

5.3.2.2 Dataset modelling

The corrected BHT and the DST bring 1294 values of temperature with reasonable
uncertainties. The corrected BHTx ICS has an uncertainty of ± 10 ◦C (see Chapter
2). Given the regional calibration of the AAPG correction, the BHTx AAPG can
be used with the same degree of uncertainty as the BHTx ICS. The DST are usu-
ally considered to have an uncertainty related to the precision of the thermometer.
However, due to the thermal variations in the wells during the rise of the fluid from
the formation to the surface, an uncertainty of ± 5 ◦C is commonly accepted (e.g.,
Goutorbe et al., 2007 and Brigaud, 1989). The whole dataset gives an average gradi-
ent of 31.3 ◦C.km-1 with a surface temperature of 10.1 ◦C (Fig. 5-5a). The spread of
the values around this average trend is about 25 ◦C. However, at the lower depth (be-
low 4000 m), the data from every type of value tends to show a high deep trend (Fig.
5-5a). Horizontally, the repartition between the DST, BHTx ICS and BHTx AAPG
is quite homogeneous. The lack of values in some areas, such as the Roer Valley
Graben (RVG), will hopefully be solved in forthcoming explorations following the
granting of exploration hydrocarbon licenses (Fig. 5-4).
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5.4 3D Tectonic-thermal modelling

In areas without wells, existing 3D geothermal models for basins typically use geo-
statistical interpolation of temperatures and temperature gradients measured from
wells (e.g., Chapter 3) as well as a compilation of thermal gradients and heat flows
in maps. Temperature interpolation in such models generally lack a physical un-
derpinning, which can result in erroneous temperature predictions as geostatistical
interpolation results can differ significantly from model-based approaches that in-
clude thermal properties and processes (e.g., van Wees et al., 2009). The temperature
in such a model is a function of boundary conditions including surface temperature,
basal heat flow and thermal properties such as thermal conductivity and radiogenic
heat production, and which extends in depth to include the whole lithosphere, thus
incorporating the effects of thermal properties and transient processes in crust and
lithosphere (e.g., Cloetingh et al., 2010).

5.4.1 The modelling: method and methodology

5.4.1.1 The modelling methodology

In the 3D model, I aim to incorporate the effects of variations in petrophysical param-
eters (thermal conductivity and radiogenic heat production) and the transient effects
of vertical tectonic motions in terms of sedimentation and crustal deformation af-
fecting temperature. To incorporate these effects, the model solves the transient 3D
temperature (see equation 4-1).

For the transient numerical modelling of the temperature evolution of equation 4-1, a
3D explicit three-step Runge-Kutta finite difference approach is used (Verwer, 1977)
with a finite volume approximation. Transient thermal effects relate to vertical veloc-
ities in the 3D grid, changing surface temperature conditions, and changes in material
properties. In solving the temperature equation, I chose to incorporate vertical veloc-
ities in accordance with the latest stage of the basin evolution from tb (in Ma) up to
the present day. Typically, tb is in the order of up to tens of millions years, depending
on the observed vertical sediment accumulation and erosion rates. For tb, the sedi-
mentation, erosion and associated lithosphere deformation is determined by adopting
backstripping and forward modelling (see van Wees et al., 2009). The resulting ve-
locity field is incorporated in the thermal modelling. The surface temperature varies
in accordance with an arbitrary temperature evolution from tb to present day, whereas
the temperature at the base of the lithosphere remains fixed (see van Wees et al.,
2009).

To incorporate spatial variability in properties, velocities and initial lithosphere thick-
ness, the model is a regular 3D grid, with grid spacing along the x and y axes fixed
at 1 km, while the grid spacing in direction z varies with depth. Up to a fixed depth
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of 6400 m, well below the Mesozoic sediment-basement interface, the grid spacing
was set at 200 m. Below this, depth spacing was set at a significantly wider spacing
of 1000 m, extending to the base of the lithosphere.

The thermal properties and associated geometry of the basin and underlying crust
have been chosen in accordance with the present-day configuration. The thermal
properties have been determined in accordance with a differentiated layered lithology
affected by compaction and are capable of correctly reproducing the effects of highly
conductive salt layers and anisotropic thermal conductivity of intra-formational sed-
iment layering. The thermal properties have not been changed through time from
tb to the present-day. The effects of these alterations are minor compared to the ef-
fects of variation in vertical velocity and surface temperature, and result in significant
increase in numerical performance.

5.4.1.2 Calibration of temperature data

The model is iteratively calibrated to a best-fit with the (corrected) temperature data
in the wells, which typically takes less than five runs to achieve. This iteration is
schematically denoted in Fig. 5-6. At the start of the model, a 1D steady state
geothermal solution is performed at each well location (e.g., van Wees et al., 2009),
calibrated to the measured well data by varying the initial lithospheric thickness and
crustal heat production within certain bounds. The temperature data used are the
BHTx ICS (BHT corrected with the ICS method), the BHTx AAPG (BHT corrected
with the AAPG method and recalibrated with the BHTx ICS), and the DST, as de-
scribed in section 5.3.

If more than one single well data point occurs in a grid column, the data is grouped
and treated jointly in order to obtain a minimised average misfit between the analyt-
ical model and the observed temperatures. Subsequently, the 1D analytical solutions
based on these points are smoothed in terms of lithospheric thickness and crustal heat
production and used to compute the 3D temperature field adopting the transient so-
lution. In the next step, the model misfits observed in the 3D solution are used to
improve the 1D model prediction. To this end, the Broyden iterative scheme (Press
et al., 1988) is used, enabling the effects of 3D temperature dependency to be taken
into account.

5.4.2 Basin structure and tectonic setting

The assessment of thermal properties and tectonic setting has considerable influence
on the modelled temperature results. I therefore briefly outline the geological history
of the major structural elements in the Netherlands and their associated stratigraphic
units.
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Figure 5-6: Work-flow diagram of the Tectonic Heat flow model use for the present
day subsurface temperature.

The crust, on which the sedimentary cover of the Netherlands rests, mainly consists
of (Eastern) Avalonian crust (Pharaoh et al., 2010). This Gondwana-derived micro-
continent consolidated with Baltica during the Caledonian orogenic cycle by closing
the Tornquist Ocean in the Late Ordovician.

In the Netherlands, southwest of the West Netherlands Basin, the Avalonian crust
forms the stable London Brabant Massif. This massif is covered by Cambro-Silurian
shales that became deformed in low-grade metamorphosed slates during the Late
Silurian-Early Devonian, in relation to the accretion of Baltica (including Avalonia)
and Laurussia.

Northeast of the London-Brabant Massif, no information on the presence of a pre-
Variscan basement is available. Here, the sedimentary basin that covers the onshore
part of the Netherlands developed in the Devonian and Carboniferous in response to
lithospheric stretching and Late Carboniferous flexural subsidence associated with
the Variscan orogenic cycle (Kombrink et al., 2008). The Devonian basin fill is com-
posed of detritic sandstones. Unfortunately, given its depth, the outline of this very
early basin is mostly unknown. However, as the sand-prone lithology of the basin
fill has a thermal conductivity value close to the one of the basement, the impact on
the temperature is very low. For these reasons, I here choose not to take this strati-
graphic layer into account, but to consider it as part of the basement. The following
Lower Carboniferous layer evolves into a system that is composed of several car-
bonate platforms related to the closure of the Rheic Ocean’s back-arc extension. In
the Late Carboniferous (Silesian), the Variscan thrust front moved northwards due to
the collision between Gondwana and Laurentia, thereby placing the Netherlands in
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the foredeep and wrench-related basins north of the Variscan orogen. As a result of
the increasing tectonic accommodation space, the accumulated clastic deposits reach
a thickness of 4000 m, which is much thicker than any younger overlying unit. The
Silesian depositions are mainly detritic, with depositional environments ranging from
fluvial floodplains to lacustrine/marine depending on the position in the basin. The
lithological composition is however mainly composed of shale that, due to its low
thermal conductivity, has a thermal insulation effect, accentuated by the appearance
of coal that reaches a proportion as high as 2.1 %. As the Variscan orogen collapsed, a
thermal sag developed at the beginning of the Permian, creating the Southern Permian
Basin (Ziegler, 1990; van Wees et al., 2000). In the Netherlands, Permian deposits
are mainly represented by an alternation of clastic and marine-evaporated sediments
(locally known as the Zechstein Group). The evaporites of the Zechstein Group are
dominant in the northern half of the Dutch subsurface, but lacking in the south. As a
result of this disparity, the character of the Zechstein stratigraphic unit shows strong
lateral differences. In the south, the layers remain relatively homogenous in thickness
and are only impacted by compaction, while in the north, salt flow has generated nu-
merous diapirs. Evidence of Permian magmatism was encountered in several Dutch
wells, particularly in the eastern part of the Texel IJsselmeer high, but the exten-
sion of the magmatism remains uncertain. In the Triassic, fault-bounded depocentres
were formed that are interpreted as epicontinental clastic sedimentary basins with
some thinly developed evaporites. Following the Late Triassic structural evolution, in
the Jurassic, smaller fault-bounded basins and highs developed. The Early Jurassic is
dominated by relatively continuous marine shale deposition. Eventually, rifting in the
North Sea led to the formation of a dome, the centre of which is localised between
Scotland and Norway. This doming led to uplift that generated strong erosion in the
north of the Dutch offshore and non-deposition in the southern part of the country.
In the Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous, differential subsidence due to basin frag-
mentation led to a highly dispersed pattern or fluvial to shallow marine silici-clastic
sedimentation. By the end of the Cretaceous, the basin infilling turned to predomi-
nant calcareous sedimentation. During the Late Cretaceous and Tertiary, the Alpine
orogeny transmitted compressional stresses to the Netherlands, which led to a period
of intermittent inversion tectonics with uplift and erosion of previous basins. Cycles
of sand-clay deposition are often associated with pulses of convergence and subsi-
dence that caused depositional environments to change from coastal plain to shallow
marine, respectively.

5.4.3 Modelling input

In order to perform the modelling, a structural model of the lithosphere and basin fill
needs to be defined so that the appropriate thermal properties can then be applied.
The structural model considers four major layers: the sediments, the upper crust, the
lower crust and the mantle lithosphere. The lower thermal boundary of the model –
the base of the lithosphere – is fixed at a temperature of 1330 ◦C, with a depth beneath
the Netherlands that can vary between approximately 80 km and 125 km, with an
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Parameter Unit Value

Thickness of the lithosphere m 1.0 105

Thickness of the crust m 3.4 104

Density of the crust kg.m-3 2900
Density of the mantle kg.m-3 3400
Conductivity of the crust W.m-1.K-1 2.6
Conductivity of the mantle W.m-1.K-1 3
Heat production of the upper crust (0 means 40 %) µW.m-3 0
Heat production of the lower crust µW.m-3 0.5
Thermal expansion of the lithosphere K-1 3.2 10-5

Temperature at the base of the lithosphere ◦C 1300

Table 5-1: Parameters for the lower layers of the model (for the upper crust heat
production “0 means 40 %” means that if no value is specified (i.e., 0) then the upper
crust heat contribution is 40 % of the total surface heat flow).

estimated average of 100 km (Artemieva et al., 2006). This limit in temperature
is related to the changes in the type of heat transfer in the mantle from convective to
advective (Sleep, 2005; Jaupart and Mareschal, 2007). The crustal thickness has been
obtained from CRUST07 (Tesauro et al., 2008), and has a typical value of around
32 km. The crust is subdivided into a highly radiogenic upper crust (UC) and a
less radiogenic lower crust (LC) (e.g., van Wees et al., 2009). The default thermal
properties for the lithosphere and crust (e.g., Cloetingh et al., 2010) have been listed
in Table 5-1 and correspond to the initial values used for the model. After several
iterations, the lithospheric thickness and the heat production of the upper crust have
been modified (see Fig. 5-12 a8 and a9 for details) to fit the temperature data.

Figure 5-7: Average annual surface temperature in the Netherlands (Source: TNO).

The structure of the thirteen sedimentary layers considered here (see Fig. 5-14 and
Table 5-2) is a result of the mapping project presented in the Geological Atlas of
the Subsurface of the Netherlands (TNO-NITG, 2004). Several improvements have
been made since this 2004 model. For instance, the Triassic has been divided into
the upper and lower Germanic Trias Groups and the Quaternary has been included
in the upper North Sea Group. Sediments below the Base Permian Unconformity,
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which were previously referred to as “Carboniferous and below”, are now described
in more detail. The latest description of the Silesian (H. Kombrink, pers.comm.)
gives thickness values from 1 km in the southern part of the Netherlands (to the
south of the WNB and the RVG) to up to 4 km in the basins (i.e., WNB, RVG, and
CNB). The Pre-Silesian is mostly composed of limestone and has a thickness of ~1
km. Thermal properties have been defined for each of the thirteen sedimentary layers
(see Table 5-2) using the technique of mixing basic lithologies. This also honours the
relatively high thermal conductivity for salt layers. Description of the mixed lithology
technique, as well as the properties for the basic lithologies, is available in Hantschel
and Kauerauf (2009).

For tb, I have adopted 20 Myr (lower Miocene to present) (Roure et al., 1996), a pe-
riod that is marked by relatively moderate accumulation rates of more than 1 km/Myr
in the RVG in the southeast Netherlands. Tectonically, this period is marked by a mix-
ture of rifting and intraplate stress-induced subsidence, which explains an increased
creation of accommodation space. The mobilisation of salt in the last 20 Myr is re-
stricted to some individual diapirs in the northeast. Of the total vertical extent of ca.
2500 m or more, only a few hundred metres (at the most) is attributed to this period.
The effects of strong palaeo-surface temperature fluctuations have been taken into
account in accordance with recent geochemical and geo-biological proxies (Fig. 5-7;
Donders et al., 2009 and Verweij et al., 2012).

Other scenarios with a longer duration for tb up to the base of the Tertiary have been
evaluated, but did not result in significantly different model results.

5.5 Optimal model

The calculated temperature of the preferred model is presented through maps for ev-
ery 1000 m in depth (Fig. 5-8), from 1000 m (Fig. 5-8a) to 6000 m (Fig. 5-8f). In the
model, some major trends of high and low temperatures are observable at different
depths. High and low temperatures are observed in comparison to the average tem-
perature at the depth under consideration. In some areas a high temperature is present
at every depth, but the extension of this high temperature varies (e.g., in the northern
part of the Friesland Platform). Variations in temperature intensity are also visible in
addition to the variation of extension in the Western and Eastern extremities of the
Central Netherlands Basin. The areas of low temperature also cover an important
area in the Dutch onshore. The West Netherlands Basin and the Roer Valley Graben
show an important low temperature trend, as does the Texel-IJsselmeer High.

5.5.1 Validity of the model in comparison to calibration values

For the comparison of misfits between model predictions and temperature measure-
ments, I used two complementary approaches. The first approach assesses the mod-
elled and observed temperature depth trends in particular wells (i.e., vertical trends),
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Table 5-2: Sedimentary layers of the model.
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Figure 5-8: Isodepth temperature map of the most realistic model. Dots represent the
BHTx ICS, BHTx AAPG, and DST temperature values at± 500 m of the temperature
map. a- Temperature map at 1000 m. b-Temperature map at 2000 m. c- Temperature
map at 3000 m. d- Temperature map at 4000 m. e- Temperature map at 5000 m. f-
Temperature map at 6000 m.
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while the second approach analyses deviations of the modelled and observed temper-
atures at particular depth levels (i.e., horizontal trends).

5.5.1.1 Validity of the model in comparison to calibration values

To compare the modelled temperatures from the best model with observations in
wells, I selected ten wells (Fig. 5-9) that are representative of the different areas
of the Dutch territory. The wells were chosen based on two main criteria: firstly, the
wells needed to include a reasonable number of data (at least four values), and sec-
ondly, the proportion of BHTx ICS and DST values had to be as high as possible (if
available). The well that is referred to here by the name ANJ-xx refers to the collec-
tive temperature values of wells ANJ-01, ANJ-02, ANJ-03 and ANJ-04 , which are
found in extremely close proximity (less than 500 m). As the modelling method takes
into account not only the well itself but also the closest values around the well in order
to calibrate the model, I also selected those wells in a radius of 10 km around each
initial well. The result of the comparisons between the model and the values within
the 10 km radius are given in Fig. 5-10. The first observation is that the results show
a good fit with the calibration data, with the exception of one value in well BNV-01
at a depth of 1789 m and all the values below 4000 m in well LTG-01. With regard
to well BNV-01, the two BHT values used for the ICS correction at 1789 m show a
similar value of 42 ◦C for different “shut-in-time” values (see section 5.3.2.1 for de-
tails) implying that the reliability of these values should be reconsidered. The second
major misfit concerns temperatures deeper than 4000 m in well LTG-01, which are
all higher than the modelled ones. In LTG-01 well, the Carboniferous is reached at
1776 m (shale lithology with coal interbeds of Westphalian age), and the Devonian
(very low porosity limestone) is attained around 3800 m. The heat flow from the
model at the base of the basin fill gives a value of 56 mW.m-2, which is compara-
ble to the surrounding values below 53 mW.m-2. This value is too low to be able to
reach the high temperatures required by using coherent thermal conductivity values
in the Carboniferous (around 1.7) and in the Devonian (between 2 and 3). Ziegler
(1990) suggested that this area experienced a magmatic intrusion during the collapse
of the Variscan orogen (Ziegler, 1990). This intrusion would have been capable of
generating a radiogenic heat production ranging between 2 to 3 µW.m-3 (Jolivet et al.,
1989). This additional heat production could increase the basement heat flow from 56
mW.m-2 up to (at least) 70 mW.m-2, with this latter value better explaining the deeper
temperature values measured in the well.

For all other wells, it appears that the variation in thermal conductivity in relation to
the change of lithology is an important source of variation in the modelled tempera-
ture (Fig. 5-10). The presence of Zechstein salt in the northern part of the country
(Geluk, 2007) has clearly influenced the trends from wells ANJ-xx, GTV-01, MBN-
01, LUT-06 and MID-301. The high conductivity values for salt (greater than 4)
will generate a lower thermal gradient at an equivalent heat flow. This low thermal
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gradient is visible as a steeper trend; e.g., between 2700 m and 3700 m in well ANJ-
xx, between 2200 m and 3600 m in well GTV-01, and between 1200 m and 2000
m in well LUT-06. In contrast to this, layers with a high proportion of shale have
a low conductivity (below 2), which increases the thermal gradient. In those cases
where the shale is associated with coal (thermal conductivity between 0.9 and 1.5
W.m-1.K-1) the gradient is even more increased. The Carboniferous has a significant
proportion of coal in its upper layer, which is shown by the steep gradients in wells
LTG-01 (between 1700 m and 3700 m), MBN-01 (between 2550 m and 4500 m), and
WSK-01 (between 1700 m and 5700 m).

Figure 5-9: Location of the wells selected to show the comparison between the result
of the model (best model) and the calibration values. Crosses: wells represented and
compared to the model result. D: values of wells found within a diameter of 10 km of
the main well.

5.5.1.2 Modelled temperature vs. observed temperatures at various depths

To evaluate misfits between the model and the calibration data in map view, isodepth
maps (given for every 1000 m between 1000-5000 m) of the residual temperature
were generated (Fig. 5-14). These residual temperature maps are an interpolation at
a specific depth between the modelled temperature and the temperature values used
as calibration. Positive values indicate that the modelled temperatures are higher than
the observed values; negative values indicate the opposite. The interpolation has been
performed through a 3D steady state thermal model with a temperature of 0 ◦C at the
top, residual temperatures at well points and a lateral heat flow of 0 mW.m−2 on
opposite sides of the model.
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Figure 5-10: Comparison between the values used as calibration and the modelled
temperature (from the best model). Black square: BHTx ICS values in the well. Grey
diamond: BHTx AAPG in the well. White triangle: DST values in the well. Black
line: Temperature in the model. Crosses: unspecified temperature values within 10
km of the well.
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At 1000 m (Fig. 5-11), some residual values are positive while others within a short
distance are negative, which implies that no systematic trends exist. As depth in-
creases, the residual temperatures at 2000 m (Fig. 5-11b) and 3000 m (Fig. 5-11c)
show trends that are also visible in the lowest part of the model (Fig. 5-11d to Fig.
5-11f) where there are fewer calibrated values (see Fig. 5-5). The coherence of the
anomalies below 1000m implies that the lower part of the basin is more homoge-
nous than the shallow subsurface. In the north of the country, the model tends to
underestimate the temperature; this has affected results for the northern part of the
Lauwerszee Trough and the area to the southeast of the Lower Saxony Basin (close
to the Ems Low). Temperatures at 4000 m are also underestimated at the eastern
extent of the Texel-IJsselmeer High (Fig. 5-11).The misfit in this area is also visible
in 1D throughout the entire depth range of well LTG-01 (Fig. 5-10). In contrast,
the modelled temperatures for the western half of the West Netherlands Basin are
slightly overestimated in comparison to the calibration data. It is noticeable in Fig.
5-11 that the negative values (i.e., where the modelled temperatures are lower than
the calibration values) have a larger spread and show higher values. The implica-
tion of these widely spread negative values is the fact that the model tends to slightly
underestimate the temperature.

5.5.2 Model scenarios and sensitivity analysis

To observe the variability of the temperature results in relation to the main parameters
(lithosphere thickness, heat production of the upper crust, thermal conductivity of the
sediments, calibration data, and the lower part of the geometrical model), I have anal-
ysed six models. These models reflect variation in the crustal heat production band
width and smoothing radius, the lithospheric thickness band width and smoothing ra-
dius and the various scenarios for the sediment conductivity. All the models share the
same layer definitions (Table 5-2), with the exception of model d, which has a unique
lithology (i.e., sandstone) for all the layers, as well as the parameters for the crust and
lithospheric mantle (Table 5-1). Fig. 5-12 presents these six models after the fourth
iteration; each row corresponds to a model. Model a is the reference, and all others
are compared to this “reference model”. These models are described as follows:

• Model a is identical to the best model (model f), with the exception of the
deepest part of the geometrical model. In model a, the Silesian and pre-Silesian
are integrated with the Carboniferous.

• Model b tests the smoothing radius for the heat production of the upper crust,
which is increased to 50 km (10 km for model f).

• Model c tests the lithosphere thickness variation, which is increased and can
vary between 0.6 and 1.4 (between 0.8 and 1.2 for model f).

• Model d tests the influence of the lithology variation; the same lithology was
therefore given to all the layers (sandstone).
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Figure 5-11: Isodepth maps of the temperature difference between the model and the
temperature calibration data. See text for details.
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• Model e tests the influence of the weakest calibration values, which are the
BHTx AAPG. We therefore removed them and the model has been calibrated
using only the DST and BHTx ICS values.

• Model f, also called the “preferred” model, is the model with the best results
(see section 5 for details).

For a better comparison of the six models, the scales have been normalised such that
the minimum and maximum temperature is the same for all models at a given depth.
The disadvantage of normalising is that it allows only a quantitative comparison and
nothing more in terms of absolute temperature differences. The first comparison point
between the different models is the result, for each iteration, of the average misfit
between the calibration data and the model. For each iteration and for each model,
Fig. 5-13 represents the misfit between the calibration data and the result from the
model at the exact same location. The model that gives the highest smoothing for the
heat production of the upper crust (model b) shows the worst results, and even gives
an increase in the misfit between the third and the fourth iteration. The model with a
single lithology for all the sediments (model d) also produces unsatisfactory results.
The four other models show a similar misfit evolution, but the final result remains the
best for both the reference model (model a) and the best model (model f).

The models will be referred to by their row letter. The reference model (model a
in Fig. 5-12) is equivalent to the best temperature model listed as model f (Fig.
5-8). However, for the sake of clarity, it excludes the thickness differentiation of
the Pre-Silesian and Silesian, replacing this with a single Carboniferous layer that is
composed of shale and has a thickness of 2500 m. The variable parameters for the
iterations in the reference model a and “best” model f give the best results with the
following values: for the initial lithosphere thickness, a low variation between 0.8 and
1.2 times the value and a smoothing radius of 100 km for the thickness; and for the
heat production of the upper crust, a variation between 0.1 and 3 with a smoothing
radius of 10 km.

The two first comparison models deal with the amplitude of variations of the param-
eters that are used to decrease the misfit between the model and the calibration data.
Model b (row “b” on Fig. 5-12) tests the reactivity of an increased smoothing ra-
dius (50 km instead of 10 km) for the heat production in the upper crust. Model c
(row “c” on Fig. 5-12) allows the lithosphere thickness to vary between 0.6 and 1.4
(instead of 0.8 and 1.2) and decreases the smoothing to 25 km (instead of 100 km).
Model d (row “d” on Fig. 5-12) presents all the sediments with the same lithology
(100 % sandstone); the objective of this model is to test the influence of a variation in
lithology (which implicitly means a variation in thermal conductivity for the thermal
model) in the basin. In model e (row “e” on Fig. 5-12), the calibration dataset is only
composed with the DST and BHTx ICS.

In model c, despite the higher variations of the lithosphere thickness and the lower
smoothing radius (Fig. 5-12 c9), the temperature results are very close to the ref-
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Figure 5-12: Maps of the temperature models. Maps x1 to x6: isodepth temperature
maps. Map x7: heat flow maps at the base of the sediments. Map x8: maps of the
upper crust heat production. Map x9: thickness of the lithosphere. For the description
of each mode, see text. For the different models, see section 5.4.
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Figure 5-13: Evolution of the misfit value for each model (see text and Figure 5-12
for details) and for each iteration.

erence model. In this model, the upper crust heat production (Fig. 5-12 c8) com-
pensates for the lithosphere thickness. In model b, the upper crust heat production
smoothing radius is increased (Fig. 5-12 b8) but the lithosphere thickness (Fig. 5-12
b9) cannot compensate. The temperature, resulting from this smoother heat produc-
tion radius, is higher than average and has very large-scale variations. In the reference
model, the horizontal variation of the temperature between a high and low value is
equivalent to the variations observed in the upper crust heat production (Fig. 5-12
a8). By increasing the smoothing radius in the upper crust heat production, the model
cannot correctly fit the data. The temperature results therefore become unrealistic
(Fig. 5-12 b).

The lithology of the sediments also has a very high impact on the final temperature
results. The first evidence for this is a misfit between model d, without variation in
lithology, and other models. The temperature from model d (Fig. 5-12 d) shows low
variations and a low average temperature, despite the high heat flow (Fig. 5-12 d7)
that results from upper crust heat production (Fig. 5-12 d8), and the small thickness of
the lithosphere (Fig. 5-12 d9). The source of the low temperature can be explained by
a lack of low conductive lithology (shale) in the sediments. With regard to models e
and f, the temperature results are very close to the reference model, as expected given
the very similar upper crust heat production (Fig. 5-12 e8 and f8) and lithosphere
thickness (Fig. 5-12 e8 and f8) results. In model e, the temperatures (Fig. 5-12 e1 to
e6) show less or even no variation (e.g., southeast of the Dutch territory) in relation
to the lack of the BHTx AAPG values (see Fig. 5-5). The temperature results (Fig.
5-12 e) are similar to the reference model (Fig. 5-12 a) for those areas with a high
concentration of BHT values (e.g., the north of the Friesland Platform) but the areas
that have a low concentration or that rely only on the BHTx AAPG show important
differences (e.g., in the eastern part of the West Netherlands Basin). For the best
model f, the difference with the reference model a is most apparent in relation to the
deepest temperature. With respect to the reference model, the heat flow variations are
specifically important in the Roer Valley Graben and in the West Netherlands Basin
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(Fig. 5-12 f7). At 4000 m (Fig. 5-12 f4) and below (Figs. 5-12 f5 and f6), differences
from the reference model become even more apparent. At 6000 m (Fig. 5-12 f6),
the major differences are the very high temperatures in the western part of the Texel
IJsselmeer High and the very low ones in the London-Brabant Massif.

In order to correct the misfit between the model and the measured temperatures, we
need to vary the parameters for upper crust heat production and lithosphere thickness,
as described in the previous section (Fig. 5-12). Moreover, in this comparison of
models, the variations of thermal conductivity in relation to the change of lithology
(Fig. 5-12d) have the most significant impact on the final temperature result. In
the best model, presented in Fig. 5-8, there are two layers that create remarkable
variations in the temperature: these are the Zechstein and the Silesian.

In the Dutch onshore subsurface, the repartition of the various Zechstein lithologies
is far from homogenous. This is due to the position of the Netherlands at the southern
border of the Southern Permian Basin (SPB) during the deposition of the Zechstein
Group (Geluk, 2005). Consequently, the southern part of the Dutch territory (south
of the actual location of the central Netherlands Basin) mainly comprises Zechstein
sandstone and carbonate, while the north has a very high proportion of evaporites.
The thickness of the sandstone was also influenced by the configuration of the SPB,
with the thickness increasing to the north of the Friesland Basin (Fig. 5-14e). In
geological times, periods of salt flow generated salt diapirs, which are visible in Fig.
5-14. While the thickness of the Zechstein in the Lauwerszee Trough is about 800
m, some diapirs show a height of over 2500 m. In the Lower Saxony Basin, where
a large number of diapirs were fed by surrounding salt, the depletion effect is also
visible through local salt thicknesses of less than 200 m. On profile C-C’ (Fig. 5-
14), a 1500 m-high diapir is visible at the junction between the Lauwerszee Trough
and the Groningen High. The impact of evaporites on the subsurface temperature is
explained by its high thermal conductivity. Since van Engen (1975) first approached
this issue, the influence of salt structures on the temperature has been discussed by
several authors (e.g., Vermooten et al., 2004 and Verweij, 2003). For the southern,
sandy part of the Zechstein basin, a thermal conductivity of 2 W.m-1.K-1 has been
used, progressively increasing to the north to reach 3.9. The evaporites have a strong
visible impact on the northern part of the Friesland Platform (i.e., in the Lauwerszee
Trough, Groningen High and Lower Saxony Basin), where the thickness of the Zech-
stein layer has been modified to generate diapirs. The base of the Zechstein layer
is just below 3000 m in the central part of the Lauwerszee Trough (Fig. 5-15d) and
it becomes deeper towards the German border, reaching a depth of 4300 m in the
Lower Saxony Basin. However, due to the presence of structured salt, the thickness
of the Zechstein shows important variations (Fig. 5-15b). In the central part of the
Lauwerszee Trough, the Zechstein base lies at a rather uniform depth and thickness of
respectively ~2300 m and ~800 m (Fig. 5-15b). Along its borders, i.e., at the junction
of the Lauwerszee Trough and the Groningen High, and at the Hantum Fault Zone,
salt walls that are closely related to the faults in the underburden of the Zechstein
(Fig. 5-14; profile C-C’) occur with thicknesses between 1000 m and 1500 m. The
temperature is strongly influenced by these salt walls. At the top of the Zechstein,
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the temperature maps (Fig. 5-15c) show large variations that are intrinsically related
to the depth variations of the layer, while at its base (Fig. 5-15a), the temperature
variations in this particular area are smooth and low. On profile C-C’ (Fig. 5-14b),
the temperatures at the location of the walls at a depth of 1000 m are higher than in
the central part of the Lauwerszee Trough (up to 48.5 ◦C instead of 41 ◦C). Further
down (at 2000 m), the temperature at the wall location is lower than in the trough
(75 ◦C, compared to 79 ◦C on the north wall) but remains small in its extension. At
3000 m, the extension of this effect has increased on the northern wall, leading to a
temperature difference of 5 ◦C. In the Lower Saxony Basin, the amplitude of the salt
diapirs is larger than in the Lauwerszee Trough, with thicknesses between 2000 and
3000 m (Fig. 5-15e). Even though the average depth of the Zechstein top is more than
2000 m, the top of some diapirs is less than 500 m from the surface (Fig. 5-15b). The
temperature impact of these structures is reflected by the high temperatures above
the diapirs (Fig. 5-8a).Below the diapiric structures, the temperature decreases from
depths of 2000 m (Fig. 5-8b) or 3000 m (Fig. 5-8c), depending on the depth of
the base of the Zechstein (Fig. 5-15d). Below 3000 m, the effect is still visible but
disappears progressively with depth.

5.5.3 Sources and origins of thermal perturbations

In the north of the Netherlands, the presence of Silesian (Carboniferous) rocks also
has a major impact on the temperature (Visser, 1978). Where the impact of the Zech-
stein is limited in the north, the Silesian extends throughout the Dutch territory with
few lateral variations. The main variations are related to the lithological differences
related to depositional setting within the basin. Here, I consider the Silesian as a
single layer and use an average lithology that takes into account the high proportion
of shale together with a noticeable amount of coal (up to 2.1 %). The presence of
this insulating layer results in lower temperatures at the top of the Silesian and higher
than-average values at the base. As the thickness and depth of the Silesian varies from
one geological province to another (Fig. 5-16), these temperature variations appear
at different depths.

In the northern Dutch onshore, the top of the Silesian is relatively shallow at the
Texel-IJsselmeer High, the south of the Friesland Platform and the Noord Holland
Platform (Fig. 5-16b and 5-14). This shallow Silesian is caused by several phases
of uplift and erosion, which also explains the almost complete absence of Mesozoic
(with the exception of some Chalk) and Permian rocks. In comparison to the aver-
age temperature of the geothermal gradient in the Netherlands (see section 3.3.2), the
temperature at 1000 m and 2000 m (above the Silesian) is lower by a few degrees
where the top of the Silesian is at its shallowest (i.e., in the Texel-IJsselmeer High),
which is coherent with a layer that is mainly composed of shale. In this same area,
and at an equivalent depth, the temperature increases as it diverges from this cen-
tre (Fig. 5-14) in relation to the deepening of the top of the Silesian. In the lower
part of the Silesian (i.e., 3000 m) and just below this (i.e., 4000 m) the temperature is
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Figure 5-14: (previous pages) Profiles correlating the main geological layers and
the temperature from the “best model” at seven different depths (Source for the geo-
logical profiles: Geological Atlas of the Subsurface of the Netherlands). Top profile:
section E-E’. Bottom profile: section C-C’. In the temperature profiles, the coloured
plain lines show the temperature at a given depth (the depth is indicated on every
line), the grey plain lines give the temperature every 50 ◦C, and the grey dashed line
gives the temperature every 1000 m for the average geothermal gradient defined in
section 5.3.1.2 (T = 0.0313 ∗ z + 10.086).

higher than for the average gradient, even if the central Texel-IJsselmeer High still re-
mains the coldest section of the whole area (Fig. 5-10 and Fig. 5-14). The basement
depth below the Texel-IJsselmeer area is at about 5000 m and because of its relatively
high conductivity, temperature gradients here remain very low, and certainly below
the expected temperature calculated from the Dutch average thermal gradient. This
is clearly noticeable on the 6000 m temperature map (Fig. 5-10f), where low tem-
perature values appear as an alignment that runs southeast-northwest (parallel to the
Texel-IJsselmeer high) and is only disturbed by the slightly hotter magmatic intrusion
zone that surrounds well LTG-01 (see Fig. 5-10 for location).

On the Friesland Platform, in the north of the Netherlands (profile E-E’ Fig. 5-14),
the temperature-depth trend is similar to that of the area around the Texel-IJsselmeer
High (i.e., slightly lower temperatures above and higher temperatures below the Sile-
sian Layer). Local differences are related to variations in the thickness of the Silesian
that causes a specific thermal pattern. The major difference is that the top of the Sile-
sian pinches out towards the north, causing an increase in depth in the top Silesian
of 1000 m over a distance of just 25 km. This area of shallow Silesian has a 2000
m-thick Silesian that is surrounded by sections of a 4000 m-thick Silesian (i.e., the
Central Netherland Basin and the Lower Saxony Basin). The impact of these differ-
ences is that the heat trapped below the low conductive Silesian is diverted from the
north of the Friesland Platform to the south. The result of this effect is visible on tem-
perature profile E-E’ (Fig. 5-14), where the southern part of the Friesland Platform at
depths of greater than 3000 m has a higher temperature than the northern part. Also
noticeable on both the E-E’ profile (Fig. 5-14) and temperature maps (Fig. 5-8), is
that the temperatures at 3000 m and 4000 m show values that are higher than average,
while at 5000 m and below, they progressively became lower than average.

In the central part of the country, the Maasbommel High and the Peel Block also have
a Silesian thickness of 2000 m and show very high temperatures between 3000 to
5000 m in depth. Just as with the southeast part of the Friesland Platform discussed
earlier, this area is surrounded by a 4000 m-thick Silesian layer (Fig. 5-16c and Fig.5-
14). The sink effect also occurs here, since the Maasbommel High becomes a zone
of preferential heat transfer from north of the West Netherlands Basin and south of
the Central Netherlands Basin. In the south of the country, where the thickness of the
Silesian is only 1000 m (Fig. 5-16c), the temperature is transferred from the south
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Figure 5-15: Temperature at the top and the
base of the Zechstein in relation to the depth
and thickness of layers. a- Temperature at the
base of the Triassic (top of the Zechstein). b-
Depth at the base of the Triassic (top of the
Zechstein) c- Temperature at the base of the
Zechstein. d- Depth at the base of the Zech-
stein. e- Thickness of the Zechstein.
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of the West Netherlands Basin to the Zeeland Platform. This effect is visible on the
temperature map at 3000 m (Fig. 5-6), but also appears on profile E-E’ at the junction
between the West Netherlands Basin and the Zeeland Platform at 2000 m and 3000 m.

Similar patterns can be identified between areas with a Silesian thickness of 2000 m
and areas with a thickness of 4000 m. In all of these deep basins, the Silesian is thicker
and the top of the Silesian is deeper than the surrounding high. The temperature
profiles on Fig. 5-14 show similar trends in the West Netherlands Basin (profile E-E’),
the Central Netherlands Basin (profiles E-E’ and C-C’), and the Lauwerszee Trough
(profile C-C’). In all of these basins, the temperature is very close to the reference
values from the average geothermal gradient. However, the temperature tends to be a
few degrees lower at the top and above the Silesian, while it is a few degrees higher
at the bottom or below the Silesian. The high temperatures of these basins are visible
on the temperature map of the top of the Silesian (Fig. 5-16a).

In the south of the Netherlands, the Roer Valley Graben shows a low temperature
at a shallow subsurface (Fig. 5-8), which can be related to fluid flow (Luijendijk et
al., 2011). These low temperatures are mainly located at the margins of the graben
and can be explained by shallow fluid circulation that occurs in the basin-border fault
system (e.g., Lampe et al., 2001). The lower temperature of the shallow subsurface
can also be due to topography-driven ground water flow (Lampe and Person, 2002).

Independent of the geographical location, climatic changes and more specifically,
glaciations, have a strong impact on the temperature at depth (ter Voorde et al., 2014 ).
In the Netherlands, the recent Elsterian and Middle Saalien glaciations, both of which
related to low sea levels, led to a large-scale ground water flow that had a regional
effect on the temperature (Verweij, 2003). The surface history of the last 130,000
years has clearly impacted upon the thermal gradient in the Netherlands subsurface,
with ter Voorde et al, (2014), for example, noticing a decreased geothermal gradient
in the first kilometre of sediments in the Netherlands and an increased geothermal
gradient at a depth of beween 1 and 3 km. The overall temperature in the first 3 km
of the subsurface in the Netherlands is currently in a heating stage.

5.5.4 Improvements in comparison to previous studies

The aim of this study is to provide a better, more comprehensible and higher reliabil-
ity dataset of subsurface temperatures. In my approach, I assessed the reliability of
various temperature data sets by comparing them to undisturbed formation tempera-
tures. The first dataset is composed of 412 BHTx ICS and 52 DST; these tempera-
tures can be considered as having values close to the temperature of the considered
formation. These temperatures have been completed by 829 BHTx AAPG values to
increase the density of calibration points. As one of my targets was to obtain sub-
surface temperature for the entire Dutch territory, I used 829 BHTx AAPG measure-
ments that were suitable for this purpose. The temperature maps generated with this
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Figure 5-16: Temperature at the top of the Silesian in relation to the depth of the top
and the thickness of the Silesian. a- Temperature at the top of the Silesian. b- Depth
at the top of the Silesian. c- Thickness of the Silesian.
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dataset can be compared with previous results provided in these atlases (Table 5-3).
The temperatures maps generated in this study (Fig. 5-8) corroborate earlier studies
(e.g., Rijkers and van Doorn, 1997; van Doorn and Rijkers, 2002). However, whereas
in previous atlases the precision of the maps was related entirely to the dataset that
was available for each given depth, the modelling used in this study takes into account
the lithology through the variations of thermal conductivity in the different layers of
the model. As a result, in this study, the contours of the anomalies have improved
due to the control of the lithology, and the areas with a low control of the temperature
values are better constrained than with an interpolation-based approach.
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Figure 5-17: Comparative table of the minimum and maximum temperatures visible
on the isodepth maps of both several previous works and this study.
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5.6 Conclusion

The first purpose of this research was to present a coherent subsurface temperature
dataset. To achieve this, I used a pre-built BHT dataset that includes the shut-in-time,
the TVD (True Vertical Depth) of the measurements and the BHT measurements. An
ICS correction method was applied to this dataset, followed by an AAPG method in
order to increase the number of reliable values. My second purpose was to gain a
better understanding of the obtained subsurface temperatures in the Netherlands. To
this end, I used this dataset to calibrate various 3D temperature models of the whole
Dutch subsurface. The specific nature of this method enabled me to use the complete
lithosphere evolution of the last 20 Ma in order to provide a transient temperature
result. As with any modelling method, the physics involved in the process was given
a primary definition. The model used in this chapter describes the evolution of the
temperature using a purely conductive methodology: the different layers engender
variations of the temperature in the model through heat production and variations in
thermal conductivity. The definition of certain key parameters was explored in some
detail in order to confirm the choices made for each value. The key parameters under
discussion were the layer composition and geometry, the number of calibration data,
the smoothing radius of the lithosphere and the smoothing radius of the upper crust
radiogenic heat production. Analysis of the temperature anomalies shows variations
in the temperature in relation to two major layers: the Zechstein (i.e., high thermal
conductivity) and the Carboniferous (i.e., low thermal conductivity). For example, at
the south of the Groningen High, the Zechstein layer generates a higher temperature
at a depth of 1000 m and lower temperatures at a depth of 2000 m, which is a typ-
ical response to a salt-composed layer. This impact is also visible in well GTV-01,
which shows a very low thermal gradient between 2 km and 4 km. In contrast to
this, the impact of the Carboniferous layer has a warming effect deeper down and
a cooling effect higher up (usually not visible due to the depth and thickness of the
Carboniferous). The warming effect below the Carboniferous is observable at 4000 m
in the Maasbommel High. For exploring geothermal energy in sedimentary basins,
subsurface temperature is one of the key parameters that must be taken into account,
together with the location of the potential geothermal reservoirs (e.g., depth, exten-
sion and so on) and their petrophysical parameters (see Pluymaekers et al., 2012).
The temperature model presented here of the Netherlands has been incorporated in
the ThermoGIS project, visible online at www.thermogis.nl.
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CHAPTER

SIX

TECTONIC HEAT FLOW MODELLING OF THE
NETHERLANDS 1

6.1 Introduction

The Permian Basin area is marked by significant Stephanian-Permian magmatism in
the aftermath of the Variscan orogeny (Ziegler et al., 2006). Basin analysis studies
have shown that magmatism plays a key role in the evolution of the accommodation
space in the Southern Permian Basin (van Wees et al., 2000). Significant quantities
of intrusive and extrusive rocks have been recorded in different areas in the Permian
Basin area and its margins (e.g., Heeremans et al., 2004; Fig. 6-1). Theoretical mod-
els for tectonic heat flow and maturity evolution (e.g., Fjeldskaar et al., 2003; van
Wees et al., 2009; Cloetingh et al., 2010) show that mantle upwelling, underplating
and intrusions are likely to have a significant effect on maturity-depth trends. It is
therefore expected that maturity-depth trends will clearly show the heat pulse in pre-
served Carboniferous sections underlying the Permian Basin area. However, in most
parts of the Permian Basin, the impact on maturity-depth trends is obscured; this re-
sults from a limited Carboniferous section that existed at the time of the thermal heat
pulse and/or overprinting that occurred during subsequent burial in the Mesozoic and
Cenozoic (Kombrink et al., 2008).

In order to prove and analyse the impact of the heat pulse on maturity evolution, in
this chapter, I use a quantitative modelling method and have drawn on the publically

1Chapter largely based on Bonté, D., van Wees, J.-D., Abdul Fattah, R., Nelskamp, S. and Cloetingh,
S., submitted. Permian Basin maturation: proof for pervasive magmatic heat flow in the Netherlands,
Marine and Petroleum Geology.
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Figure 6-1: Location of magmatic events in the Permian Basin Area during the Late
Carboniferous and the Permian, with location of volcanic evidences (source: van
Bergen and Sissingh, 2007).

available database of over 5000 wells in the Netherlands. From this database, I ini-
tially pre-selected those wells that have data maturity records in the Carboniferous,
and which have values that have not been overprinted during subsequent burial. From
this pre-selection, I then made a final selection of five wells located in the onshore
Netherlands in the area of a structural high called the Texel IJsselmeer High (Fig.
6-2). In this region, there is (i) some evidence for Stephanian-Permian magmatic ac-
tivity; (ii) substantial carboniferous sections with maturity data of over 1 km depth;
and (iii) different degrees of subsequent burial.

The five selected wells are used here as a reference in order to calibrate my maturity
model. The model that I used was recently developed for the prediction of tectonic
heat flows and associated maturity and is also capable of taking into account the
effects of mantle upwelling and underplating (van Wees et al., 2009; Hirsch et al.,
2010; Corver et al., 2011; Beglinger et al., 2012). Two additional wells surrounding
my area of interest have also been selected with the specific requirement of having
maturity measurements in the Mesozoic. The role of these two wells is to test the
influence of the Jurassic North Sea doming (e.g., Ziegler et al., 1990) in the final
maturity measurement.
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In the following analysis, I first model the geological setting of the Netherlands
in the selected wells and relate the geology to the Permian basin evolution and to
Stephanian-Permian magmatism. I then model the basin evolution by using an inver-
sion method that is constrained by the heat flow data and based on the deformation of
the lithosphere and the magmatic intrusions and underplating. Thereafter, I discuss
the sensitivities of the model parameters and evidence for the timing of the heat pulse,
before placing the conceptual model of magmatism in the Netherlands in the broader
context of Northern Europe.

My models show that the mantle upwelling and underplating at the base of the crust
proposed by van Wees et al. (2000) provides insufficient heat flow to explain the
strongly elevated maturity-depth trends measured in the area of interest. Rather, it is
suggested here that widespread intrusion at shallow crustal levels provides an elevated
heat flow mechanism with a regional impact, consistent with observed high maturity-
depth trends.

Figure 6-2: Location of the area of interest and of the wells used for the modelling.
Blue dots: the modelled wells. Small red dots: wells with evidence of magmatic
events during the Late Carboniferous and Permian.
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6.2 Geological setting and selection of the wells

The Netherlands is located on the southern flank of the Southern Permian Basin. The
tectonic and depositional evolution from the Carboniferous to the Lower Triassic is
identical to the rest of the Southern Permian Basin (which first behaved largely as a
tectonically connected structure), but this was then followed by differentiation across
a number of sub-basins (e.g., Ziegler et al., 1990; Pharaoh et al., 2010).

Magmatism in the Netherlands is known due to the evidence provided by over sixty
wells, the data from which has been regrouped and presented by van Bergen and
Sissingh (2007). From this data compilation, I can conclude that all the igneous
rocks encountered have a mafic composition with a moderate to alkaline content,
which thus indicates mantle-derived magma with little differentiation. The evidence
of magmatic activity is mostly intrusive, with the main extrusive exception being
the Zuidwal Volcano under the Waddenzee. Magmatism occurred in the Netherlands
during two distinctive periods: the Stephanian-Permian and the Late Jurassic-Early
Cretaceous. The collapse of the Variscan orogen and the early stages of the Southern
Permian Basin (i.e., in the Late Carboniferous) generated conditions for the devel-
opment of magmatic underplating in the Netherlands (Ziegler et al., 2004; van Wees
et al., 2000). Direct evidence of magmatism in the Netherlands during this period
is limited to intrusions (with the exception of a single example of extrusive evidence
in the SWD-1 well) connected to the peripheral position of the Netherlands within
the Southern Permian Basin. However, magmatism in the Southern Permian Basin
during the Late Carboniferous (Fig. 6-1) is readily identifiable, with large extrusive
deposits in Germany and the Central Graben, as well as intrusive rocks in Germany,
northern Denmark and the Oslo Graben (Heeremans et al., 2004). North Sea rifting
had a strong influence on the sedimentation due to the doming effect, and some mag-
matic activity occurred in connection with these events. In the Netherlands, much of
the evidence is intrusive, located within the West Netherlands Basin and the Broad
Fourteens Basin.

I have selected the vicinity of the Texel-IJsselmeer high and Friesland Platform (Fig.
6-2) as my study area for the heat flow in the Permian Basin. This area has been
selected for three main reasons. Firstly, subsidence before the Late Jurassic inversion
never reached a deeper value than before the Permian inversion. Consequently, the
Carboniferous maturation in this area is far less likely to be overprinted than the sur-
rounding basin segments that cover most of the Netherlands, and which experienced
deep burial and inversion after the Stephanian-Permian (e.g., van Balen et al., 2000;
de Jager, 2007). Secondly, a high number of wells are available for this area,which
is marked by a considerable Carboniferous section (Kombrink et al., 2008). Thirdly,
many wells in this area bear evidence of magmatic activity in the Stephanian-Permian
(Fig. 6-1). No evidence of Cretaceous magmatism has been recorded in this area
however, with the youngest measured intrusion dating from the Early Jurassic. In
addition, to the east of the study area, in the nearby Lower Saxony Basin, an impor-
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tant concentration of Permian extrusive and intrusive magmatism has been recorded
in wells.

The five elected wells (Fig. 6-2) have been chosen for their good representation
of the area of interest, as well as for their abundance of maturity data. The well
Emmeloord01 (EMO-01) was drilled in 1968-69 and reaches a depth of 2547.7 m.
Sloten02 (STN-02) is an exploration well that was drilled in May 1982; it presents a
small deviation, with a drilled distance of 2243 m for a maximum depth of 2179 m.
In comparison to these two wells, Kampen01 (KAM-01) is shallower: in 1969, it was
drilled to a depth of 1569 m and extended later on that year to 2154 m. Nijensleek01
(NSL-01), drilled in 1987, is the well located furthest away from the Texel IJsselmeer
High. It has a total vertical depth of 2084 m for 2327 m drilled, with a deviation
to the east-northeast. Wanneperveen01 (WAV-01), drilled in 1951, was used for gas
exploration and reached a depth of 2070 m. The lower part of the well is marked by
the presence of some magmatic evidence (van Bergen and Sissingh, 2007).

The sediment descriptions have been extracted from the lithostratigraphic description
available on the nlog website (www.nlog.nl). The recorded depth has been corrected
from the deviation of the wells. However, none of these wells reached the depth
of the Dutch basement (Silurian). According to Geluk et al. (2007a), the top of the
Silurian Basement is at a depth of less than 5000 m in the selected area. Following the
information available from Wong et al. (2007), van Adrichem Boogaert and Kouwe
(1997) and the newly drilled well LTG-01 (which reached the Dinantian), I have been
able to extrapolate the missing deeper sections.

The wells are marked by two main erosion phases. The first phase appears at the
Upper Carboniferous-Early Permian and occurs from 290 to 280 Ma (Gradstein et
al., 2004). This mega-unconformity has been referred to as the Saalian unconfor-
mity (van Wijhe, 1987) or more recently, as the Base Permian Unconformity (Geluk,
2005). The eroded layers are Silurian to Westphalian in the Western Europe Geologi-
cal Time Scale (Ogg et al., 2008). The eroded layers are those at the upper part of the
Limburg Group, starting at the Ruurlo Formation. The only exception to this is the
well EMO-01, where the erosion has reached the Baarlo Formation. The estimation
of the eroded thicknesses has been made using isopach maps of the Namurian, West-
phalian and Stephanian (van Buggenum and den HartogJager, 2007). In total, the
thickness eroded during this phase is between 725 m (WAV-01) and 1930 m (EMO-
01). These differences can be explained by a folding event, which was created by the
transpressional movement that culminated at the Auturian (van Buggenum and den
HartogJager, 2007) in relation to the Variscan orogen.

The second erosion phase is known as the Mid-Kimmerian tectonic phase. The uplift
that was related to the North Sea Rift Dome (Ziegler, 1990) exposed the studied
area to aerial influence (Wong et al., 2007) from the Kimmeridgian. Following the
evidence in Wong et al. (2007) and van Adrichem Boogaert and Kouwe (1997), the
period of erosion lasted 14 Myr (from164 Ma to 150 Ma) in the southern Texel-
IJsselmeer High. The erosion concerns the following layers (Wong et al., 2007): the
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Slochteren Formation (RO), the Zechstein Group (ZE), the Lower Germanic Trias
Group (RB), the Upper Germanic Trias Group (RN) and the Altena Group (AT). For
the wells KAM-01, NSL-01 and STN-02, the erosion finishes in the ZE Group. The
well WAV-01 was subject to less erosion (700 m), with the RB Group being partially
eroded, and the well EMO-01 has the higher erosion (1125 m). The amount of erosion
has been estimated through geometric extrapolation (see Pluymaekers et al., 2012)
based on complete stratigraphic sections from nearby in the Friesland Platform.

6.3 Methodology

The success of inversion of subsidence curves for kinematic tectonic interpretation
has been demonstrated by several authors (e.g., White, 1993; van Wees et al., 1996;
van Wees and Beekman, 2000; Bellingham and White, 2000). The methodology
has recently been used to determine the heat flow and maturation of various basin
settings (van Wees et al., 2009; Hirsch et al., 2010).The general workflow for the
modelling technique is shown in Fig. 6-3. In the first step, a back-stripping analy-
sis is performed, resulting in a tectonic subsidence curve for each well. A tectonic
modelling inversion procedure at the lithospheric scale is then carried out in order
to obtain the tectonic model that fits the back-stripped tectonic subsidence curve.
The forward modelling approach is founded on the pure-shear lithosphere thinning
model of McKenzie (1978) with the possibility of different amounts of thinning in
the crustal and lithospheric mantle (Royden and Keen, 1980). The stretching model
allows for underplating and intrusion in the crust (Hirsch et al., 2010; Beglinger et
al., 2012). The validation of the basement heat flow is made by maturation modelling
and calibration to maturity (VR values) and present temperature data in the wells.

Figure 6-3: General workflow adopted in the modelling approach (after van Wees et
al., 2009).

Thermal boundary conditions are defined by the top of the sediments and the base
of the lithosphere. The lower boundary has been set in relation to a well-known
thermal limit (i.e., 1330 ◦C for the base of the lithosphere). The upper boundary is
set based on the Sediment Water Interface Temperature (SWIT), which is a function
of the Palaeo-Water Depth (PWD) and which has been generated using the integrated
PetroMod tool from Schlumberger. This has been done in line with the work carried
out by Wygrala (1989) in Northern Europe at 52◦latitude north, and corrected for late
quaternary temperature interpretation (Bonté et al., 2012) (Fig. 6-4).

The thermal parameters used for the lithosphere (Table 6-1) have been adapted from
van Wees et al. (2009). The single exception is the lithospheric thickness, which has
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Parameter Unit Value

Thickness of the lithosphere m 1.2 105

Thickness of the crust m 3.0 104

Density of the crust kg.m-3 2900
Density of the mantle kg.m-3 3400
Conductivity of the crust W.m-1.K-1 2.6
Conductivity of the mantle W.m-1.K-1 3
Bulk conductivity of the sediments W.m-1.K-1 3
Heat production of the upper crust µW.m-3 Variable
Heat production of the lower crust µW.m-3 0.5
Thermal expansion of the lithosphere K-1 3.2 10-5

Thermal diffusion m.s-2 1 10-6

Surface temperature ◦C 20
Temperature at the base of the lithosphere ◦C 1300

Table 6-1: Thermal parameters in the lithosphere stretching model.

a value of 100 km and which is based on Artemieva and Mooney (2001) and has been
incorporated here to fit more specifically with my area of interest.

Figure 6-4: Evolution of the palaeo-water depth and SWIT through time in the Fries-
land Platform.

For the back-stripping and modelling of the temperature in the sediments, the lithol-
ogy of each layer is described as a fraction of eight basic lithologies (sandstone, shale,
siltstone, limestone, salt, coal, anhydrite and dolomite). The basic lithologies have
specific compaction and thermal parameters. The compaction is given by a double
exponential porosity-depth law (Bond and Kominz, 1984), which is here represented
by equations 6-1a and 6-1b.
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ϕ(z)|z≥zscalechange = ϕ0e
− z

zscale (6-1a)

ϕ(z)|z≥zscalechange =
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ϕ0
e−

zscalechange
zscale

e−
zscalechange

zscale2

)
e−

z
zscale (6-1b)

where z is the depth in meters, ϕ(z) is the porosity at the depth z, ϕ0 the surface
porosity, and zscalechange is the depth at which the porosity-depth trend changes.
The parameters for the porosity-depth curve and for each basic lithology are sum-
marised in Table 6-2a. The thermal parameters, thermal conductivity (in W.m-1.K-1),
and radiogenic heat production (in µW.m-3), are listed in Table 6-2b. To invert the
back-stripped tectonic subsidence curve, a best-fit iterative method is used, which
correlates the modelled to the observed tectonic subsidence curve. The forward mod-
elling technique that is used to obtain the best-fitting subsidence curve is related to the
stretching factors in the lithosphere and the mode of iteration. The fit is achieved in
subsequent phases that correspond to tectonic stages in agreement with a geological
assessment of the area (cf. van Wees et al., 1996). The stretching factors, respec-
tively δ and β for crustal and subcrustal stretching, can either be uniform (i.e., δ = β;
McKenzie, 1978) or two-layered (i.e., δ 6= β; e.g., Royden and Keen, 1980). In order
to generate the most accurate best-fit, the sedimentation history has to be split into
phases. The stretching factors can be selected as (partially) fixed. Following van
Wees et al. (2000, 2009), magmatic events are modelled with a fixed β � 1 con-
dition to reproduce the effect of mantle upwelling and thermal uplift. An important
consequence of lithospheric thinning is the change in pressure that occurs adiabati-
cally, resulting in the partial melting of harzburgites and other mantle rocks. As these
melts migrate upwards, they can mix with crustal rocks and either extrude or become
trapped into the lower crust as massive underplated bodies of a specific thickness.
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Lithology φ0 φSD zscale zscaleSD zscalechange zscale2

Sandstone 30 0 2022 667 1000 3356
Shale 61.5 0 930 16 500 2116
Siltstone 42.5 0 2038 621 500 2871
Limestone 49 0 1238 377 500 1993
Salt 6 0 7000 0 20000 5000
Coal 6 0 7000 0 20000 5000
Anhydrite 6 0 7000 0 20000 5000
Carbonate 49 0 7000 377 500 500

Lithology Conductivity Heat production
(W.m-1.K-1) (µW.m-3)

Sandstone 3.5 0.50
Shale 1.9 1.00
Siltstone 2.75 0.50
Limestone 3 0.20
Salt 5.5 0
Coal 0.5 0
Anhydrite 5.8 0
Dolomite 3.3 0.50
Water 0.6 0
HC 0.5 0

Table 6-2: Parameters for each lithology (source: van Wees, 2007). a- parameters
for the porosity evolution with depth. b- thermal parameters.
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6.3.1 Back-stripping and tectonic modelling

Figure 6-5: Tectonic subsidence of the five modelled wells and the phases for the
model. a- Observed tectonic subsidence. b- Modelled tectonic subsidence.

Fig. 6-5 represents the back-stripped tectonic subsidence and best-fit tectonic subsi-
dence reconstruction from forward modelling of the five modelled wells. The result
of the tectonic heat flow modelling is a basement heat flow (HF) curve for each of the
wells (Fig. 6-6). The record in the sedimentation and the determined erosive phases
highlights five key phases, which have been adopted in the forward model. These
model phases and used iteration modes are listed in Table 6-3 and described in detail
below.
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Phases Intrusion
Phase Phase Iteration

Phase # start end mode βini δini thickness temperature depth

Phase 5 150 0 bdcoup 1 1 0 0 1
Phase 4 164 150 dfree 1.2 1 0 0 1
Phase 3 280 164 bdcoup 1 1 0 0 1
Phase 2b 290 280 dfree 1.3 1 0 0 1
Phase 2a 294 290 bdcoup 2.5 1.15 4000 1100 0
Phase 1 374.5 294 bdcoup 1 1 0 0 1

Table 6-3: Phases used for the modelling of the six wells (see Van Wees et al. (2007)
for details).

Figure 6-6: Basement heat flow of the six modelled wells.

Phase 1 is related to initial sedimentation linked to the Variscan orogen. The increase
of accommodation space for sedimentation from 326 Ma is connected to an increase
in compression, which creates a deepening of the foreland basin. Phase 2 shows the
uplift that appeared during the dismantling of the orogen. Following the Variscan
mantle delamination (cf. Ziegler et al., 2004), Phase 3 characterises the increase
in basement depth in relation to sedimentation load. As the North Sea Rift then
develops a doming, this creates some uplift in the area of study (Phase 4). In Phase
5, sedimentation becomes predominant after the failure of the North Sea Rift.

The first phase (374.5-294 Ma) extends from the origin of the basin at the top of the
Silurian to the end of the Carboniferous at 294 Ma. This phase (Table 6-3) is mod-
elled with a “bdcoup” iteration mode, representing a uniform lithospheric stretching
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model (cf. McKenzie, 1978). The creation of the basin started as a foreland basin
reflecting the folding of the lithosphere under the load of the Variscan Orogen (Allen
and Allen, 2013). The modification of the sedimentation rate is given by the inten-
sification of the collision of Gondwana into Laurussia (Ziegler, 1990), related to the
closure of the Rheic Ocean. The rise of the sea level in the Early Namurian (Ross
and Ross, 1987) should also be taken into account in connection with the increase
in sedimentation rates at that time. The Namurian and Early Westphalian deposition
(Epen Formation and Barloo Formation) are related to low-energy marine environ-
ments. The following depositions, dated Late Silesian, mark a slowing down in the
rate of sedimentation in connection with a decrease in lithospheric folding and the
orogen dismantlement. As a result of the tectonic subsidence decrease, the available
space for sedimentation decreased and the deposition environment became more con-
tinental (van Buggenum and den Hartog Jager, 2007) with coastal swamp or fluviatile
depositional environments.

The second phase corresponds to the “Saalean” erosive uplift (294-280 Ma),which
is connected to both the orogen dismantlement and pervasive Permo-Carboniferous
magmatism (van Bergen and Sissingh, 2007). In order to reproduce a pervasive mag-
matic influence on the modelled heat flow and elevated maturation depth trends in the
Carboniferous section, I separate the uplift phase into two distinct sub-events in the
model: these consist of a magmatic intrusion (phase 2a) associated with considerable
mantle attenuation, followed by crustal attenuation and erosion (phase 2b). For the
magmatic intrusion event, subcrustal and crustal stretching values have been set to 2.5
and 1.15 respectively. The magmatic intrusion is assumed to be 4000 m thick, and is
positioned only shallowly in the crust at the base of the sediments, at an emplacement
temperature of 1100 ◦C. However, these observations do not take palaeo-topography
into account. The end of this event is marked by a peak in both heat flow and temper-
atures in the Carboniferous section at 290 Ma, just prior to the major Saalean erosion
(Fig. 6-6). The comparison between the modelled tectonic subsidence (Fig. 6-5b)
and the observed tectonic subsidence (Fig. 6-5a) illustrates the effect of the intrusion,
which creates an uplift of the basement before the extension event.

The second sub-event of this phase reflects the isostatic rebound while the mantle
slab underneath the orogen is being detached. Within the model, this erosive phase
is marked by a slight crustal attenuation and more pervasive mantle attenuation that
reflects the thermal effects of hot mantle material replacing the relatively cold mantle
(van Wees et al., 2000). The result of this sub-phase is a prolonged uplift in the
tectonic subsidence curve (Fig. 6-5b) between 290 Ma and 280 Ma. This main uplift
in phase 2a appears to have shifted to the main uplift that was suggested in the back-
stripped tectonic subsidence curve of phase 2b. This shift can be explained by the
waxing of palaeo-topography in the period from 294-290 Ma, and its waning in the
period from 290 to 280 Ma. It is only through such an interpretation of palaeo-
topographical evolution that the model is capable of reaching a heat flow peak in
maximum sediment burial during uplift in the Carboniferous.

The third phase (280-164 Ma) reflects the thermal sag of the Permian basin follow-
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ing the Stephanian-Permian heat pulse, enhanced by intermittent and moderate local
lithospheric thinning. The model adopts a “bdcoup” iteration mode in order to allow
the model to fit the data. The sedimentation record is marked by a depositional hiatus,
which commenced at the uplift and erosion of the previous phase (280 Ma) and lasted
until 264 Ma, with the Slochteren Formation (ROSL) the first to be deposited, char-
acterised by continental depositional environments (i.e., fluvial systems separated by
Eolian deposits; Geluk, 2007a). The modelled tectonic subsidence curve appears to
produce the thermal sag more rapidly than the observed back-stripped tectonic subsi-
dence. As pointed out by van Wees et al. (2000), this discrepancy is consistent with
the thermal subsidence of the Permian Basin below global sea level.

In the Lower Triassic there is a degree of differential subsidence, whereas the upper
Triassic is considered as a post-rift event (Geluk, 2007b). The thickness of the de-
positions is not uniform at the onshore Netherlands scale. Basins such as the West
Netherlands Basin, Central Netherlands Basin and Roer Valley Graben show thicker
depositions than those in surrounding areas (e.g., the area of study). The sea progres-
sively deepens in the Lower and Middle Jurassic (Altena Group; AT). The thickness
of the depositions relating to the Altena Group shows some very strong variations
(i.e., ranging between a few metres and 1800 m; Wong et al., 2007). According to
the tectonic subsidence curve, these deposition stages can be considered as post-rift
depositions (Fig. 6-5). However, it appears from the differentiation in the sedimen-
tation that some extended tectonic sills have some effect (Wong et al., 2007). From
the Aalenian, the North Sea Rift Dome started to develop in the northern parts of
the North Sea. The effect of this uplift shifted south and became effective in the
Netherlands during the Oxfordian (i.e., around 164 Ma ago).

During the last stage of the Jurassic (Late Oxfordian to Kimmeridgian), the uplift in
the North Sea affected the Dutch onshore, causing erosion cutting deep in the older
layers. I model phase 4 of this period (164-50 Ma) with a fixed stretching factor at 1.2
for the lithospheric mantle. With this method, I describe a rifting phase with mantle
heating and magmatism (van Wees, 2007; van Wees et al., 2000). The magmatism in
the Dutch onshore (southern part of the rifting) has lower amplitude than that which
occurred during the dismantling of the Variscan orogen. The main reason for this
is that the Netherlands is at the southern border of those areas that had a magmatic
impact during this North Sea rifting. Geographically, the major Jurassic magmatism
is centred between Scotland and Norway (Ziegler, 1990; van Bergen and Sissingh,
2007). In the study area, only the well BRL-01 shows some evidence of magmatic
intrusion (van Bergen and Sissingh, 2007). Layer-wise, the Altena Group and the
Upper Germanic Trias Group have been eroded in all the wells at this stage.

In the well WAV-01, which shows the lowest erosion, the Lower Germanic Trias
Group is only partly eroded, while for the wells KAM-01, NSL-01 and STN-02, the
erosion finishes in the Zechstein Group. For the well EMO-01, which shows the
highest erosion, the erosion stops in the Upper Rotliegend Group. At the scale of the
study area, the thickness of the deposition from the Permian (i.e., Upper Rotliegend
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Well Depth VR value VR SD VR min VR max Cuttings/core N T
EMO-01 1784.00 0.92 0.06 Cuttings 50 Rmax
EMO-01 1846.00 0.89 0.05 Cuttings Rr
EMO-01 2002.0 1.08 0.05 Cuttings 50 Rmax
EMO-01 2434.45 1.88 0.37 Core 5 Rr
EMO-01 2546.60 2.13 0.25 Core 28 Rmax

KAM-01 1941.00 0.63 0.17 0.24 Cuttings Rr
KAM-01 2025.00 0.87 0.26 0.31 Cuttings Rr
KAM-01 2130.00 0.72 0.21 0.25 Cuttings Rr

NSL-01 2322.00 0.79 0.06 Core 50 Rr
NSL-01 2250.00 0.71 0.05 Cuttings 49 Rr
NSL-01 2280.00 0.71 0.06 Cuttings 50 Rr
NSL-01 2310.00 0.83 0.07 Cuttings 50 Rr

STN-02 2150.00 0.64 Core Rr
STN-02 2210.00 0.63 Cuttings Rr
STN-02 2210.00 0.64 0.04 Cuttings 50 Rr
STN-02 2235.00 0.58 0.04 Cuttings 50 Rr

WAV-01 1990.00 0.38 0.05 Cuttings 50 Rr

Table 6-4: Vitrinite reflectance values in the five considered wells. VR stands for
vitrinite reflectance, SD for standard deviation, N for the number of measurements
and T for temperature.

Group) to the Lower to Middle Jurassic (i.e., the Altena Group) were approximately
equivalent.

In this last stage (150-0Ma), sedimentation is predominant. In order to model this
event, I use a “bdcoup” iteration method with a start beta and delta of 1. How-
ever, as the observed tectonic subsidence (Fig. 6-5a) shows a little uplift peak at
the Cretaceous-Tertiary Boundary, the model takes into account two different phases.
The first phase covers the Cretaceous, which includes the Rijnland Group (KN) and
the Chalk Group (CK). The second phase covers the Tertiary, comprising the Lower
North Sea Group (NL), the Middle North Sea Group (NM), and the Upper North Sea
Group (NU).

The Cretaceous sedimentation builds up gradually from north to south. The sedimen-
tation (Rijnland Group) begins at 140 Ma for the STN-02 and NSL-01wells, while
it starts at 104.8 Ma for the KAM-01well. This time-lag for the beginning of the
sedimentation is connected to the transgression, which takes time to develop between
the Friesland Platform and the Texel IJsselmeer High (Herngreen and Wong, 2007).
The deposition of the Chalk Group marks a change in the sedimentation: while the
Rijnland Group is mainly clastic due to a shallow marine environment, the Chalk
Group is composed of limestone from a deeper marine environment. The thickness
of the Chalk Group is also uniform across the country, in contrast to the Rijnland
Group, which shows some important values in the basins that were active during the
Cretaceous (e.g., the West Netherlands Basin and Central Netherlands Basin). The
transition between Cretaceous and Tertiary is demarcated by the Laramide Phase of
the Alpine Orogen, which forms a compression phase in the Netherlands. This phase
caused important erosion in the Jurassic basins, but the uplifting effect on the Texel
IJsselmeer High/Friesland Platform Boundary area is very limited. The sedimentation
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in this area was slowed down, but there are no signs of any erosion. The decelera-
tion of the sedimentation and the absence of erosion in the layers explain the lack of
any peak on the measured tectonic subsidence curve (Fig. 6-5b). The Tertiary that
followed this last rebound has a thickness of around 1000 m, with some slight dif-
ferences across the study area. The sedimentation, which is predominantly detritic,
varied considerably from shallow marine environment to fluviatile across the 65 Ma
of the Tertiary.

6.3.2 Maturation modelling

Maturity calculations are based on a time-variable temperature gradient in the basin
sediments, in agreement with the calculated tectonic basement heat flow (cf. van
Wees et al., 2009) and taking into account the effects of depth-dependent porosities
in the basin sediments and related changes in thermal conductivity (cf. Table 6-1).
For the maturity modelling, the Easy%Ro kinetic model of Sweeney and Burnham
(1990) has been adopted.

The result of the maturation modelling is a maturation gradient for five of the wells
discussed here. This gradient is then compared to the measured values available in
each of the considered wells and summarised in Table 6-4. The observed values are
an average of the measurements in a given well at a certain depth: the reliability of the
value is given by the standard deviation of the vitrinite reflectance, which is largely
related to the number of measurements needed to obtain this average value.

The results of the maturation modelling for the five considered wells (Fig. 6-7) show
a good correlation between the model and the measured values. Only the wells NSl-
01 and WAV-01 slightly overestimate the vitrinite reflectance value in comparison
to the measurements. The wells can be divided into different categories based on
their geographical position from the major structures in the area. The EMO-01 well,
located in the Texel IJsselmeer High, has the highest VR increase with depth as it
reaches the maturation plateau of 4.66 at 4352 m (Fig. 6-7a). This high value can be
explained with the tectonic subsidence curve (Fig. 6-5), which I interpret as having a
stronger erosion and precursor subsidence. The organic matter in this well is therefore
subjected to a significantly higher maximum temperature than that in the KAM-01
well, which has a low VR increase with depth (Fig. 6-7b), having remained closer
to the surface at the heat flow peak. In addition, the thermal impact of the intrusion
on the maturation is also reduced by a sediment thickness greater than that in the
EMO-01 well. The remaining wells (STN-02, NSL-01 and WAV-01) are located in
the southern part of the Friesland Platform. For these three wells, both the observed
and modelled curves for the tectonic subsidence (Fig. 6-5), as well as the basement
heat flow curves (Fig. 6-6), show similar patterns. The VR curve of STN-02 (Fig.
6-7d) has a lower gradient then NSL-01 and WAV-01 (Figs 6-7c and e), but the VR
curves of NSL-01and WAV-01 are overestimated in terms of the VR values available.
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This can be explained by a slightly lower erosion phase at the Early Permian than was
seen in the ST-02 well.

Figure 6-7: Results from the vitrinite reflectance modelling. The modelling results
are compared to the measured values (red triangle for the measurements on cuttings
and yellow triangle for the measurements of the core) in each well. a- EMO-01; b-
KAM-01; c- NSL-01; d- STN-02; e- WAV-01.

Geologically, the two main parameters that influence the VR are recognised as being
(i) the amount of erosion and (ii) the increase of heat flow at the base of the model.
The erosion phases are considered to be well-constrained as a result of the maximum
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reconstructed thickness approximations from wells and seismic data (Geluk, 2007b).
As a result, the uncertainty is assumed to be due solely to the basement heat flow,
with main variations largely caused by the intrusion at the Stephanian-Permian (i.e.,
Phase 2a). The thickness and the temperature of the intrusion, together with its posi-
tion in the crust, are the main parameters influencing heat flow. Lorenz and Nicholls
(1984) indicate an increase in magmatism, together with the extrusion of high vol-
umes of basaltic and rhyolitic magmas. In the study area, the sedimentary layers are
intruded by sills and dykes, evidenced in the wells SWD-01, BRL-01 and WYK-01
(van Bergen and Sissingh, 2007). The composition of these sills and dykes shows
little differentiation from a mantle-derived source. The impact of this very low differ-
entiated magma (dolerite and gabbro) helps to restrain the choices of the intrusion’s
temperature to a relatively high value. The temperature of mafic intrusions is usually
accepted as being between 1050 ◦C and 1250 ◦C (e.g., Allibon et al., 2011). An-
nen and Spark (2002) have discussed the thermal impact of an intrusion and use a
temperature of 1100 ◦C for a wet magma and 1300 ◦C for a dry magma. Through
these studies, I was able to adopt a realistic temperature of 1100 ◦C with a possible
variation of ± 200 ◦C. With the temperature intrusion fixed at 1100 ◦C, the required
thickness is 4000 m and the top of the intrusion is positioned just below the sediments.
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Figure 6-8: Impact of the intrusion parameters on the maturation modelling. The
standard values for the intrusion are a temperature of 1100 ◦C, a thickness of 4000
m and a depth of 0 (i.e., just below the sediments). The yellow and red triangles rep-
resent the calibration measurements respectively for core and cuttings. a- Variation
in thickness from 1000 m to 7000 m with an increasing step of 1000 m. b- Varia-
tion in temperature from 700 ◦C to 1300 ◦C, with an increasing step of 100 ◦C. c-
Variation in the depth of the top of the intrusion from 0 (below the base of the sedi-
ments) to 1 (base of the lithosphere) with an increasing step of 0.1. d- Variation of all
three parameters simultaneously, with all combinations shown fitting the reference
measurements.
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Variation in just one of these three parameters (temperature, thickness or depth) gen-
erates a misfit with the VR measurement within the maturation modelling. In Fig.
6-8, I vary each parameter one at a time around the values of the main model. The
variation in thickness of the intrusion (Fig. 6-8a) has a strong impact on the modelling
(e.g., at 2500 m, an increase of 1000 m causes a VR variation of 0.5). Moreover, when
the thickness is over 6000 m, the maturation modelling shows a plateau at a VR value
of 4.66. The variation of the temperature (Fig. 6-8b), with a variation step of 100 ◦C,
has a lower impact on the model than the thickness does. However, a variation of
± 200 ◦C brings the modelling away from the calibration data. In terms of the depth
of the intrusion, the depth is limited; it can only be placed deeper up to the point
when it is located at the base of the lithosphere and thereafter becomes an underplat-
ing body rather than an intrusion. The result (Fig. 6-8c) indicates a rapid evolution
up to the point at which the intrusion is located half way through the lithosphere (i.e.,
a value of 0.5), after which the impact on the modelling decreases and becomes very
limited.

Fig. 6-8d shows the variation of the three parameters (thickness, temperature and
depth) used in the modelling; and in all cases, the modelled VR fit the measurements
in EMO-01. In other words, any combination of these three parameters is theoreti-
cally valid for my model. The main limitation is connected to geological input. Due
to the composition of the surrounding dykes and sills, the temperature is likely to be
around 1100 ◦C. As the figure demonstrates, the isolated intrusive body indicates a
single intrusion; in terms of my model, the implication is of a limited thickness of
around 4000 m.

6.3.3 Timing of the intrusion

The modelled wells predict an elevated maturity depth trend in the Carboniferous sec-
tion. To test both the timing and regional validity of the model, I selected additional
wells in the vicinity of the studied area, where a) maturity data indicate anomalously
high maturity values in the Carboniferous section and b) VR measurements are avail-
able both in the Mesozoic and in the Palaeozoic. The following two wells with these
characteristics have been identified: HOK-02 and BAC-01. The HOK-02 well is po-
sitioned geographically on the southwest of the IJsselmeer and geologically in the
Noord-Holland Platform. The second well, BAC-01, is located to the southwest of
HOK-02 in the Central Netherlands Basin. BAC-01 and HOK-02 are modelled using
similar boundary conditions, sedimentary and lithospheric parameters, and equivalent
tectonic phases as those adopted for the five wells focused on above.

The results of these models are displayed in Fig. 6-9. Importantly, the two calibra-
tions – tectonic subsidence (Figs 6-9a1 and 6-9b1) and VR (Figs 6-9a2 and 6-9b2)
– indicate good results. The tectonic subsidence for both HOK-02 (Fig. 6-9a1) and
BAC-01 (Fig. 6-9b1) shows three uplift stages: Early Permian at the collapse of
the Variscan orogen, Late Jurassic in relation to the North Sea doming, and Late
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Mesozoic in connection with the Alpine orogen. However, the only one of these
three stages to demonstrate a strong heat flow response (Figs 6-9a1 and 6-9b1) is
the Variscan orogen, with a magmatic intrusion added to this phase. This addition is
confirmed by the results obtained from the model for the VR (Figs 6-9a2 and 6-9b2).
In the well HOK-02 (Fig. 6-9a2), the lowest VR measurement is at a depth of 1821
m. It shows a slight increase in the VR trend, which is confirmed by the modelled
curve. This lowest measurement is in the Carboniferous (with the top of the Caumer
Formation being at a depth of 1712 m), while the shallowest measurements are in the
Permian and Mesozoic. The VR of the BAC-01 well (Fig. 6-9b2) reveals a similar
trend, with the VR trend in the Carboniferous again being higher (although still below
2253 m) than in the overlying layers. The conclusion that I can therefore draw from
these results is that an increased VR trend below the Permian is in full agreement
with the suggestion of pervasive magmatic activity in the Stephanian-Permian.

Figure 6-9: Modelling results of the wells: a- HOK-02 and b- BAC-01. a1 and b1-
tectonic subsidence observed (black dot) and modelled (black curve), and basement
heat flow (grey curve). a2 and b2- modelled vitrinite reflectance curve (grey curve)
and vitrinite reflectance measurements (yellow triangle) with standard deviation.
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6.4 Regional context of magmatism

My model predicts a high volume of widespread intrusions. This fits with the per-
vasive nature of Stephanian-Permian volcanism in terms of both the driving tectonic
context and the features of magma emplacement derived in earlier studies.

Several authors have described the geodynamic context of the Variscan orogenic col-
lapse, which triggered magmatism and volcanism in the last stages of the orogen (see
e.g., Lorenz and Nicholls, 1984; Matte, 1986; Ziegler, 1990; Prijac et al., 2000; van
Wees et al., 2000; Ziegler et al., 2006). As the surface of the orogen was eroded,
the deeper part of the orogen experienced a slab detachment or a delamination of the
lithospheric mantle (Ziegler et al., 2006). This created local and shallow alteration of
the mantle circulation, leading to what has been described as an upper mantle plume
activity. This mantle activity generated some partial melting at the base of the litho-
sphere. In connection with these deep variations, the stress regime has changed from
compressive to wrenching deformations as the principal horizontal axis has progres-
sively rotated from north-south to east-west (Ziegler, 1990; McCann et al., 2006).
The association of wrench deformation and deep partial melting has generated some
uplift in relation to core-complexes in the inner and outer part of the orogen. In the in-
ner part, evidence of intrusions has been found in the Massif Central (e.g., Malavielle
et al., 1990; Lardeaux et al., 2001) and in the Montagne noir (e.g., Brun and van
den Driesschen, 1994). Moreover, several examples of magmatic activity dated to
the Stephanian-Permian have been described to the north of the Variscan front. The
most extensive magmatism, with volcanic deposits forming a thickness of up 2000 m,
occurred in the North East German Basin (Benek et al., 1996); the magnitude of this
volcanism has been related to a regional weakening caused by changes in the stress
regime (Scheck and Bayer, 1999). However, this volcanic activity also extended to-
ward the west with deposits of around 100 m in thickness, largely limited to NNE-
NNW-trending grabens. To the north, the Oslo rift system also shows its first stage of
volcanism during the same period (Neumann et al., 2004) and although the extent of
this volcanism is difficult to assess, there appears to have been a high level of activity
in the central North Sea (e.g., Glennie, 1998). Some extrusive evidence has also been
described for the northern offshore in Denmark (Marek, 2000), which has extended
onshore into Sweden as intrusive sills (Obst, 1999). In the western part of the South-
ern Permian Basin, the British Isles show areas with noticeable intrusive magmatism
in Cornwall (southwest England), undeformed granite bodies have intruded just to
the south of the Variscan Front, while large intrusive magmatic complexes are visible
in southern Scotland and northern England in the form of dykes and sills. The Whin
Sill Complex (northern England) is composed of multiple sills and four major ESE-
WNW en echelons dykes (Timmerman, 2004), and in central England, the Midland
Valley dykes, together with an associated sill, have an E-W trend that extends some
200 km into the North Sea (Smythe, 1994). This extensive evidence of magmatism
during the same period, associated with a comparable composition that indicates a
partially melting lithospheric origin, points firmly in the direction of a large-scale
re-equilibration in the lithosphere. The timing of Stephanian-Autunian magmatism
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varies across northern Europe, ranging from the Carboniferous in the UK up to the
Permian in the North Sea and Germany (Heeremans et al., 2004).

The lithosphere tectonic fabric inherited from the Caledonian orogen plays an impor-
tant role in the distribution of magmatism. The Caledonian orogen has three sutures
that are of interest in the Southern Permian Basin (e.g., McKerrow et al., 2000), and
these all join in a triple point located in the centre of the North Sea. The suture be-
tween Laurentia and Avalonia, also known as the Irish Scottish Caledonides (ISC),
had a WSW-ENE orientation. This suture is the result of a compressive regime that
closed the southern part of the Iapetus Ocean. In Scotland, fault zones related to this
suture (Cameron and Stephenson, 1985; Read et al., 2002) were responsible for mag-
matism in the Midland Valley during the Stephanian-Permian. In northern England,
a second branch, known as the Iapetus suture, created weaknesses that triggered the
development of the Whin Sill Complex (Woodcock and Strachan, 2000). This second
branch resulted from the closure of the Iapetus Ocean, and thus the subsequent col-
lision between Laurentia and Baltica that built the Scandinavian Caledonides. The
suture is orientated SSW-NNE and runs inland along the Scandinavian Peninsula
(Torsvik and Rehnström, 2001). The third suture, the North German-Polish Cale-
donides, which runs through the south of Denmark and offshore to the north of Ger-
many (Scheck and Bayer, 1999), originated from the closure of the Tornquist Sea and
therefore the collision of the continents of Baltica and Avalonia. The main evidence of
volcanic activity in northern Germany during the Stephanian-Early Permian (Scheck
and Bayer, 1999) can be found between the Caledonian suture and the Variscan oro-
gen front. The variations in the stress regime during the Early Permian, together with
an inherited weak zone, are responsible for the magmatism (intrusive and extrusive)
in both southern Sweden and along the Fennoscandian Border Zone.

The importance of the lithospheric structural controls in a spatial partitioning of the
Stephanian- Permian magmatism in the Southern Permian Basin indicates that mag-
matism is concentrated at the borders of the Avalonian plate. However, my model
indicates that outside these border zones, a considerable imprint is possible. Simi-
lar evidence for magmatism outside the concentration zones related to the Caledo-
nian suture zones are found in the English counties of Shropshire, Derbyshire, and
Gloucestershire (Stephenson et al., 2003).

My model suggests an extensive thickness of intrusions below the sediments. Outcrop
data of sills and dykes in northern England (i.e., sills over 90 m thick and dykes up
to 65 m thick) and in Scotland (i.e., sills up to 180 m thick and dykes up to 50 m
thick and 130 m long), provide an analogue to understanding the intrusive bodies in
the bed rocks below the sediments in the Netherlands. My interpretation is therefore
that the geometry of the intrusion(s) in my area of study is very likely to be elongated
(i.e., dykes or sills) rather than batholith-shaped. This interpretation is consistent with
the deep faults that are present in my area of interest (e.g., Kombrinket al., 2008; van
Buggenum and den Hartog Jager, 2007) and which could have provided a preferential
path for the rising magma.
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In the Southern Permian Basin area, the Westphalian (upper Carboniferous) is known
to be the source rock of more than 90 % of the gas fields found in the Carboniferous,
Rotliegend, Zechstein and Buntsandstein reservoirs (Lokhorst, 1998).

The distribution of magmatism and the preservation of Westphalian C and D, which
was buried at depths of 500-1000 m during the thermal heat pulse (cf. Fig. 6-7a), give
the areal extent of potential gas maturation, which may have originated in the Late
Carboniferous in the onshore Netherlands. Gas is likely to be trapped in Carbonif-
erous or Early Permian rocks. One such reservoir encountered in the Netherlands is
the Coevorden gas field (Kombrink et al., 2007). In the area of study, however, the
Permian erosive activity has removed the Westphalian C and D, as well as the upper
part of the Westphalian B, thus eliminating the potential for gas accumulation.

6.5 Conclusion

Tectonic modelling of selected wells in the Netherlands shows that tectonic subsi-
dence and exhumation can be reconciled with a significant heat flow pulse, capable
of explaining an elevated depth gradient of maturity in Carboniferous rocks. The
heat flow pulse is related to the Variscan orogenic collapse, which resulted in perva-
sive mantle upwelling and magmatism. Quantitative assessment of heat flow, based
on a kinematic model of the process of orogenic collapse, shows that mantle up-
welling and underplating at the base of the crust, as proposed by van Wees et al.
(2000, 2009) provides insufficient heat flow to explain strongly elevated maturity-
depth trends. Widespread intrusion at shallow crustal levels provides an elevated heat
flow mechanism with a regional impact, consistent with observed high maturity-depth
trends. The model and maturity data demonstrate that elevated maturity as a conse-
quence of the heat flow pulse can be pushed well into the gas window during the heat
pulse, provided that the source rock was buried at a depth of 500-1000 m at the time
of the heat pulse and was not eroded during the following exhumation.
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CHAPTER

SEVEN

SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this thesis, I have investigated the thermal behaviour in the sedimentary basins
of France and the Netherlands. My prime objective was to understand temperature
variations and their origin in sediments, as well as to identify the best methodology
for obtaining temperatures across entire sedimentary basins. In this chapter, I present
a synthesis of the results and also highlight research challenges to be addressed in
future research.

7.1 Synthesis

In each of the investigated areas, the first step was to gather temperature information.
In France, this process involved the active collection of data concerning tempera-
ture, work that has not been carried out since Gable (1978). In the Netherlands, the
construction of the database made it possible to draw together the dispersed data col-
lections compiled by Boxem (2010), the SNS projects (Simmelink et al., 2003 and
Simmelink et al., 2008) and for the TNO internal database. The assembled measure-
ments used here are taken from deep boreholes that were drilled for the exploration
and exploitation of oil and gas. These temperature measurements are mostly BHT
that have been corrected from the temperature perturbation caused by drilling, al-
though a limited number of DST temperature measurements were also available. The
BHT correction method that I employed here allowed a more accurate result than the
statistical correction used by Gable (1978) in France and the Horner correction most
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commonly used in the Netherlands. In the French sedimentary basins, 977 BHT cor-
rected (BHTx) values were made available across 593 boreholes. Unfortunately, the
dispersal of these boreholes across the French basins is very uneven, with 84 BHTs in
the Aquitanian Basin, mostly along the Pyrenees, 113 BHTx in the Southeast Basin
and 396 in the Paris Basin (including 19 values in the Rhine Graben). Only 124
DST measurements were available from the French basins, spread over a total of 53
boreholes. For the Netherlands, a total of 1293 values were retrieved from 454 bore-
holes. Of these, the initial temperature dataset of 412 analytically corrected BHT
values was completed with 829 BHT values corrected with a statistical methodology,
together with just 52 DST values. As in France, this dataset is not evenly spread, with
most of the dataset located in the northern half of the Dutch territory and the West
Netherlands Basin.

In terms of depth, the evolution of temperature varies significantly from one basin to
another. In the Netherlands, the thermal gradient is 31.3 ◦C.km-1, a figure that is very
close to the average thermal gradient of 30.6 ◦C.km-1 in France. However, in France
the variations are high, with a thermal gradient of 27.1 ◦C.km-1 in the Aquitanian
Basin and of 34.9 ◦C.km-1 in the Paris Basin. In addition to these temperature values
(which are used to characterise the present-day thermal behaviour in the basins), some
29 vitrinite reflectance (VR) values have been gathered in seven wells that are located
in the central part of the Netherlands in order to identify the evolution of heat flow
though time.

To maximise assessment of the temperature datasets for geothermal exploration, a
significant effort has been made to test and validate various methodologies and to ob-
tain thermal maps that cover the whole basin. For the characterisation of the present-
day temperature, initially an interpolation Kriging method in 3D was used to obtain
temperatures in the French sedimentary basins. Building on this statistical method-
ology, I used a modelling approach to determine more accurately the temperature
in the Netherlands and thereafter, in the Paris Basin. Unlike the typical interpola-
tion method that only considers the interpolated dataset as populating the considered
area, the tectonic-heat flow modelling methodology takes into account the geology
and geological history of the area. The parameters that have been taken into account
are the geometry of the major geological units in the basin, the crustal layering and
the subcrustal lithosphere. The geology of the basin and the lithosphere allowed me
to populate these layers with the parameters that were relevant to heat transfer (i.e.,
thermal conductivity) and to heat production (i.e., radiogenic heat production).

By considering the geology, this modelling method also enabled me to reproduce
variations in temperature in line with the vertical and horizontal variations in thermal
properties in those areas where the source data (i.e., the temperature values) were
either sparse or non-existent. However, the amount of information that is required
in order to carry out the modelling can, in certain areas, be a limitation and interpo-
lation still gives better results where the data density is high. In those areas where
both modelling and interpolation have been carried out (i.e., in the Paris Basin), they
produce similar results, with the most noticeable dissimilarities being located in the
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south and the west of the Paris Basin, where there is no temperature data to constrain
the interpolation. At basin-scale, the results that have been obtained by interpolation
as well as the modelling methodology allow us to see the variations in temperature at
a given depth.

In France, the Aquitanian Basin shows a strong temperature inversion close to the
Pyrenees, with high temperature values at shallow depth and low values at greater
depth. The temperatures obtained for this area have been used by a commercial com-
pany in order to assess potential sites of interest for the development of commercial
projects (e.g., Fonroche in the Aquitanian Basin). In the Southeast Basin, the most
remarkable temperature is the hot spot at great depth (see Garibaldi, 2010 for a de-
tailed investigation of this basin). In the Paris Basin, the eastern and south-eastern
borders of the basin show the highest temperature values, while the central part of
the basin is the hottest at greater depth. These major variations in the Paris Basin are
related to the low thermal conductivity of the “Schiste Carton” (Early Jurassic). The
basement of the Paris Basin (which is older than the Triassic) also contributes to vari-
ations in temperature, with recent studies highlighting the possibility of large shale
Carboniferous half-graben or magmatic intrusive bodies. In addition to these sources
of thermal variation related to thermal conductivity, the Paris Basin is influenced in
the southeast by the Alpine orogeny. This has created an uplift with sufficient magni-
tude to modify the thermal gradient and generate a transitional situation, leading to a
higher temperature.

In the Netherlands, the Silesian (Late Carboniferous) underlies the entire Dutch ter-
ritory, with a fine-grained siliciclastic dominant composition and a thickness of be-
tween 1 and 4 km. The Silesian has a strong influence on the temperature in the coun-
try’s subsurface. The other impacting layer is the Permian which south of the Nether-
lands has a shale composition and north of the Netherlands is composed of salt, with a
very high thermal conductivity (Zechstein). Both the modelling and the interpolation
produce equivalent results, highlighting the heat flow and temperature variations that
can occur in the sedimentary basins and the importance of understanding these varia-
tions for exploring geothermal energy in sedimentary basins. These results, produced
with the aim of providing a more accurate understanding of the subsurface, have con-
tributed to the geothermal assessments of both the Paris Basin and the Netherlands.
In France, the results of the Paris Basin modelling formed part of the CLASTIQ-2
project at the BRGM, which investigated the deep siliciclastic geothermal reservoir
of the Paris Basin. In the Netherlands, the results of thermal modelling were incor-
porated into the geothermal screening tool thermoGIS (www.thermogis.nl), used to
identify geothermal reservoirs that are suitable for exploitation. The temperature re-
sults have also been used in fields outside of the geothermal community. CO2 storage
offers an example of an additional geological domain that similarly requires a good
understanding of the temperature, as the stored CO2 changes phase with depth due to
increasing temperature and pressure. In the Paris Basin, the investigation for suitable
storage sites (e.g., Grataloup et al, 2009) will benefit from this work.

The results of the heat flow modelling against time in the Netherlands demonstrates
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the importance of the geodynamic stretching of the lithosphere and deep magmatic
activity on the thermal evolution of a basin, as well as the maturation of the source
rocks. In the Permian Basin, the Late Carboniferous magmatic activity is well de-
fined in Germany and Denmark. The research described in this thesis shows that
anomalously high maturity can clearly be related to pervasive magmatism in late
Carboniferous times.

Throughout this thesis, the objective has been to obtain temperature or heat flow val-
ues that were as detailed and accurate as possible. The results, in terms of temperature
maps across entire basins, are an important outcome for the exploration of sustainable
and renewable geo-resources with the objective of mapping and understanding the
major processes that impact upon temperature. A limitation of the regional approach
taken in this work, however, is that it does not take into account small scale geological
variations. Moreover, the results obtained are inevitably subject to the uncertainty of
the input parameters. For example, the outcome temperatures would have benefited
from a more accurate and refined layering in the Paris Basin, from a dedicated thermal
conductivity from measurements, or from a better geometrical understanding of the
deepest part of the basin (below the Triassic). Nonetheless, the impact of the results
obtained here upon the geothermal potential in France (particularly the Paris Basin)
and in the Netherlands is important as it allows an initial identification of areas that
might be prospective and therefore merit additional investigation. From an academic
perspective, the results show the impact of the lithosphere on the temperature distri-
bution in sedimentary basins and highlight strong heat flow variations that underlie
sedimentary basins.

7.2 Future research

For the present-day temperature, both the interpolation and modelling methods em-
ployed here provided coherent results that match the temperature measurements avail-
able in the wells. These methods allowed us to obtain good initial results. These re-
sults can now be used to address some of the questions that have arisen in the course of
this research, including those concerning the origin of temperature variations. Some
of these questions have already been explored, such as the role of thermally insulat-
ing layers and the impact of variations in the basement. However, some important
questions remain, and require further work. The potential impact of fluid circulation
in the faults and aquifers, for example, was not addressed in this PhD research.

A second area of research that should be addressed is developing a better under-
standing of the deeper parts of basins. In the Netherlands, this would demand some
additional work on the Lower Carboniferous and the Basement. In the Paris Basin
meanwhile, the Permo-Carboniferous sediments that have commonly been excluded
from the sedimentary piles and the magmatic bodies in the basement with high ra-
diogenic heat production should be taken into account. In addition, the static model
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of the sedimentary sequence in the Paris Basin should be refined, together with the
petrophysical properties of each individual layer.

Tectonic heat flow modelling yields valuable results concerning both the impact of
magmatic activity on heat flow and the hydrocarbon maturation in the context of a
basin with a complex polyphase history. It would be of great interest to extend this
work and assess the impact of lithospheric magmatic activity at the early stage of a
basin or during major tectonic events.
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